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The fact has been demonstrated
that cotton goods can be profitably manufactured iu California.President Wilfred Woodruff of the Mormon church
died in San Francisco Sept. 2, aged 91
years. He was born at Farmington, Ct.,
in 1807 and was one of the original pioneers that reached Salt Lake valley in
lie was president of the church for
1847.
the last 10 years.The Xovoe Vremya
of St. Petersburg,replying to criticisms of
the Czar’s peace note, interprets them as
meaning that the “powers are to remain
in the relative positions they now occupy
and together seek the means of rendering
unnecessary the expensive and purposeless armaments which are ruining all
nations.” The paper then adds: “There
is no question of immediate disarmament
or the resulting consequences which seem
io disturb the French and Germans.”.
liev. Thomas Haywood died at his home
iu Elizabeth, X. J., Sept. 2d, aged (><>
He was born in England. He
years.
was past worthy patriarch of the Sous of
Temperance of Great Britain and past
deputy supreme chief ranger of the Independent Order of Foresters, liev. Mr.
Ilaywood enjoyed the distinction of being
the first man to introduce Xeal Dow, the
prohibtionist, to an English audience.
A special conference
of the Adams,
American and United .States express companies was held in Chicago Sept. 2d and
it was decided that the companies would
from this date bear the expense of the
war tax instead of requiring the public to
stamp consignments.Word has been
received at Portsmouth, X. H.,that satisfactory arrangements have been made
with Spain for the transportation of the
prisoners at the expense of the Spanish
government—Secretary Alger has notified the adjutant generals of the various
States, directing them to take charge of
all sick soldiers, place them in the hospiil
als, Jand the United States will pay the
expenses.
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in Rockfand.

ly finished an extensive job at the cottage of living in the Limerock City who could propW. R.
Dupee of Boston at Dark Harbor, erly be added to this list.
On a recent Hying visit to Rockland a Islesboro.
When this article was started it was inJournal representative was struck by the
Roscoe Staples, the junior member of the tended to confine it to people formerly of
faces seen on the streets, and the names on firm of Simpson & Staples, harness makers, Belfast, but now in business or
professional
signs, once familiar in Belfast, and this is a Bel faster, who came to Rockland 23 life in Rockland, but we must make another
prompted a later call with a view to looking years ago and learned the trade of his broth- exception. All over the city were bills of
the great labor-day demonstration at Oakup the ex-Belfasters in the Limerock City. er Leander, also a Belfast boy, but who now
The result was a surprise, for it was found lives in Monroe and is well known to horse- land Park, Sept. 5th. L. M. Staples,
Esq.,
that there were no less than twenty men men as the inventor and manufacturer of of Washington was announced as orator of
has
been a the day. Mr. Staples was born in Swanand women iu business or professional life the Staples halter. Mr. Staples
member of the firm 10 years. They do a
in Rockland who formerly lived in Belfast.
ville, July 22, 1847. He enlisted twice durPerhaps the most widely known of the general harness-making and repairing busi- ing the civil war, but was under age the
Belfast contingent in Rockland is Judge ness, and carry a line of trunks, bags, robes, first time and could not get the consent of
William H. Fogler, who was found busily blankets, whips and.general horse goods, in- his parehts, and on his second enlistment in
Their place of the 26th Maine, in the
engaged in his office iu the court house. cluding the Staples halter.
company commanded
bv Capt. Charles Baker of Belfast, the exJudge Fogler is a native of Lincolnville, business is 309 Main street.
At the custom tailoring establishment of
and
after attending Waterville
amining surgeon found evidences of pulmonCollege
studied law iu Belfast, where lie was ad- Knight & Hill, No. 373 Main street, Wm. A. ary weakness and he was rejected. He then
and
ex-Belfast
Hill was found—another
boy
studied law in the office of James B. Murch,
mitted to the bar iu 1802. He then
joined
the army as a captain iu the 19th Maine a graduate of the job printing office of the Esq., Belfast, and later was admitted to pracRegiment and was successively promoted to late Goo W. Burgess. A good many edi- tice at the Waldo county bar, soon after takmajor aud lieutenant-colonel. He was se- tions of the Belfast Advertiser were,“worked ing up his residence in Washington, Knox
■ounty, which has since been his home.
verely wounded at the battle of Tolopotomy off'’' on the old hand press (a token au hour)
and was discharged, soon after which lie
by the writer while Billy “rolled the forms.”
Booking over this no doubt incomplete
Mr. Hill came to Rockland20 years ago and, list of Belfasters in Rockland, we venture
was appointed provost marshal for the Belfast district. He began the practice of law like Mr. Shea, hanged his business. For the assertion that no place in the State has
Belfast in 1800 and was soon recognized
one of the ablest lawyers
iD East
Maine.
He practiced iu Belfast
twentyfour years and during that time held
many
of
positions
trust, including deputy collector
of customs, county attorney and
mayor of
Belfast.
He moved to Rockland in
1890,
represented that city iu the Legislature of
iu

as

1897,

and

was appointed to a seat on the Subench of the State in May, 1898. He
has held two terms of court—the
April term
iu Androscoggin and the May term iu
Sagadahoc.

preme

1

nailing Gazette of >ew York in its
May 7th, has an article captioned,
“Largest Lobster Plant iu America,” which
it introduces as follows: “The iargest and
most complete lobster plant iu all its details
in the United States is that owned
by F W.
Collins at Rockland, Maine.” Our representative found Mr. Collins in his office in the
second story of his establishment busily enine

issue

of

18 years lie has been a member of the firm
and during that time their trade has constantly increased. Their work is the better

clothing. Conscientious attention to every detail, keeping well
abreast of the styles and using the best materials, coupled with reasonable prices, have
given this firm a reputation which enables

contributed to any
and

men

many

one

of its

woman

PERSONAL.

from

them

to

be

in

constant

receipt

of orders

from every section of the Union and the Dominion of Canada. They employ from 25 to
30 hands.
Dr. F. E.

Fobett’s dental

rooms

at No.

patronized by first-class
The
and constantly increasing clientage.
doctor is a son of Frank A. Follett of Belfast ami a graduate of the Boston Dental
college. He was for several years with Dr.

200 Main street

are

a

a

Dodge of Lewiston
mother, Mrs. Henry Brown.

her

is

A.

for

a

daughter,

last.

Dr. George W. Stoddard
spend the week in Lewiston

Belfast

left

Monday
vicinity.

and

absentee from the Board of Aidermen aud three from the Common Council.
The roll of accounts was passed, the amounts
under the various appropriations being as

Marjorie Tosier of Whitman, Mass.,
has returned home after a short visit in Bel-

aud

Mass., Saturday to visit her father, Win, H.
W hidden.

11.71

C. A. Boutelle.M. C.,

Mrs. M.
of Brewer

on

the

J

W.
left

Dougan
Monday

and Miss
for

Old

at

a

will lie most

Ids

summers at

for

home yesterday.

Ziba H.

Herbert E. Ei.is irrived home fr^m Seal
Harbor Friday and went t■» Lewiston Saturday to attend the State Fair.
George Dean, wife and daughter «-f Richreturned home last Thursday after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Israel A. Gardner.
Dr. Hovey L. Shepherd of Winchester.
Mass., arrived Saturday to visit his parents,
and Mrs. Freeman W. Shepherd.

Mr.

j

Mrs. Everett Roberts of Dorchester. Mass.
returned home last Saturday from a visit to,
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. George W. Wise.

1

Smalley

John F.

Levant Monday

went to

represent PLn nix Lodge of Masons at the
funeral of George W. Purrington, formerly
city.

C. H. Sargent, collector of taxes, reported
Miss Flora Burgess ami Mr. Lloyd Goodfollows:
wh<> have been
Collected from Aug. 1 to Sept. 5.
830.078 -_S *'win of Waltham, Mass..
Paid James Pattee, treasurer
28,582.00 spending a vacation in East Belfast, returnCash on hand.
1 514.2S
ed home last Friday.
830,078 28
appoint-

ed to make

sewer

assessments.

Adjourned.
The New
has been

There

Bankruptcy

Law.

apprehension among
to the exact scope of the
new bankruptcy law, which says that
any
person shall he deemed insolvent whenever
the aggregate of his property, exclusive of
any property lie may have transferred, shall
not, at a fair valuation, be sufficient in
amount to pay his debts.
Under the old law of 1807, the courts held
that the amount of a debtor’s property, as
compared v. ith bis debts, was of no consequence. The question now arises whether
tiie new law's definition means, for instance,
that a merchant or manufacturer who is doing business ou a capital of, say, $25,000,
and secures credit for more than that sum,
is in danger of being declared insolvent
whenever his liabilities exceed his assets.
The subject is of sufficient importance to
have warranted the securing of eminent
legal advice, which is to the following effect:
“A man must commit some act of bankruptcy before his case can come within the
jurisdiction of the bankruptcy law. That
is, he must actually be in default. It is well
known that many business men ofteD secure
credit far in excess of their invested capital
or assets, but so long as they keep on paying
Iebts and meeting their obligations, the
bankruptcy law’s definition of insolvency
cannot apply to them. If a firm should give
a three months’ note for $1,000, and that
happened to exceed the firm’s assets, nothing could be done under the bankruptcy
law, unless the n >te was not met when
business

men

some

as

due.”

The Belfast
All
to tlie
ou or

Schools.

pupils having school books belonging
city are requested to return the same
before Sept. 10th.

requested to call at the office
of the. Superintendent ou or before Saturday,
Sept. 10th, for keys, record books, etc.
Teachers

are

meeting for all teachers, city
rural, will be held Monday afternoon
Sept. 12th at 3.30 o’clock in the High school
A teachers’

and

room.

The

teachers, parents and pupils of former school district No. 12, Brick schoolhouse,
East Belfast, will have a bell hanging, presentation and ringing at tlie school house
Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. The bell was
bought by subscription and will be formally
presented to the city, with appropriate exercises, including addresses, music, etc.
All friends of the school are invited.
Maud Nichols left Thursday for East
Hampton, Ct., to take a position as assistMiss

ant

in

the

High school,

the

same

held

by

Miss Nan Nichols last year. The latter will
teach the West Primary in this village.
fBucksport Herald.

Split ticket and stickers are devices of
Vote the straight Republi-

the enemy.
can ticket.

A. S. Heal
business.

was

in

Bucksport yesterday

on

Bangor nearly fifty

I

Nettie Wheeler ami daughter Millie
Cambridgeport, Mass., who have been
visiting Gapt. and Mrs. D. H I ibhy. returned home last Saturday.
Misses Daisy Ryder and Nora McCabe *>f
Boston returned home Saturday after a short
Mrs.

of

Miss Isa

Belfast and Searsmont.
McCabe accompanied them.

visit in

George Hatch,

is

repairing

H

.it

i. Ed. McIntyre of East Belfast, is
sp. nd.ng
furlough, from the Massachusetts s.
ship Enterprise with relatives n
>
ov

Mr.

John H. Oulu v r> t
a three n
trip to the west and the Great Lukand Mrs.

1

ure

Hon. Parker SpohYrd and wife of Bind
were the guests of Hon. T. H. Sherm
Rev. G. G. Winslow the past, week.
>.

Annie W. Sim, nton of Camden has
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. \\
Burkett at their <•< ttage 01 the North Shore
Miss

l»een

X

uthpoit.

Hon. aud Mrs. F. S. W ills havnod
to their home in Viualhaven after
spending
the season at tlieir cottage «»n
N.»rthport
Camp Ground.
E.

Crabtre of the Chelsea, Mass
Crabtre left Tuesday for a
visit m Brewer and Sullivan, after
spending
a week in North port.
G.

L. H.

aud Mrs.

Murdi, city clerk,

the beard he had

lias

daughter Helen, accompanied by Mrs. Ringold’s mother, Mrs. L. L. Robbins, went to
their home in Gardiner last Friday, after a
month's visit in Belfast.

George E. Benson of East Belfast has been
home on a short furlough and returned to
Mr. Benson is a
camp at Augusta Monday.
private in Co. K, 1st Maine Infantry, which
was recruited in Brunswick.

Charles Copeland, the well-known water,
color artist of Boston, was a guest of H. L.
Woodcock the past week. They were at
Woodbine cottage, Quautabacook, a few
days and made some line sketches.
Hon. J. C. Dexter ami wife with their two
to

their

Rhode Island Aug. 31st after
visit with Mr.
Dexter is

a

an

a

home in

two

weeks

1 Mrs. It. A.

sister of Mrs.

Gurney
Gurney.

Mrs.

J. Hart of Edgartown, Mass.,
visited relatives in Belfast last week. Her
husband, Capt. V. Justin Hart, is in command of the steamer Nantucket, plying between New Bedford and Nantucket.
Mrs.

V

Among the sick privates who returned
Santiago in the 9th Massachusetts Vol-

from

unteers,

was

Austin

Dunbar, private,

Com-

C, who was horn in Castine. He was
clerk by occupation, and ,:ves in West

pany
a

Roxbury.
Albert

He

was

unmarried.

I*. Toothaker

of

Searsmont,

a

for-

C- S. student, got so much imbued
with the military spirit from his drilling the
Oak Hill cadets, of which he attained the
rank of major, that at the outbreak of the
war he enlisted in the 7th Infantry.
Now
he wishes be had not been so patriotic. He
writes some of his friends here occasional
missives laden with woe.
His regiment

mer

E. M.

missed connection with

Mary

A.

Phil brick

of

Wmterport

visited her

brothers, dosej h and Adouiram
Banks, the past week.
Adonirain re-

Tuesday

E. S. Hayward of Hyde Park, Mass., spent
Sunday with his family, who were vis.ting
at Mrs. C. M. Washburn’s.
They left for
home by steamer Penobscot Monday.
Win. S. McGowan of the Metropolitan
Steamship Co., Boston, visited relatives in
Belfast the past weeK, accompanied by Mrs.

McGowan

He

officer

was an

on

the steaui-

Mrs. H. I).

at

grandchildren returned

Mrs.

shaved off

for 4 years.
It has
his appearance, of course, hut his
worn

turned home with her

1st.

sm

Misses Florence McCarty •: B -•
Blanche Gilmore of Bro.-ktou, Mass wen*,
to Frankfort yesterday ift-r a short visit ;n
Belfast.

H.

Sept.

d

port
and

fast train.

Rev. ami Mrs. A. T. Riugold and little

o

1-

Mouday evening fr.*m

friends recognize him readily.

Mail

irtford

Walter P. Carter of Maid -n, Muss
returned home Mouday from a visit to P-w
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. \Vei.-P.

changed

Us ley of Bangor was in this
city yesterday, the guest of his son, Reuben
Usley, who is visiting his wife’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Llewellyn Morrill.
[Waterville

at

s

arge

Mrs.

Conductor Owen Clements, of the Belfast
and Waterville freight train, is running a
State fair train from Skowhegau this week.
William McTaggart is conductor on the BelB.

since.

ever

Islands.

Rev. G.

been

years ago, and has

Capt O A Wade f Poor’s Mills
home for a visit while his vessel, the

Gazette,

George Longfellow went to Augusta Friday to meet his brother, William H. Longfellow of New York, who, with Ins wife and
daughter, is spending a vacation at Five

between Boston and

ran

steamboat, business

in the

to

as

were

Penobscot which

cr

Lynn,

if

Nickerson

Mass., was a guest the past week of Mr. md
Mrs. Percy S Edgeeomb.

of this

Aldermen Poor ami Kaukiu

Mr. and Mrs. Davul W Mansi:-id went to
Oakland Tuesday to attend thereupon of
the Twenty-First Maine
Regiment,

Shute returned to Philadelphia
Saturday, after spending her vacation with
her mother m this city.
Miss Millie

advantageous

terest.

J. J. Hennessey of Anaconda, Mon. .s in
Belfast visiting friends. Mrs.
Hennessey
has been here several weeks

of New York, who spends
North Shore, Northport, left

W. E. Kotman

in

Two orders were passed authorizing the
settlement of hack taxes ou certain property
on payment of taxes and costs without in-

Miss Nellie Murphy of Woodstock N B.,
home Tuesday from visiting her
sister, Mrs. W. J. Clifford.
returned

Messrs. W. F. Beau and C. O. Poor went
Pines, Quantabacook, last Friday for
week's outing.

Alderman

the State Fair.

at

Miss Florence Curtis of Boston visited
friends iu Belfast the past, week, and left
yesterday for Old Town.

to The

passed “That the board >f
shall have the custody
cemetery
and control of the hearse belonging to the
city, and that said hoard is hereby authorjudgment
city.”

tent

Orchard Beach.

the taxes of

manner as

Secretary and Mrs. Brackett are in
Lewiston in charge of the Good Templars’

Blanche L.

week

a

half

a

Grand

G. Prentiss and daugnter Mildred
visited Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Pren-

Sullivan

Mrs.

was

hearse in such

two years and

his way

on

tiss last week.

trustees

their

was

Bangor Saturday

of

mond

sell said

Capt. Robert F. Patterson and family have
moved back to Belfast, after living iu
Lynn

to Boston.

tract.

to the

City

steamer

Belfast Water Co., 8582.75, in considerfor'concessious, as per the original con-

to

Pitcher’s Pond.

property.

ation

ized

Albert C. Burgess, family and guests, are
spending the week at Sans Souci cottage,

E. F. Hanson left Saturday for Chicago on
business in connection with the Petit Manan

54 88

Crocker.
The report of the committee on finance in
settlement with the collector of taxes for
1897, was read and accepted.
The report of the committee on schools on
bills of Stillman Grotton and Ansel Robbins
was read ami accepted.
Both bills were
somewhat reduced.
An ordinance relating to cemeteries was
read and passed. The ordinance as passed
is published in another column.
A few petitions f«>r abatement of taxes
were received and referred to the committee on finance.
The assessors of the Baptist chure’i were
granted permission to occupy a portion if
High street while taking down the steeple
and repairing the church.

An order

Mrs. Charles Wilson of Rockland
guests of Charles R. Coombs the first
of the week
Mr. and

were

Edwin M.

the

Bangor.

Jennie C. Whidden went to Everett,

Miss

Hon.

passed abating

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Prescott returned
home Monday from a visit of a few
days in

Thomas Linnekin of Knox visited
her daughter, Mrs. Judson E. Cottrell, last
week.

Total.$5435.88
The following jurors were drawn: Grand
Jurors—Edwin L. Stickney, Percy S. Edgecomb; traverse jurors—Edgar M. Cunningham, James H. Stinson, George D. Mahoney,

was

fast.

Mrs.

Permanent repairs.
81.78
Free text books.
4.28
Sewers.
1341.17

Au order

a

Jane A. McLellau returned to Boston
after spending her vacation iu B

Miss

fast.

Ill 95

insurance.

is

Monday

Miss

:

l

ness.

Samuel Hodgkinson returned home
Monday from a six-weeks’ visit in Bangor.

Contingent.S 813.98
Highway. 1359 92
Fire Department. 1458.41
117.98
Cemetery.
Library. 119 79

v-

Wilson A. Whitten of Vinaihaven was in
Tuesday and Wednesday on busi-

to

Mrs.

was one

an

to visit relative*

James Gammans and daughter of New ton
Centre, Mass., are visiting relatives in Bel

Myrick.

and Mrs. Fred W. Bailey are at North
New Portland, where Mr. B. is teaching.
Mr.

The regular meeting of the City Council
held Monday evening, Sept. 5th, There

Repairs

Belfast Saturday

Irving Bowden returned to North Jay yesterday after spending a few days at home

short visit.

Mrs. Frank B.

rela-

Mrs. A. Smith of Somerville, Mass
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gammans

Mrs. Susan Dodge of Liberty is visiting
her

visiting

are

North New Portland

in

Clifton M. Gray of Meadville, Pa.,
iu

Miss Mary E. Cunningham went to Port-

Thursday

wife

s

Alfred A. Small left yesterday to join Mrs.
Small in Winthrop for a short visit.

and Mrs. James S. Harrimau went to
Boston Thursday for a short visit

Government.

General school purposes.
School contingent.

Angier Jacobs and

returned home Monday from
visit in Banger and Brooksville.

land last

Mrs. Horace Twombly is visiting relativ
Rockland and Tliomaston.

tives

visiting

Mr.

was

follows

in

Frank Lord

a

spending

Mrs. H. E. Ellis and Miss Grace A Lord
in Lewiston this week.

Calvin Hervey and Robert Emery spent
the day Saturday iu Bucksport.
Mrs. If.

are

are

in town

was

business

Vincent T. Beckwith of Boston is visiting his old home in Waldo.

K. Keene went to Rockland last
Thursday to visit friends.
Morrill of Roekport
last Thursday on business.

on

visit in

a

Mr. and Mrs. Clias. N. Black
the week in Lewiston.

visit in Brooks.

A.

Bangor

Walter D. Staples returned Saturday
Rockland.

Mrs.
from

Mrs. W.

E.

in

was

Tuesday.

returned home Saturday

Miss Louise Hall

prominent in business and professional life

City

H. C. Pitcher

Mrs. Lois E. Stearns went to Boston Saturday^ visit friends.

neighbors so
have become

who

PERSONAL.

James Foss went to Boston Saturday.
Miss Reta Patterson of Rockland is visiting relatives in Belfast.

class of men’s custom

Washington Whisperings.
Id order
keep the regular army up to the maximum of 01,000 men the war
department
OF THE WEEK.
| G. P. Lombard, and had rooms in Sears port
will have recruiting officers at all stations
for Dr. L. a few years. He came to Rockwhere volunteers are mustered out with
f
Secretary B. Walker a view of giving the men an opportunity
land in 1802, and by his skill, ability,
Med a poultry and fruit to enlist in the regular service. The time
and close attention to business has built up
which they have served in the volunteer
a suggestions from farmgaged with one of his captains ;n getting a a highly successful practice.
service will be allowed them as a
of
Austin C. Phi-brick’s clothing store is a
steam smack
f
for a trip to the fishing
poultry yards and fruit the continuous service in the part
regular grounds. Thatready
Rockland enterprise, built up and managed
business
finished
he
l
:*u mation on soils and locourtebranch.
It is estimated that tlie regular
showed The Journal man over his by Belfast energy and business ability. Mr.
apted to the work, best va- army is some four or five thousand be- ously
)
low the maximum allowed by the bill plant, and what was seen there wasa revela- Philbrick’s lirst work was as a clerk in the
«*s for Maine fruit
growers,
which provided for the increase of the tion, especially when the short time it has I hardware store of his brother-in-law, the
I
! grafting and
fertilizing, regular army when the war began. taken to build up this industry from a small late Geo. O. Bailey of Belfast. He came to
cly desired_The Maine Adjutant Corbin 5>ept. 3d made tlie anbeginning is considered. Mr. Collins is a Rockland 2o years ago and entered the store
reuce will hold its annual
|
nouncement of tlie intention of the war
Belfast boy and for several years kept a re- of 0. F. Wood. Soon after he became a
First Christain church of department in the
mustering out tlie
and at Mr. Wood’s death, 8 years
-1 and 22.
The opeuvolunteers. Itegiments which have been tail fish market here. Believing there was a partner
be on Sept. 20, at 10 designated for muster out include tlie chance for business iu handling lobsters on ago, bought his interest. He carries a large
m.
lair and Jesse Wood,
\
First Maine infantry ; B, Mai lie heavy ar- 1 a large scale he attempted to establish the line of clothing, hats, caps and gents’ furlinen, were in Bath Aug. tillery; C, Maine heavy artillery; I), ! business iu Belfast, but finding the place too nishing goods, and does a large business.
}
;\
home. They left Cliij
Maine heavy artillery.
One of the large drug storss of the city,
far distant from the source of supply decidi followed the route via
j
that of W.ilard C. Pooler, No. 425 Main
ed to locate in Rockland.
Fourteen
years
-a
to
North
Politk
al
Points.
The Silver He pub!
Syracuse,
street, should be .counted among the enterPortland, Augusta. Bel- licans of Oklahoma have nominated The- ago, in company w;th Stephen Chase, he
d which Belfast men are at the head.
:.
They found the best odore Roosevelt for President in 100u. As started a wholesale fish and lobster business prises
For some time Mr. Pooler was druggist for
Mr.
Roosevelt
ig through Massachusetts
is
a silver man but a
in
a small shed near the. foot of Sea street.
not
j
ll rough Maine.Gov.
;
firm believer in the gold standard the .'SilFour years later the firm dissolved, Mr. A A Howes «& Co. of this city, and proved
a
telegram Sept. 1st stat- ver Republicans of Oklahoma would seem Collins taking the lobster business, which himself to ho .•ureful and experienced disJ
of
war
has
issued
to
tlie
silver issue as practically
i
retary
regard
had then grown to considerable proportions. penser of drugs and compounder of pre1st Maine Regiment be
dead and buried.Tbe presiding officer
I
He now owns and occupies a three story scriptions. Since coming to Rockland he ;
: >or'vice at the expiration
of
tlie
New
State
Democratic
|
Hampshire
shown himself to he a trust- |
::;ei
arrival at the State convention showed his houesty and pat- building on Til Ison's wharf, with 1,200 has not not only
|
men in camp will be
riotism by declaring: “In tbe moderation, square feet to each floor. The lower floor is worthy druggist but a patriot as well. He
j
.old inside of a month the
discretion, dignity, firmness and sound devoted to receiving, boiling, packing and enlisted at the lirst cafll for volunteers for
be returned to their judgment he has ever shown in this great
tlie Spanish war and went w oh his Regi- j
i
shipping the lobsters; the second to the
■;
>ewall’s four-masted crisis, President McKinley has proved
He is now in
inent wherever duty called.
!
business offices, manufacturing packingarrived at San Francisco j himself worthy the chief
Augusta waiting to be mustered out.
magistracy of a cases, etc and the third to
j
;
> eat tie with a
storage. Mr. I
|
cargo of ; great nation."
George 11. Copeland is m the same busi- j
Collins buys his coal by the cargo, and has a
w hicli is tlit*
J
largest car- 1
ness in Rockland that he formerly carried
d
that wi’l hold 500 tons, or a ;
(balden Gate from a
coal-pocket
|
Fish and Came. Hon. Leroy T. Carleon i:i Belfast,
but on a somewhat larger
Mrs. Caroline Fletcher
The vessels discharge at the
|
ton, chairman of tlie fish and game com- year’s supply.
scale. He came to Belfast 15 years ago and
■i
of
mis.
Norridgewock, missioners, says that the
and
>
there
are
tw
to
disbuilding
openings
reports from
out the 5 and 10 cent store of A. H.
ead at the reunion of the
northern Maine indicate that the woods charge the coal, one ou the wharf for the bought
d ‘belt Fletcher at TreTraftou, which 5 years later he sold to i
are swarming with deer—more than all
steamers and one inside the building for use
!' »stou, Thursday.
?
Mrs.
Walter H. Richards and then moved to
the hunters can need.
Moose are also inin boiliug. The ice-liouse is conveniently
'la* bard of these reunions
|
Rockland. He bought a similar business of
in numbers, while caribou are
creasing
-r for the past 22 years,
I
arranged and holds a year’s supply, about H. C.
holding their own. Upon tlie whole, Mr.
Smith, and 4 years after bought out
o)
be present on Tliursj
Carleton believes tlie outlook for autumn 4(Hi tons. Everything about the establish- the Bioknell Tea Co. A year later tire in ;
"wever, was represented
l
ment is arranged with a view to convenience
is
excellent.A
letter
has
been
hunting
the building damaged his 5 and 10 cent stock
Fletcher of Caribou.
i
received by the lish and game commis- and quick handling of the lobsters, and the
and store, and he moved the business to No.
sioners in which Charles A. Wren, a reg- place is as neat and wholesome as
any place 808 Main street. He has gradually added to
there were built in
[
j
istered guide, wrote that he started iu a of business in the
'1 square rigged ships and
city. The lobsters are his lines of
\
goods until he now keeps a j
canoe from JSchoodic and in an hour and
at the
and brought
brigantines, last year
bought
fishinj^grouuds
minutes from the time lie
variety store, including a large line of *
country but one small twenty-eight
j
iuto the canoe he counted IT deer iu by two steamers and two sai iug smacks. crockery.
stepped
anil
not
a
or
bed,
ship
brig- and two caribou, lie also stated that he The steamer Grace Morgan is the pioneer
\
A business which may perhaps be iucludI
has usurped the trade iu
saw plenty of moose tracks but no moose.
steam fishing smack of Maine, and the Iua
ssels were employed and
i ed in this summary is that of Mrs. Helen
F.
a
steam
smack
O
feet
Coliius,
long, was Rhoades, formerly Mrs. W. P. Clark, hair
schooner class are now in
j
built last year for this business. The two
present year the steel ship
A Lawyer Poet.
\
worker, No. 400 Main street, she having been
schooners Bar Bel and Fannie May are swift,
elps has been launched at
j
in Belfast a portion of the time for several
Frank
II.
who
-l
has
is
a
to be constructed.
law staunch and good carriers. T lere are 5 cars
Colley,
l
opened
Her store is well-stocked and she
years.
il'chcock at St Petersburg office at Old Orchard for the summer in the dock for
\
holding live lobsters, with an has a
months, is one of Portland’s rising young at;
iie State Department that
large patronage. She has been in
of
The
a
man
of
establishand
as
50,000.
aggregate
capacity
literary ability
i.ded by the Russian minis- torneys,
Rockland 12 years.
well.
In fact, it was a disappointment to ment gives employment to IS men, and the
affairs, Count Muravieff, a some of Mr. Colley's friends when he chose
Ferd G. Singhi, who will be remembered
|
are
lobsters
both
alive
and
shipped,
entieal note addressed by the law as his profession, it Having been
boiled, as
\
prehaving a barber shop in the McClintock
ar to all of the
representa- dicted that he could easily make for himself to every State east of the Rocky Mountains. block several
\
years ago, has a very pleasant
a
lirst
the
writers
of
the day.
place among
l
rsburg of foreign governIt being the week of the Bangor fair one
and finely fitted establishment in the same
l
ig a joint conference to He is a Belfast boy and for four years was city Belfaster could not be found—Dr. F. E.
hue on Main street.
icstion of general disarma- editor of the Belfast Age. It was during that
j
period that some of his best work was done. Freeman, Veterinary Surgeon. Dr. Freeman
»R text of the note will be
Leaving Main street and goiug out near
One of his poems, When Horace Used to is a native of Be fast, and after graduating
mail_Dr. Orouhyateklia
the Knox & Lincoln depot two large florist
Sing,” lias been copied widely into the Bos- at the Ontario Veterinary college and
a sly
pracre-elected
Supreme ton dailies and other western papers and
establishments are seen. They are owned
at
lie annual meeting of the lias brought him the kindest criticisms of ticing awhile in the West he opened
and carried on by Albert W. Cunningham,
writers
and
ut
of
his poems an office in his native city. As he was
publishers. Many
|
Independent Order of
on Park street, and his sister, Mrs. Augusta
session Aug. hist Toronto, are of the same style as Eugene Field’s and the pioneer veterinary here he labored under
|
C. Mather, on Pleasant street. The two
have a pathos and sweetness that can but
chosen
as
the
Vngeleswas
Mr. Colley is
many difficulties, but soon had a good praca
captivate the reader.
places are very much alike in their details,
meeting.Vcting Secretary prominent member of the Maine
Press Astice and held the position of Inspector of
each located on a corner with green-houses
vred the release of all the sociation,
|
having been the poet of that or- Milk. On the death of Dr. Farnham of
on two streets, 10 feet wide and from 80 to
prisoners captured in the ganization fur four years, [Biddeford
j
Rockland, last year, Dr. Freemat mov- 100 feet
from Cervera’s fleet,
Journal.
y
long, and an office at the junc■w
at Annapolis and Seaed there, and now has a clientage w nich is
tion.
Mrs. Mather has been in the business
Portsmouth harbor, the
Secret societies.
highly satisfactory financially and gratify- about 10 years and Mr. Cunningham built
g at the academy and the
ing professionally. He is Inspector of Milk his Louses 3 years ago. The proprietors are
isumu.1 lie
executive
Belfast Company, U. R., Knights of Pyof Rockland. His office is at No. 15 12 Gay
a son and daughter of Capt. Henry W. CunHie National Red Cross conthias, will go to Rockland to-day to attend street.
'1st at their quarters in the
ningham, who was captain of the Belfast arthe fuueralof Maj. R. R. Ulmer.
In
the
office
of
the
lumber
of
large
amber of commerce.
yard
It was
tillery company at the outbreak of the ReCanton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., has vot- Jones & Bicknell we found another Belfast
i
"•'{> the yacht Red Cross in
bellion and went into service as captain of
the
ed
to
attend
of
the
as
she
meeting
will
be requirSovereign boy, Chas. E. Bicknell, a half-brother, by Company A, 4th Maine infantry. He was
long
j,
the government or the Red Grand Lodge to be. held in Boston, Sept. 20 the
way, of Dr. Freeman, and a classmate in afterwards promoted to Major and Lieutenas a
transport for troops or to 20, inclusive, and to pay each member the Belfast schools of the writer Mr. Bick- ant Colonel of the 19th Maine. After
the
"f. R. D. Woodward of who attends 85.
|
uell came to Rockland when 'n his teens war the
family moved to Virginia, but
versity has been appointed
Large delegations from the Rebekah and entered the employ of Nathaniel Jones, “Dightou” and his sister finally returned to
I
nmissioner to the Paris exPlie French ambassador, act- Lodges of Vinalliaven and Camden came to a contractor, builder and lumber dealer. Maine. Mr. Cunningham’s wife, who was
|
tiiisli government,has noti tiAfter working for Mr. Jones S years he was formerly of Bangor, has a
Belfast yesterday by a special excursion of
|
dressmaking esl
'-partment that orders have steamer Castiue, to visit Aurora Lodge and admitted to partnership, which has continu- tablishment at No. 320 Main street.
'Hie
at
authorities
.Spanish
firm
takes contracts for
j
witness the working of the beautified form. ed 20 years. -The
Going through a back street from the
iiiove the mines and other
The visitors were entertained by the lodge. buildings not only in Rockland but wherever green-houses, and thinking of the number of
»
navigation in that liaran opening presents ami lately finished a
Belfast boys who had been found in high
The Supreme Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
;
> as possible.The United
job at Wist asset. They have positions in Rockland, the Journal man was
it
I
China, according to a at its session in Indianapolis last week, government
an extensive retail trade iu lumber ami em!; Hong
suddenly halted by hearing his name called,
Kong to the London passed a resolution asking Congress to make
1
ploy from 25 to 05 men according to the busi- apparently from the sky. Looking up he
arrived there with General the uniform rank a reserve of the
army, secness on hand.
In addition to the firm’s found another Belfast
General Greene, the former
ond only to the national guard of the United
boy in the highest
u is
to attend the procedbusiness, Mr. Bicknell is quite largely inter- position in which he had found
any. Tyler
States.
The
has
been
under
conquestion
H ispano-Americau
ested in shipping, and owns and manages a H. Bird was
peace comsuspended from a cable repairHie latter eu route for Wash- sideration for some time.
number of coasting schooners.
is
now
He
ug a telephone wire. He is a lineman of
The regular meeting of Enterprise Lodge,
following troops have been
building a schooner of 100 tons.
the Rockland & Vinalhaven
stored out: The 1st, 2d and A. O. U.
Telephone Co.
W., will be held at Knights of
Another of Rockland’s successful young Before this reaches the
eye of our readers
nusylvania, 4th Winconsin, Pythias Hall this, Thursday, evening. BeJ,
business men is Arthur Shea, a Belfast boy Tyler will have taken to himself a
I
Vork, 1st New Jersey, 23d
wife, nee
sr
3d and Stb Ohio, 15th ginning with this meeting the lodge opens and a graduate of her printing offices. If Nellie Walker, daughter of Hon. E. C.
at
until
next
will
7
o’clock
There
spring,
North Carolina, 1st and 2d
l
memory fails not the writer “emptied the Walker, the Democratic candidate for
RepHie 3d Cavalry, 2d Massachu- be work in the first and second degrees. All sticks” for him when Arthur was
“learning resentative to the Legislature.
sensation has been created in members of the order are invited.
the case.” His father, the late John Shea,
Miss Linnie Holmes,
formerly of Belfast,
Hie arrest and suicide of Lt.
Dyspepsia’s Clutch. Dr. Von Stan’s will be remembered by many of our citizens has dress-making rooms on School street,
Ul 1: who confessed that he wrote
w
Inch caused the conviction of Pineapple Tablets are nature’s most wonder- as the cornet player of W. H. Whiddon’s hut at the time of The Journal's visit she
*.•
ful remedy for all disorders of the stomach.
and J. C. Whitten’s orchestras, 25lyears or was :n Belfast spending her vacation.
ytus. The latter was charged
h
The digestive powers of pineapple can be
]|iu sold information about the tested
Mr. Shea, senior, moved to RockMrs. A. J. F. Ingraham is also a dresst;..
by mixing equal parts of pineapple more ago.
4
France to a foreign goveru- and beef and agitating at a temperature of laud about 23 years ago, and Arthur changed maker in
it,
Rockland, and was at the Meadows
was convicted by a secret
k
130° Fahrenheit, when the meat will be enhis business and learned the plumber’s tilling an order when The Journal man
iji'• ll'bunal on the strength of this tirely digested. Pineapple Tablets relieve trade. He has been iu business for himself called.
in one day.
35 cents.—Sold by Kilgore &
r' and is now suffering banisli!>• F.
16 years and has a large run of custom iu
Stevens, a retired merchant of Rockimprisonment in a fortress in Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. 5.
sanitary plumbing, steam and hot water land, who has a fine cottage and spends
tU'"liaua.The capital stock of
The
veterans
of
Waldo
the
all
Republican
much of his time at the South
'ru*a cotton mills has been inheating. He works in Rockland and
Shore, North- |
W| 4 **00,000, in order that the county will vote next Monday as they surrounding country, especially the near-by port, was, in his younger days, in the team-1
the
j
manufactory may be cn- shot in the ’60’s—straight.
villages and the adjacent islands. He late- i ing business, and there are doubtless others I
to

1898.

the

Santiago

train

and were sent to Fort McPherson, where
he contracted typhoid fever, but pulled out
after a hard struggle. He is now at Camp
Hobson, Lithia Springs, Ga. [Bucksport
Herald.

Clough aud daughter Florence
aud Mrs. H B. Cunningham returned home
yesterday from Natick, Mass., where they
attended the funeral of their brother-in-law,
Albert Meade.
Prof. L. I). Smith, wife and two daughters
visited Mr. aud Mrs. Adelbert Knight last
week. Prof. Smith has been a teacher of

penmanship

and

drawing

m

tin*

schools of Providence for the past

public
\ears.

Caroline I.. Burgess of PI; 1 i tii.lpi
Miss Melvena \ Parker of Augusta, am; Mr.
Miss

...

Frank L.

Montgomery aud Mr. Fred B. EmLowell, Mass., have been spending
a few days in this city, the
guests of .Mrs.
Lydia Hatch.

erson

of

Mrs.

C.

L.

MiUhouso and d mghVr of

Peoria, 111., left Monday
after spending the summer
wid
Mrs.

make
M.’s

a

short visit

mother,

en

Mrs

to

return

in Belfast.

home

They

route, in Portland
,J. S. Thumbs, ac-

companies them to Portland, but will
turn here and go to Peoria later.

rt

T. Emerson Taylor of New York Civ is at
guest of Mr. and Mrs Albert Gammans. Mr.
Taylor is a private of the 71st New York
volunteers, a militia company which enlisted in a body at the outbreak of the Spanish
war.

They

Cuba, and

Siboney
experience

at

were

were

and
in

in the first

expedition to
fighting
Mr Taylor bait

in the hottest of the

Santiago.

cutting barbed wire fencing
when under fire and met with some exciting
experiences, but owing to his enfeebled condition is unable to converse much on the
subject. He had yellow fever and is in
Maine on a GO days' furlough to recuperate.
He is to report to his regiment in New York
Oct. 24th.

Webster

plaud loud aud long.
bis place at the bat

Every horse should be coveredtwilh.4

now

The

took

The New
Kenilworth

hard enough to penetrate almost anything
except the head of a Spanish general—
and one other obstacle. A Red Seal field-

Keep

be this other obstacle, and
the result was an out at first base.
Kueeland now occupied the attention of
er

proved

to

111 ice.

principles. Can't slip or slide The horse can't
entirely
work it crooked on the road or in the stable. 5/A Bias Girth Blankets are
Ask your dealer for them
made in all styles, at all prices, to suit all needs.
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the subject free.

side,

and

no runs

as

and in came

new

on

This retired the

yet been scored by the visitors.
Things opened up very auspiciously for
the home team: Paterson got to first on a
neat single, and he was followed by T.
Trundy and Dickey. Nichols sacrificed
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You need not worry longer
about those little streaks of
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will surely restore color to
gray hair; and it will also

2
2

give

your hair ail the wealth
and gloss of early life.
Do not allow the falling of
your hair to threaten you
longer with baldness. Do not
be annoyed with dandruff.
We u
send you our book
on the Hair and Scalp, free
upon request.
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The

speaker believed his par. nts were right in
teaching him youthful obedience and in
guiding his steps in youth that he might

deed

they usually

are.

The Fort Point

however, proved to be

game,
tion.

an

excep-

!

The

Illustrated

London News
Canadian Writers.

on

Some

The Illustrated London
in givAlways has there existed a good natur- ing Sir John Bourinot’s News, makes
portrait,
ed feeling of rivalry between the young | the
following comments on his public
be one with the Father later.
men
composing the Stockton ball uine, usefulness:
it is the duty of parents to learn their and the
“Has
Canada a native literature? The
college, or school students, and
duty to the children at the various stages business men. who annually pass their question is often asked, and by Mr.
Goldwiu Smith, at least, it is answered in
of their development,
remembering that vacations at Fort Point, a scant three the negative. Beyond a doubt she has
begin
the
they
men
who have a distinct place in the
training of the child by as- miles distant.

suming abs »lute control, and gradually
substitute guidance for authority until
hild and parent become equals.
I?

V.-

sin

Li 1 <i

attend the sessions ut

a

unit Dakota Educational Association we
might iieai thoughts expressed something
like the following, which 1 think are scats

toed
all

iklough
author.

one

the writings of more than
These are axioms field by

progressive people:

Do

alone

lives

who is alive to all the great issues of the
present age of the world. A knowledge
of antiquity is not sufficient,
though it is
essential

as

tion.

perfect

A

tire basis of
man

is

modern educathe end and aim
a

of all education.
There are physical, intellectual and spiritual laws which must
be obeyed if we would live. It is the work
of education to unfold these laws
they can be discovered.

as

far as

We have in books the accumulated

perience of the human
have

to

do

is

to

select

race.

such

All
as

exwe

will

uininm n

these

is to

visit-

get
time so as to permit
of a contest with tlieir not far distant !
rivals, but latterly, representatives from
both teams met, and, after a consultation, j

togetliei

ors

at

summer

one

arrangements were finally perfected for a
game to be played Tuesday, Aug. 30th,
which, thanks to Old Sol’s conquest over
sir «i. Pluvius. allowed the game to come
off as originally intended.
The Fort Point contingent came over
with quite a representative nine and the
Bed Seals played tlieir regular team with

exceptions. After the usual prelim- j
inary practice of both sides, the game was
two

started at 3 p. m., the visitors
to the bat first.

being

sent

E. Porter, who throughout the game
displayed a most remarkable propensity
for knocking fouls, led the hatting order,
and after making himself popular with
the large corps of small boys, who volunteered to act

as

ball chaser after these

best
As
and

qualify us tojmeet the duties of life. fouls, he wiped the feathers off his bat
long as there is discontent and strife and smote the sphere on the nose with

misery and crime, our educational
system lias not reached perfection. There
other educative forces which must
in harmony with the public school before the conquest of tlie forces of ignorance can be complete.
Some of these

are

act

educative forces are the church, the home,
the State and the public press.
If all
those forces could be brought to act in

harmony our dreams of perfect men and
women, living in a perfect social community, would be speedily realized.

such rude force
visit to the
an

as

to send it

outfield, earning

on a

sudden

for himself

easy base.

Boss,

next

up,

placed the ball

out

of

a fielder,
advancing Porter to
second and securing the former’s just vacated base for himself without difficulty.

reach of

Simpson, the following batter, neglected
to fill up the hole in his bat, and as a consequence scored the first out, being retired

on

quickly

strikes, whereat the home rooters
demonstrated their

ability

to ap-

a manner

{
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There
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the Kerry claim: also the Dippy
claim, from which ss(Hi,0(X) was cleaned
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the hill,

bench as it is called, where we are
camped, just above the town. We know
that there is gold there, but will have to
or
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! sink to bed-rock before we can tell if it is
We think if we
! in paying quantities.
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There is much talk and ag tation here in
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Livery Co.,
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j stay here that we may get tlit- lay of
things and get into something good after

regard to Canadian misrule. Two mass
meetings have been held in which the administration
most
;
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years these beautiful valleys have
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fiiend who

I..mg, W.-ight :0<S I'imiihIDi- F.
1'. Niflmls of Northampton,
Mass., who is spending his vacation at
Cottage City, has made quite a reputation
The Martha's Vineyard
ass a lisliei man
llciu’d of A ug. 17th speaks of him as folt*

1

word

Dawson.

Dawson ("nv. \. \V. T
1

Captured

1

Being, with all the force the
implies in the English language.
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of the bath depends largely on
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lias prinei) le <it child training
Dak- ta there are some good fields of
•••;’.
"lie ) eopic of tiie West.
As a class j
grain, but much t it is light. We had
Maine
id ali en haw it work harrier than
pleuti ot lain in the spring, but it was lows
Di. Nichols, the dentist, is the most
wv.-tein i’i.tben ai d are less obedient.
dry and hot during the latter part of the
persistent lisheiman that ever came to
I emeiiit.MM hearing the remark years
Martha's Viueyaad.
A month ago he angrowing season.
that the w ildest, laziest, most goodug
Farmeis have their mill butter, eggs, nounced his determination to capture a
P
i."’him: boys made the smartest men.
meat and vegetables, and seldom realize ; swordfish before he left the island, and
the chances seemed good for his becom
Hi is reiiiii! k i-m-liapsfl-.es not apply to the
their value until they quit farming and go |
ing a permanent resident. Kvery afterm-.s* ein iced, men, yet t lie re is a class of
1 believe nothinto some other business.
noon lie
would close his dental parlors
whom it fi-.-es apply, where
p!-"pic
and
wend bis weary way to the swordfishing but a faulty education hinders a !
-u
im
lined
I
t-overwork theii
ing grounds, and return without the covparents
j Maine farmer from leading an infinitely I eted
prize. Last Sun—we mean last Monlihlre! .ud allow them very lew j.rivilife.
happy
day, he got up a nice party, consisting of
A boy sln.uld he wild and shrewd !
Dim. M. On,k.
a-~.es
himself and Messrs. W. _\. Wetterau, IT
South Dakota,
II. Simpson, .lames Wood, IT T. (arringeu*-ugh io keej- in society and lazy i
Hj'Miier, Fdmuuds (
| ton ami s. I) Nivhols. who went out with
enough to avoid overwork. There are Aug. 24, •«.»>.
that
prince of c ptains, Abram Osborn,
l.ii'dea wl o will sti.bn the last muscle
j
Red .Seal**’ Defeated.
Mi., of ’he yacht Vigilant, on the early
rut hex t han be called la y.
Jf the people
I tide.
It was not h»ng after reaching the
iu ! In \ 111111 :< I I i«. Ball (i a 1111 I’.clui » i. I <>il
-1 M. ne vi nId require only half as much
s uitli side <>t the island
before the look
l’oint ami 10:1 Seal*, the Former Tram
wail, of cliildren, and devote twice as
|-ait announced a swnnliisb in sight.
hmni;ml Triumphant after a < !«>•>.•- and
Cleverly man- wring tlieii craft “a la
much an-, lit ion to theii entertainment, tlie
I
itii»j> (,ann-. Scoir, 2o to IS.
Dewey” they got within harpooning diso- Is n : lit he Plied with more
-hedi- i
A nu-st highly interesting game of base
tance, and the swift steel flew to its mark
and
the above named gentleman manued
cut scholu >.
I do not know why chilball ore lined Aug.zu, at Stockton Spring*,
the line to haul in the prize.
As the
d’*-n dtotii-i not be as much affected bv the
nines
F
n
Point
and
ontesting
being
fish neared the boat and exhibited his
I"' d
n.l
uglitfu! attention* as Man- I tl.» Fed Seals, tie former ] layers being
lighting propensity, it is-aid that some of
Cl: | ris-ir-is.
drawn from the cottagers and summer the valiant crew climbed on the ..p
! deck and clung to the mast, while other-,
h
thaeit t; P V'* ]- i IK pies i ti c !; ii i visitors 'f that cool and
breezy resort, more
reckless, hung to the line; but what
’1 aim:..
;
was well ildistrated
by a dis- and the iuttei team from Stockton having a lark to lift a 400 pound swordfi-h int
> ii
mi-e
1 recently listened. Tiie n ; the past three 01 four years
gained ! the boat, but it was finally accomplished,
the first -.inception he got of | such an enviable reputation that when- ; and the happy party returned to the
speaker
Muffs to exhibit theii
to the crowds
Pis lather wa> t..at iie was a
being of ever they are scheduled to meet an oppos- ! of friends who followedprize
them everywhere,
u,i
.ater he lea in.
i
that the paren- ; ing team, the inhabitants in the vicinity j for
!
such a huge tish had never been seen
o.
loice was exerted in
providing for the of the proposed scene of contest are al- : in these parts. It measured 1J feet, the
w. ds -.1 h:> children even
sword
measuring 4 feet 1 inch, and the
more than in
most universally ready to
drop whatever i
pounds. Unfortunately
weight was
mending ; ii' erring way s. This tact re- the> are doing, unless engaged in the oc- j Dr.
I
Nichols, who wished to preserve the
vealed pai ,-ntal love.
cupation of gathering eggs, and to jour- | sword in his museum of curiosities at
1' -day the speaker found the attributes
ney to Miguou Park, the base ball field of Northampton, he proposed to draw for the
--f (rod unfolded iu
Scripture in the same the home uine. there to urge on to greater fish’s sword, and the luck.v draw went to
another, S. I). Nichols; but the doctor
oiaici that the parental attributes were effort the red clad
boys, generously ex- was not discouraged, and proposes yet to
unfolded to his youthful mind.
Divinity cusing their errors, and extolling their capture another, and to levy on the sword
is first introduced in the Bible as a Crea- successful
attempts, finally at the game’s as his trophy. We hope Dr. Nichols,
will receive the reward of his pertinacitor called (iod.
Later the term Jehovah, termination to condole with them should
ous struggle after a swordfish.
or leafier jf his
people, was introduced. they lose or to congratulate them if their
And lastly the term Father was
Sir John Bourinot.
efforts
he
crowned
with
as
into
success,
same
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WASHING

York Herald says that the
is a
“four-masted
bark

four masts, the first three of which are
If she had no fourth
square rigged.
mast she would be simply a full-rigged
a
ship. Having fourth mast makes her
The Great
surely none the less a ship.
Kepublic, built by Donald KcKay at Boston, was the first craft ever rigged this
way, and lie called her simply a fourmasted ship.
But in course of time
somebody else built a four-masted ship
that was square-rigged on all four masts,
and she necessarily appropriated filename
of a full-rigged four-masted ship.
Then
the English, with their natural slowness
of resource, adopted the name of “fourmasted bark" for ships rigged like the
Kenilworth, but that name is evidently
misleading, for a bark is a three-masted
vessel that is square-rigged only on the
two forward masts, and if you make a
ship of her aud add another square-rigged
mast she ceases to be a bark.
Moreover,
there are vessels afloat now that are
genuine four-masted barks, that is, are
barked-rigged, but have a fourth mast
that is fore-and-aft rigged precisely the
same
as
the mizzeumast.
The name
“four-masted bark,!’ applied to a vessel
of the Kenilworth’s rig is therefore
evidently a misnomer.
The Marine Journal lias offered a distinctive name for this rig of vessel—and
tlie name has been admitted as desirable
by all competent judges. It has been
occasionally used, ami even in England
has met with some favor, but the English
are so wedded t" their conservative ideas
that it is difficult to get them out of a rut
even though :.t is an erroneous one.
The
name we recommended was “shipentiue.“
It is exactly in the same line with bvigautine and barkentine.
A brigantine is a
vessel with two masts, square-rigged on
the foremast only: aud a barkentine is a
vessel with three masts, square-rigged
on
the foremost only.
It cannot l>c
said that a four-masted barkentine is
liable to be confused with any other rig.
j for the type is well known, there bed g a
I number of such vessels afloat with f-»ur
j masts, square-rigged only on the fi .remast.
Neither can shipentiue he .*nfus
will
anything else if the type is recognized.
It is distinctive aud impossible of being
A shipentiue has four masts,
mistaken.
square-rigged on the fore, main and
tin- jiggi-r.
mizzen, aud tore and aft
Marine Journal.

young you nat-
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urally appear

en-

from the ever faithful home
rooters.
Colcord followed Nichols and
made the second out, hut W. Trundy was
WM. AYRES & SONS, Philadelphia.
luckier and reached the initial bag »»u an
error, later on scoring, proceeded by his
brother and Dickey.
Latkrop was fielded
\\ hilt* we cannot affect the home influout at first aud the score was 4 to 0 in
I o Attain happiness on a Maine Farm.
favor of the locals who, at this early
ences of the present age very perceptibly,
lead.
a n powerfully affect the human race: stage of the game were in the
we
rene iouowmg eignt innings were
'J'" mi. Kmroi; ok TinJot knai.:
in embryo wh > art* to fill all these impor- j
with
features
and
the exinteresting
plete
As I leceutly read the notice of examiua- !
taut
positions in future generations. citement at times was intense. Although
:i«»n "I
teachers for Mate certilie.ites, 1
There are those who insist that formality the announcement of the game had been
: was led to w >uder t.
what extent tin*
the more important but a day previous, yet the attendance
an*; <li>.lipinc arc
was good,
and the judgment of umpire
possessor.* ol these certiticates are apple
elements of education, but doubtless the and
spectators was impartial throughout.
eiated by the inhabitants of the Pine Tree
worth
these
would
\Y Truudy played the best game for
pronounce
majority
state
lleiatnmship. friendship and eon- less if they do not produce a spirit of con- the home nine, and the 'bona tide Fort
Point battery possibly excelled for the
lorini'Y
individual notions .re liable to !
tentment and a fund of practical knowvisitors
That, the game was of the seefigure t
largely in the selection of!
saw variety is made apparent
ledge.
upon glancteacher*
t»ue of the best teachers of my
>.
It inessential that a child should get a ing at the score by innings.
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ila\s was advised to leave the
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DUST

rigged ship.” Agaiu we rise to object.
The term quoted is confusing and misleading. The Kenilworth is a ship with

Your
Youth

pitcher Trundy, but he followed the rather
doubtful example of Simpson and caused
a breeze about the home plate once, twice,
had

GOLD

5hipentine Rig.

and drove the ball

"i

iects.

the

loudly denounced
talking done by English
was

sul>-

the last meeting a long list of
grievances was drawn up and a committee
appointed to wait on the officials and preAt

the resolutions,

it is thought that
; they will relax their grip on the people's
throats, for they are getting desperate,
i There are rumors that a new administration has been appointed an i is on the way
i sent

|

here: but it is

only

arurnoi.

1 had

a

bath

j yesterday.

|

A stranger wished to cross the
Klondike river with Mr. Martin and myself in our little skill'.
He got into it while
1

was untying the boat and took the oars.
We got in and he pulled into the middle
where he struck the swift current, and be-

coming rattled he pulled

so hard he broke
his back on the side
of the boat, upsetting it and spilling us into the water.
We all swam promptly for
the shore, but were picked up by some men
an oar

lock and fell

wno came

to

We have

our

PROPRIETORS

and

on

relief.

liue of steamers running
between Dawson City and Lake Bennett.
The fare is $175, and it is well worth the
now a

money. This enables one to reach Seattle
in 15 days from Dawson.
It costs $500
in winter to come over the ice, and one has

literature of the Empire, and of the world.
M. Louis Frechette, the poet laureat of to walk all the way and take :’>0 days to
French Canada, is one such man, and Sir make the trip.
John George Bourinot is another.
Of M.
We hear but little war news here: or
Louis Frechette it has been said that
There are
he is the Lamartine of Canada: and also other news, for that matter.
that lie made the history of the Fiance papers for sale here at si eaeb, but my
beyond the seas live again in poetry. finances will not admit of high-priced news
Of Sir John Bourinot, it may be said,
at present.
Although l enjoy reading the
that he is the Erskiue May of Canada,
and that he has done more than any other news I take the most pleasure in prosliving man to make Canadians, and especi- ! peeling. There is an excitement attendally English ('anadiaus, proud of their ing it that is difficult to describe. W hen
past and satisfied with their present. He
think you are about to find gold, and
is of Huguenot descent, and a native of you
that delightful old world corner of mari- when you do find it, there is a sensation.
time Canada, Cape Breton.
Dawson is building up fast, and there
For eighteen
years past he has held the position of will be some very creditable
buildings
Clerk of the House of Commons, at (>ttawa,
here soon.
The saloon and gambling eleMinistries have come and gone; he alone
has made himself indispensable.
‘Even ment run the town, and it is hard to do
the Premier can be spared;’ he once said much unless you stand in with them.
jocosely, but I—I go on forever. And it They are making money by the millions.
is from his seat in Parliament below the
1 must close my letter now and go out
Speaker’s chair, that he finds oppor- and
dig awhile. Hope I can send you a
tunity for his multifarious writings on
the constitutional history and practice nugget in my next letter.
Will Goodwin.
of Canada, and for those books and
essays which he writes from time to time
on other Canadian subjects.
One who
has much in common with this Canadian
author, speaks of him as an enthusiastic
scholar and a courteous yet capable man
For Infants and Children.
of affairs.
To an ardent temperament, a
singularly clear intellect, and habits of
indomitable industry, are added
that
strong love of country, devotion to her
institutions, and finely balanced judgment
which give to his historical and constitutional works, their great weight and authority at home and abroad. Strong though r Don’t delay a minute. Cholera infantum,
his views are on many current questions, dysentery, diarrlia-a come suddenly. Only
and at times in conflict with the ministry safe plan i9 to have Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
of the day, yet such is the respect Wild Strawberry always on baud.
for the man and the writer that no
You will not know how much good Hood's
one seeks to disturb him in his official
Sarsaparilla will do you until you try it.
position.”
Buy a bottle to-day and begin to take it.

The longer you sift the less you !
There is no economy in
using a coal stove i:i summer, no !
matter how careful you are.
A
modern
save.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

VAPOR
STOVE

ORDERS B\

Representing

Over

Twenty Million

Notice of Foreclosure.
YTTHEREAS. NANCY GRANT d Motirof
M
C*'unt\ <>f Waldo ami State •! Maine >•> *.rdeed dated the tilth day ol Septem’-ei. A 1 * 1 *‘-‘2
and reeordeil in Waldo Registry d I feed.-. I•<>-s
235. 1 ’age 3S. e<>nve>ed to me. t he undersigned.
mortgage,a certain parcel «»l real estate -in; it*Wald
Monrof
!
A ceriaii pan-el
-aid mortgage as follows
land, with the buildings thereon, -itmned in Moi
roe
\illage and known a- the Israel 1{. Grant
stand, and neing the -aim- | r-mi-es ui.veyed !•;
me M .Melvin Grant, t*> his p ut elaim deed, dated
" aid
,ltll\ second. A. f». 1 *7*. and recorded
ul n
Registn Hook 1S2. Cage t S ■,
The -aim
A’.- it ben;
may he had for lelerem-t
premises willed to me :•* m\ iate huso,uni. l-rae]
R. Grant
And tin condition ot the said mortgage having
been broken. I. the under-igned. y lea-o-o. "Inca
foreclosure
of. elaim
\\ interport.. Maine. Auja.-t IS. 1 s-.is.
l« »KL W
la »W
11 W M ... A
1
••

I
I

Proprietor.

Lowest Cash Disallowed on

counts

Sci-

entific, Electrical,
Mechanical, Industrial ami TechniCatalopue and Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T COMSTOCK.
_23 Warren St., New York.

j
j

The Burgess
JOB PRINTf
Opera House Block,

■

••

The dining room has been thoronjrhiy re
furnished, and this i> now rhe In m -1 Co a
Dinners a specialty
day house in the city
at 25 eta.
Good stable connected. Hoi>es
to let.
3in34

,r,

1

If your dealer :oes not ?ell Vapor Stove?
and stove itisollne, wr're to the Standard
Oil Company. New York City.

Architectural,

Assets.

J^“STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION ,g Security Ki.nJ.
v >rrespondence soli*
ors. Administrators and Trutsees

I

STOVE GASOLINE

hNOWI.TON.

We,

Winterpo:

?

FIRE. LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (JLASS. TORNADO INSl

is the most economical fuel you
can
burn, because there is' no
waste to it.
It is the cleanest fuel
you can burn because there are no
ashes. Therefore no dust or dirt.
If you want to know what real
comfort is, get a Vapor Stove.

II.

I It I.I D.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTA

>

"V ::<V

■

Belfast Savings Bank

CARDS

1

x'x
VV

POSTERS,
Bit!

HEADS

LETTER HE
PROGRAMS
PAMPHLE I

Ami all kimls of

neatly

an

k

s

l,ei;

s

1 promi

Notice is hereto given that Savings Hank
Hook f»74S, issue.i by t hi— Hank, has been
lost and that application ha- been mad.- f.e
duplicate book, to be i-sued under the law ot tl
JOHN H <.>l 1 MHY.Treasurer
State.
Re Hast. Aug. 24, Isas. 5\v34.
••

BUY YOUR WINTERS COW
F. G. White Company
Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein aod Lattioiei Lei

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

rELEPHONE :*ROMPTl.\

\

Buckhoartls

or

FRED ATWOOD

will reduce your fuel bill, lessen
your labor. You can do anything
on a Vapor Stove that
you can do
on any other stove, and do it better.
It makes no dirt, is always
ready, and never over-heats the
house.

K.

>••!' o

FL'RMSHEI) TO ORDER, \

the

Always Bought

e*rmh:,

Stove
Chest

put in (in barrels)..
$.dor
in^Duinp L'arts... 5 S'
Prices at Wharf..
r> <>»
Lehigh 2<5c. per ton extra.
Delivered and

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

CUMBERLAND COAL
i

klM*

WOOD OF ALL

All Coal

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
|B^“Sitecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.

a
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A wreck at sea is not the only place
where a life line is of importance.
There is a life line for the sick, as well as
for the drowning man.
It is Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery.
It is not a
cure-all, but it is a scientific medicine that
goes to the fountain head of a number of
serious and fatal diseases.
When a man
gets seriously sick, he can generally be
cured by the right course of treatment.
The treatment that cures many obstinate
chronic diseases consists of pure air. good
food, rational exercise, and the use of a
remedy that will strengthen the weak
stomach, correct the impaired digestion,
invigorate the liver and promote the assimilation of the live-giving elements of
the food. The
Golden Medical Discovery" accomplishes all these tilings.
A \*>ung man lay p ile and motiouless
upon
fwhat neighbors called his dying bed. Disease
t the lungs, liver c> mi;daint. kidney trouble, and
rdeurisy were fast hastening him to the grave.
The doctors had given him up to die.
The
neighbors said, 'he cannot live.' 'Oh. I would
n>>t cart to die.' he said,
were it not for
leaving
:e.fc- wife and littb ohild. but 1 knew that 1
mu=t lie
A brwther had presented him with
three bottles >f medicine, but he had n< faith in
but. after the doctors had
patent nwdicines
Bvi--u him up to lie .uni he had banished evei v
h pe ot rev.'.’very, he said to his wife, dear wife.
1 am g. inc
die. there can be no harm now in
1 will begin its use at
taking that medicine
11
In! begin to use it and at first he
crew w .but svin there came a change,
s'. w!\ mit surely he got better.
To-,lav that
man i- »tioi:c and h> althv and lie owes his life
;■
tit.it naVi 'inc
What was the medicine? It
was Dr
1’iena
<'.olden Medical Discovery, and
I.
Luther Martin, am the cured man.
I)r.
Pierce. I thank you from the very depth of mv
heart, for rescuing me from the grave.''
The
foregoing i> from Luther Martin. Ksq.. a protninent citizen of Lubec. Wood Co.. W. Ya.
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yellow-fever
Santiago, exclusive of the army,

brave aud

the last of

Hence in the

September. Yesterday a man
was brought into Miss Wheelers hospital,
shaking like a leaf with the deadly chill,
who sank into insensibility before they

the unmistakable Irish lip
and eyes of Irish blue, beside the German
physique on the uext pillow, and the

could get him into bed.
Half an hour
later the doctor came, pronounced it a
case of yellow fever and ordered the

blonde Saxon in contrast to the

victim to be

uncomplaining

to

hospital

Latin.

the last.

so

As

largely

un-

recruited from

all rhe nations of the earth.
we see

Some

their

Lvety

as

are

swarthy

is

—of strong

death,

them.

dead when he reached there.
This morning two young fellows were brought to

sad enough, Heaven knows
brought t<> the gates of

the hospital door with an order from the
palace for tlieii admission. Each was as-

the field of battle, but by

sisted by two comrades, who held him up
under the arm-pits, and sank into a piti-

mothers

case

not

un-

would know

men
on

unnecessary exposme afterwards aud the
criminal carelessness of their superiorsand

some are

ful

heap

hands

positively heart-rending.

the floor when the

on

withdrawn.

were

helping

.Just then the

Steward came along.
**ln Cod's name,”
said he," what are these yellow fever men

For example: A young Hercules, whose
name nobody knows, raved five days aud

doing

unmarked grave, his identity not yet discovered.
Anothei mother's boy—a sweet

Out with them, quick as you
iu."
Pity them as we did. there was uo
help for it. vmie of the immune nurses
hurried the fainting fellows back over the

faced,
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gentle fellow,
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the trenches, with insufficient food during that dreadful first week in July.
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That they are cured by Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills, and how, is shown by the following testimonials, from people of the
highest standing in the communities ■where
they reside.
Mrs. M. A. Whitely is the widow of the
Rev. Dr. Jonathan Whitely, an eminent
preacher of the Methodist denomination.
Mrs. Whitely lives at Meadville. Pa.
w
Stricken with paralysis three years
ago,’’ she said, I was helpless for months.
“I was persuaded to try Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People.
**
The first box helped me very much,
and the pills worked, and are working
wonders.
“To-day I have driven twelve miles
without fatigue.
I cannot praise Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills too much. They did me
a world of good.
They restored me to
life.”
Mrs. lohn W. Beatty, wife of a prominent contractor and builder, of Meadville,
was cured of
dropsy and heart disease by
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
At times she suffered greatly.
Her cir-

except by their com-

with full

ng to eat but beans,
for those dying

fast the hands, as if by that means to stay
the buttering soul, 1 bent over him and
said, “Guy! Tell me where you lived. 1

even

wonder that

fever is

intelligence

into mine.

Holding

ern

most

them; and yester- will write to your people.” He underregiment, only two stood, and made a desperate effort to
report for duty.
speak. The lips moved, but no words
"urs every
day in the came; then the eyes turned upward again
1
where mine is the un- till nothing but the whites were
visible,
»us part of
cheering the and the strange, half unconscious state
itting awhile with this returned. But he was not altogether inthat man, feeding an- sensible.
He moved himself to the edge
mne letters for others,
of the cot, as close to me as possible and
iv, 'v
unimportant things as long as I held his hands remained
-y nurses have no time,
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be
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‘Captain, I hope you are not worried.
yellow fever, and you can see
how well and strong I am.” He replied
“Mrs. Ward, I am not worried; I shall
pull through, please God. But I wrould
like to write to my wife and children.”
have had

I

and paper,
He closed his eyes
a moment, so that none should see if there
were tears in them, and waited to get full
command of himself; then in a voice that

Quickly procuring pencil
awaited his dictation.

a fearful expression came into his face.
So there I sat till dark—and still he made

sign.

next

yellow fever, and that the boat had
already been sent for to take him to
Siboney.” Hurrying to his side I said.

upon his breast and cried to move away,
his arms beat the air like wind-mills and

no

mood, saying that he exbe sent home with his regiment
or two.
What was my horror on

told that his
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never
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“I had a severe Cancer which
only a few blotches, that I thought
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Doctors' treatment had not fccr.tiited
them, but after taking Dr. William/ Pink
Pills for a short time the ruddy glow of
health came back to their cheeks, and they
are enjoying unusually
vigorous health.
u
We feel very happy over it.*’
The powerful, but harmless, vegetable
ingredients contained in Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills for Pale People go to the root of all
dis eases arising from impure or impoverished blood or shattered nerves, and rebuild
new, healthy tissues.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams* Pink Pills
for Pale People ; one box for 50 cents, or six
boxes for 52.50.
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Commencing June 24, ISO*, -team**.r
and City "l Bangor will Iea\e‘ I
nately:
For Boston, via Northport. ( m mi ,.i ■! :b Inm-r
p
land, Mondays at 3.00 n. m
Sundays at 5.’oo j-. m.
Bang".'.
ai.>
F<-r Bucksport. Winterport and
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m.
For Searsport and Hampden. Tuesdays. 1: 1 !'
days and Sundays at about 7.45 a. m.
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If you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOU GO
TO SEE HER.

scot

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PI I>. CO.,

BELFAST,

MAINF.
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I MUST

RETURNING:
From Boston, daily except Sunday at 5.""
From Kockland, via Camden and Northport.
daily except Monday at 5.t o a. m.
From Bangor, via Winterj>ort and Buokspmt.
j Mondays at 12 00 noon, other days, except S "
days, at 2.00 i\ m.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, (len'l. Supt.. Boston.
!
WILLIAM H. HILL, (len'l Manager, Boston.
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Dwight P. Palmer,
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.
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wasting
w

in

present proportions; that the active army
had only 2o0,0u0 men, the territorial reserves L'fMj,(XX>,
and the national militia
t- the best in Cuba.
and the dead—the out-stretched l:i0,0iM).
an
This
would
constitute
>f the swell/ Ameri- and
nights has lain most of the time in an corpse in its sheet the conspicuous object, i enormous saving in imperial expenses. It
would enable many hundreds of thousue temporary purunconscious state. Nobody knows who and the living men iu their mud-stained
I ands of men, who now pass their time in
11v over the bay, he is.
He came rushing into the hospital I uniforms and gray slouch hats,
trying drilling and preparing for war, supportj
.and is reached by a one hot
mid-day, a week ago, dilirious to keep up a brave front on their w«»y to ] ed by the taxes of their fellow-citizens, to
it banqueting hall,
The same thing become producers instead of destroyers
with fever, having walked from some dis- j almost certain death.
of wealth, and to readily sustain them>
»n he raised to adtant camp in the broiling sun.
He spoke may happen to any of us, tomorrow—t >- selves.
If by common agreement it was
oeeze, is now closely of himself as “Guy” and is now known ! day.
Two lines of a half forgo ten poem I
possible for the great powers of Europe to
>.
and double rows of
i similarly reduce their military army to
by that name, though whether it really | keep running through my mind;
of their present proportions—
i bong the
encircling belongs to him, as family or “given” "The wind howls heavy with ueath and one-tenth
both standing armies and reserves—each
sorrow
>! ier apartments have
He spent the first
name, none can say.
it
would
be
is
me.
be
tomorrow.”
thee;
To-day
may
relatively as strong for war
>
and in a little ante*
as it at the present time.
Two
a dark haired
night alternately stalkiug up aud down
Yesterday
young Irish- purposes
-s are
men who agree to tight each with his
set, over which the hospital, imagining that he was com- man
on a cot so close beside me that
lay
a
right arm tied behind his back would be
and gruel are premanding a regiment, and struggling with I with one sweep of my fan I could keep quit as effective for defensive purposes
>t space is unfilled,
the attendants in efforts to leap over the the dies off both him and
“Guy.” This against each other as each would be if
odious building ten verancla rail into the
bay. Toward morn- morning the cot was empty. “What has both ‘heir hands untied.
be equally crowded.
This, as we take it, is the main propoing he lapsed nto unconsciousness, and become of the man who was here?” I
sition of the Czar, not necessarily to do
this hospital, two
like
one
for
three
days
dead—jaw
lay
asked the nearest male attendant. “Ask away with wrar by international arbitrak were lying on the
dropped, eyes rolled far back into his me an easier one; he’s dead,” replied tion, though this might come in time—
thanks
to the Red head, the
",
only sign of life a faint butter- the immune, with a ghastly attempt at not to disband the armies or even to reduce *hern to such a small fraction of
y supplied with cots
ing of the pulse. Though death was mo- wit. “Yellow Jack got hold of him in the their
present size as that which we have
ierable army red tape
mentarily expected, the faithful steward night; we started him off for Siboney, but named above; but to place a limit upon
:
ing patients into this injected medicine into his arm at regular he didn’t live to
an enlargement of then, which now ceems
get there.”
to be going on at a fearfully increasing
mat sometimes a half- intervals and
poured a few drops of nourAnother sad, sad case is that of Captain
ratio, and to prevent what threatens to be
mglit on a stretcher or ishment down his throat; and still he linFeederle, of Akron, Ohio. A handsome the final bankruptcy of all of the great
nours in the sun at
hour
hour—no
fever
no
war
and
the
now,
of
by
gered
powers of the world by this lessening
gallant young officer,
picture
needless expenditures.
pier before an order weakening of the pulse, no change in the robust health and beloved by
everybody, of To
n the palace—a mile
say that such an agreement is imposIt he came into the hospital the other day
rolled-up eyes and fixed expression.
sible is to assume that European statesmission to the hospit- seemed such a
man
pity—a strong-looking
suffering from headache. He said he was men are guided more by their fears and
able, a man’s chances to die and give no sign. On the fourth not a bit sick, but thought he would like their jealousies than by an enlightened
mderfully increased, day 1 sat beside him, holding his two to lie down and rest awhile. He was regard for the interests of the people
It should be possiwho they represent.
h ive been but three
warm, limp hands between both my own, given a cot, his head bandaged with cold
ble, by international convention, to arta 1 in a
fortnight, praying within myself that heaven would water, and presently he seemed to feel range that each nation should have an acat Siboney they are
send the poor soul back from the border- very comfortable.
Happening to recog- tive army not exceeding a fixed number,
the nation in question agreeing to hold
md in the various field
land of shadows, if only long enough to nize me, as I sat by Guy at the other
iate of 20 per day.
send some message to the waiting wife or end of the room, he sent to ask if 1 would
sick men are yet mother—when
suddenly a change Hashed come and talk to him awhile. I went,
uder (iog tents, al- over the
countenance; first an expression and for half an hour we chatted of Ohio
h rain, scorched in of
agony, quickly followed by a smile, | friends ami of long ago camping experihied to the marrow and theu the eyes unclosed and looked ! enees among the small lakes of the West-

write, though

weeks ago

People.

to Cancer.

|

IU

culation was impaired and at times her
limbs became numb and cold, and she
could hardly walk.
All these symptoms, and all the heart
trouble, disappeared after she had taken
Dr. 'Williams* Pink Pills a short time.
In the same family G. W. Myer, a brother-in-law of Mr. Beatty, living at Shenkleyville, Mercer Co., Pa., was cured of
erysipelas in the face and a general breaking down of the system.
He had been given up to die.
He took Dr. Williams* Pink Pills for
Pale People and was completely cured.
Mr. Prentice Fry, of Meadviile testifies
to the value of Dr. Williams* Pink Pills in
cases of debility.
**
My wife and daughter were fi ling in
health for some time,** he said.
Their
cheeks were pale and their forms were

the nerves.
This fact explains why they are all
cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale

Little
Pimples Turn

Poets, humanitarians and others whom
the world would call theorists have insisted that among civilized countries the continued appeal to arms in the adjustment
of differences is merely a survival of bar| barism, and that practically no great question can arise between nations which
I
might not be settled by peaceful arbitration.
Of course this has been denied,and
within a short time tiie Senate of the United States has, in defiance of the wishes of
the great majority of tLie American people, defeated one of the most promising
j attempts at peaceful arbitration that was
In Germany, war and prepa; ever made.
| ration for war have been proposed by no
less an authority than Von Moltke as uecessary to tlie proper moral exaltation of
the people.
T" ail such dissenters and doubters—
! and they form a terribly numerous array—
the words of the Czar that the time has
"•me to --eek international relief from war
must be not only surprising, but dis tastej fill. Ti:e urotmd upon which EmperoXicholas bases his argument is not es.i
seutialiy huma ,Parian. On the contrary,
j1 he deals with the subject from an emiueutiy pracdeal point of view. lie comi plains that the great powers of Europe
are
and
wasting, directly
indirectly
]
hundreds of millions of dollars a year in
an effort to preserve peace
by making
I themselves so strong that their neighbors
will not attack them, when this expendij tine of money and effort might be saved
! through some mutual agreement.
ni.ssia is credited with
having at the
present time an active arny war strength
«»t about 2, ">00,000
men.
There are be- !
side these, the territorial reserve of some
2,00".000 men, anti the national militia,
i
! which could be employed in case of emergency, of 1,200,000—that is, ">,700,000
A
men.
part of these are needed for
domestic service, the strengthening, as it
i
But let us
were, of the police system.
i assume that the entire military strength
IVII'.ILUll

Paralysis, dropsy and heart disease, erysipelas, debility.
Widely dissimilar as these various diseases seem at first
sight they are all intimately connected either with the blood or

TIME-TABLE.

ment.

llUBBI.l

Evidence of many people concerning relief
afforded
from various diseases that are related. although they seem
widely different.

Pen and pencil have combined to make
Outing for September a masterpiece of
pictures by land and sea, and a very treasure house of useful knowledge to those
who love to live in or linger over the never fading, never jading charms of mother
Nature.
Its hunting and fishing stories
rauge from “Elk in the Bookies'' to
“Squirrels in Virginia” and “Ducking on
the St. Clair Flats,” and from “Bass
Fishing in Lake Emile” to “How to Catch
Its yachting embraces the
Swordfish.”
new
“Knockabout Cruising;” “Baeing
with a 01-Footer,” and “The Yarn of the
Yampa in the Baltic.” Its travel comprises one of nature’s Links iu the lovely
Isle of Wight and the Cotswolds in merrie
middle England.

j

■'I

Happy.

Literary News and Notes.
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instantly removed—for the

sake of the hundred others. The poor
fellow was laid on a stretcher, put aboard
a boat and
owed
Siboney; and was

gray-haired, middleboys in their teens, and

hair and beard that l doubt if

to

own

to-day; swift, sharp

there is not a sol’•vouid not lay down
»be.
:

from Wash-

lu this
part of Cuba the dread disease is at its
worst between the middle of August and

only nights in the delirium of typhoid,
iuring the death ended his sufferings. He lies

is

sen*

expected revelations of heroism, giving up
their own few comforts to needier men,

kempt

seunt

man

name

>

•C'Vail

of

he could not remember. Two days
ago he was brought to the Siboney hospital and died the same evening.
It is es-

side—all clad in lied Cross panearly every case the mil-

•iug. The old rule aged men, others
'.crywhere else in all are so bronzed by exposure aud
•it

a

ington to Santiago

In

jamas.

He told of

cent.

insult.

or

was

-.-sages

life—and that if he does recover it is a
miracle, wrought by woman’s care.
Pardon this too-long story of an individu-

Homes Made

The growth of the surburban trolley
lines promise to affect the habits of the
American people about as much as the inA few years ago
vention of the bicycle.
driving on country roads was a luxury
reserved for persons who had horses or
could hire them.
Now, as E. S. Martin
points out in “This Busy World” column
in Harper’s Weekly for August 27th, all
over the laud the trolley makes long country rides possible to thousands of persons
who are too young, or too old, or too infirm, or lazy to ride bicycle, aud too poor,
or too timid, to drive horses.

will

vvr:;

except that his body is growing weaker
and his lucid intervals ni ne frequent.
The Doctor says there is some hope of his

example

Proposal.

probably be found that in his
iumry among the higher classes
little sympathy will be expressed for this
advanced movement, and that efforts of
various kinds will be made to prevent
even i s partial fulfillment. But this same
can be made of
ommem
nearly every
It
great reioi m th;i: lias taken place.
time
that the
sc nis to us at the present
not
unwarrantis
of
active
duelling
only
p*
ed. but murderous; yet our predecessors
1
or 100 years ago, did
this country,
ot. and the people of the continent of
Europe at the present time do not hold
the code in detestation.
They believe, or
many of them do, that it is necessary for
the well-being of society, and that in the
absence of it many abuses would occur
which could not lie properly corrected. In
a like manner "lie need of international
duels is maintained as the only means by
which desired or needed results cau be sej cured, and in the absence of some international tribunal for the purpose of eni forcing justice there is unquestionably a
good deal to be said in favor of this arguIt

led with gray, heavy beard and
tawny
moustache.
This is bis sixth day of
semi-consciousness and ihere is no change

as an

God

praises.

yellow-fever contrilling errand from one end of
big building to the other, and who are valescent, fresh from Siboney. He said
that of the 700 patients in that hospital,
never suited with anything that is done;
but they are few, and never once have any only about gOO have yellow fever, and the
of the ladies met with the slightest rude- proportion of deaths among them is -70 per

now

ag

districts of the middle West.
He is apparently about 40
years old;
eyes pale blue, black hair slightly sprink-

some

the United States is

purpose; washwriting home letters

sleep.

case.
I gave it to you
Hospital experience.
Today I talked with a

fever.

f the most notable proceedings of
The desire for
the present generation
universal peace is by no means a new one,
as it dates back even beyond the Christian
era, and great sovereigns and heads of the
en urcli have both striven to bring about
But in spite of these efits realization.
tui ts the great mass of maukind has commonly looked upon the reform as a hopeless’'me, and so at the present time iu the
comments made by European newspapers
the t zar is receiving more sneers than

write; please write.
It is barely possible that some one who reads this
may
have an idea who lie is.
1 judge that lie
is not a city-bred
man, but from the rural

u

through, Captain
the

one

Bur all efforts to get
his home address have so far failed,
lie
only smiles happily and says ••Yes, Rosa,

who send the tired sister

atiy back, and blue American, her army
.nest

or

the

ness

Miss Wheeler’s

■:

to

good

The Czir's proposal to the great powers
of Europe of partial disarmament is not
only action on his part in a high degree
surprising, but in the effect which it may
have remotely, if not immediately, it is

spoonful of brandy obediently, suuggles
up as closely as possible and goes con-

al

querulous
on

carry out the
steward and two

takes his beef tea

carry a
will outlive

The Czar's

called me “Rosa”—doubtless the
of somebody be loves.
He knows

him,

man

grant that the bright, promising young
life may be spared to Ids family.
Fannie Brigham Wakh.

in his eyes and several times

when I am with

as

lift the sick,

to

ar.d

far

so

me<i.
•-

Barton.

Santiago.

ain

can

sense

Feederle

we

telligence

If courage and

soldier that he is.

have learned
nothing. A dozen
times he has looked at me with full inyet

<

:;e

blanket, for the chilly stage of the fever
already upon him, and resigned
himself to his fate, like the true, brave

Tell her to write to
my father.” And
then the poor soul was off
again, into the
shadowy land. It is needless to say that
since then 1 have
spent a good deal of
time by the tall
cavalryman’s cot. And

a

to this
number on the
understanding
that the armed strength of other nations
was equally qualified and
tixed, this to
include both the army and the navy. At
the present time any move made by one
nation to greatly strengthen either its
army or its navy is promptly followed by
corresponding increases on the part of all
the other great nations, so that there is
really no relative gain in national strength
acquired, but only an enormous increase
in the amount of national resources annually wasted. If instead of this policy of
expansion the policy of contraction were
follow the people of the different countries would obtain many advantages of
which they are now deprived, and at the
same time their offensive and defensive
strength would be, as against each other,
quite as great as it is under the present
system of corresponding increases in armament.
[Boston Herald.

was

Next morning
they told me that toward
midnight he opened his eyes and almost
shouted, “Where is she? where is she?

Y.abama,—a fragile

<

ones.” It was a sensible, manly letter,
anxious hearts at
calculated to relieve the
that it might be
realizing
fully
home, yet
his last wolds to them in this troubled
world. Then he wrapped himself in his

me elsewhere.
I went
reluctantly, and
all night
long was worried by the fear
that he might revive for
the last time
when nobody was at
hand to learn his
name, and that some poor woman

1_

at

0

a.

m.

Island, Rockland, raihdcn, >ort liport, Belfast and llncksport. arriving at BangoratT r.M.
Returning—Leave Bangor Mondays and Tlmrsdavs ar r> a. m., making above landings. Arriving
»•. m.
at Portland at about
Lands at Lewis wharf, Belfast, Tuesdays ami
tv
at
3.30
M.;
Mondays and Thursdays
Saturdays
at 8 a. m.
Connections—At Squirrel Island for Boothbay
Harbor. Heron Island. Christmas Cove and I'emaquid. At Rockland for Yinall.au n. North Hau n
and Stonington. At Belfast with Maine Centra'
Railroad, and on Mondays and Thursdays with
steamer for lslesboro and Castine.
PARKS PROM PORTLAND TO
.7b. round trip .'•l.’-*'
Squirrel Island.
2."»(
1 .bo,
Rockland or Camden
bb<
Belfast...
2.oo,
4.b<
Bangor.2.b<»,
Weather j ermitt mg.
o. <
(.‘LIVER, President.
20
CHAS. R. LEWIS, Treasurer.
••
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CRAIN,
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BOSTON,

GROCERIES.
Importers of Salt.
quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

p

LO&lS

■

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
ltf

to

2.

Others hours

ist»7—ly45_

Great Bargain.

■

3yORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Hours. 12

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. #Good soil,
never failing water. W ill be sold very low and on
40tf
easy terms.
M. C.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

\>i i.i: v.
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price of cotf
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LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

MASS.

by appointment only.

October.

< k
St.,

Ask your (irocer to-day to show y m
of (1KAIVO, tlic nc\\ |nod tlrink that

(Near Corner of Fail field Street)

SEEDS and

oioinon

TRY GRAIN-0!

P. O.

FEED,

ealers in the finest

Newbury Street,,

Nlo.

a iims

\st

28ft

GEO. F. E AMES, M.D..D.D.S.,
The Nose and Throat.

i/"U*a! tuhula
t
sa!
!•'.•

■

•*

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

SALE.

FOR

horse power engine, ami h>•:
boiler, but little used, are Me red
further particulars apply at
A six

TO COW BOYS AND BICYCLERS
All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
other animals or riding bicycles upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast. The laws in relation tothese offences will be rigidly enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.
Belfast, July lb, 18b8.-tf2«

or

TO LET.
The

store

formerly occupied
Apply to

in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.

C. O. POOH

to

are nearer

BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, lSt>8.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican
CHARLES A

Journal Pub. Co.

1'ILSBLRY,

Obituary.

industry bad already well nigh
brought this result,—but the Pacific States

time and

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

) BusS°S,SSager

they

the rest of the Union than

ever were

before, and the great mid-

dle West is

no

seaboard.

We

longer estranged
can

problems and build

from the

work out our

our own

own

future with

a

tion to study during her seminary course
overtaxed a constitution naturally delicate,
aud after graduation it was painfully evident to her friends that her health was
steadily declining. At the last the progress
of the disease was rapid, aud after a short
but severe illness she painlessly fell asleep.
She was converted under the ministrations of
Rev. Mr. Whitcomb aud was a member of the
Free Baptist church of Pittsfield and prominent in church and Christian Endeavor
work.
Much sympathy is expressed for the
afflicted family iu their great bereavement.
Attractive iu person aud amiable iu disposition, the large attendance at her funeral
and the profuse Moral tributes from many

steadier purpose. This consciousness is
the keener because of the increased re-

spect that other nations have for us.”
The War
been
in

as

Department may

efficient

as

not

have

it should have beep,
and moving troops:

equipping, feeding

but it cannot be held
effects of
mer

men

on

only

a

tropical

responsible

so

The

escaped
cannot wholly

many have

ills which the best of care
avert.

for the

climate in midsum-

reared in the North.

wonder is that

The summer in Florida has been

the hottest for 2"» years, and the strain
upon northern.constitutions was naturally very great. In Cuba, as all know, sumrious

FOR GOVERNOR,

Department

HOULTON

“At

It should be

promptly
Overcome by taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

purifies

and

Enriches the blood,
St rengthens the nerves,
Tones the

bouquet

of

sweet

And builds

peas,

appetite,

and vitalizes

The whole system.
Be sure to get

Only

Leighton;

wreath with white cross and bouquet of
sweet peas, Mrs. E. G. Roberts aud Mrs. E.
C. Holbrook; bouquet of white carnations,
Jennie Snow ; pillow, Mrs. A. E. Dow ; pillow, of petunias, Mae Miller and Mae MeTaggart; bouquet of white gladiolus and
sweet peas, Mabel Rose; wreath aud bouquet, Mrs. L'iola Ford; cut Mowers, Olive
Pay sou, Bert Payson, Kate and Francena
Godding, Mrs. Leathers, Mrs. Harding, Mrs.

an

up,

Energizes

J. Bushfield, Hav-

Nellie

stomach,

Creates

Mass.; wreath in heliotrope and
class colors, bouquet of pink and white
carnations and white asters, Louis Glidden;

:.d page, will be found interesting at this
time, and is supplemented by the following facts and figures: The cost of tLe
armies of the different powers varies very

FOR SENA 1 ■ »R,

Mr. ami Mrs.

the

This condition may
Lead to serious illness.

Which

N0RTHP0R1

Hood’s/

NEWS.

Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Tufts returned to their
home in Malden, Mass., last week.

Mrs. Frank Herrick and children have
gone to Bangor to remain for some time.
Mrs. Anna Knowlton of Saugus. Mass., is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

New arrivals are quite numerous the past
few days. The following are all from Centre Montville: Mrs. Eliza Beau. Voluey
Thompson and son, Chas. Howard and wife,
E. B. Bean aud wife and Master Clifford,
Mark Messer, Al. Conner and wife, J. J.

Clements,

1

I’EIRC'E.Frankfort.
FOR SHERI 1 F.

■

Laura

Wentworth, Miss Forbes and Nora

Forbes

wife and

The hot weather in the cities drove large
numbers to the sea shore last week and
Northport received her share. A large
number of cottages are still open ami since
the first exodus at the close of the campmeeting there has been little if any decrease in the number of people here.
The
Society has sold a number of cottage lots
the past week, some of which will he built
The season of ’OS has
upon next season.
been a profitable one and the outlook for
the future is excellent.

Annie Donovan and sou returned 10
Lynn last Friday after a very pleasant visit
of several weeks.

been

their kind

them that we shall continue our business ii)„,t,
basis of FAIR DEALING. HONEST GOO/is ,,
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES, as in the past
maintain our reputation as the LEADING .1E H I'l f i;,

assure

25 Main Street,

Belfast.

ATTRACTIVE
Goods, coupled with attractive prices is
With

able.

they

us

combinative

a

go HA.TVI> IN

W A

HA IS, CAPS, SKIRTS. HOSE and

LADIES’

(

7

VARNS, WORSTED" t
HONS, DRESS LININGS, DRESSMAKER->
FANCA DRV GOODS.
ALL

WELLS L CO.,

NE\\

EOB

l-'M.I.

103-105 Main S
Freedom

Family Reunions.

The Fret-,
Tuesda\

ed its fall term

Weutworth reunion will he heid at
ihe residence of F A. Crabtree, South Hope,
sept. 14th. If stormy, tin- next fair day.
AT connected to the Wentworths are ror.1 i ill 1 iy invited.
[Hattie Cral dree. Secretary.
Til*.-

IMlsbury

Tie *bxth annual reunion of the

family will be h. Id

Newb: ryp >rt, Mass

in

Thursday, Sept l-"> The Pillsbiiry gene i!ogv will be ready \ K L lMsbury Charles-

■
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■
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of the War and After” is

a
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from GO to 70 barrels of lime per
Two cargoes were shipped to
New York last week. The name of the
company which operates the kilns has been
changed to the Maine Lime Co., and the
turn out

day

“The End

feature of the

each.

place has been named

Rocklime.

Mrs. James S Harrimau of this city. The
funeral was held yesterday, Wednesday,
afternoon, Rev. J. M. Leighton ofticitaing.

Private Charles P. Freeman of Camden
died at the hospital in Portland, Saturday
He was a
moruing, from typhoid fever.
member of Co. N, and was 20 years of age.
The disease was contracted at Camp Thom-

ing made
The

on

their cottage.

post office

was

closed here Tuesday

night, and mail addressed

Camp
Ground will be sent to East Northport.
Haney & Hill’s store closed yesterday.
to

the

Unless
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you are far advanced with
this disease, Scott’s Emulsion will hold every inducement to you for a
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FRANK L. GR

met
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The following
social chat and greetings.
towns in and out of the State wen represented;
Liberty, Washington. Palermo.
Appleton, V
I’uity, Knox,
port, Wald boro, China, Augusta, BridgeCentral Falls,
Boston
and
water, Mass,
The oldest
member
R. I
present was
Mr. Hartley
Boynton of Montville, who
was
The officers elmsen
IK) years old.
for the year were Will. L. Boynton, President; Preston Boynton, Vice President
and secretary; R. A. Packard, treasurer
committee on resolutions, Preston Boynton,
R. A. Packard, Albert Waterman, Sarah
Leufest, Geo. Worth ; committee on arrangements, Preston Boynton, F./ra A. Boynton,
Hannah Jackson, Sarah Leufest, Fauna
Waterman.
Four of the members were report! il as having died since last year, vi/
Robert Boynton, Alice Jar kson, Lucv Boynton and Myrtie Boynton. The exercises in
First
the afternoon were very interesting.
all joined in singing America, followed by a
prayer hv Chas. Bradstreet ; address of welcome in rhyme fry Mrs. Sarah Leufest; song
by Mrs. Myrtie Brown; select reading hv
Mrs. Fletcher; song and choius by R. A.
Packard ; song by Blanche Brown : clarinet
solo by Charles Bryant of Knox ; recitation
by Miss Giles; recitations by Geo. Worth
and Master Irvin Hodgdon; song hv Lida
Packard; song by Myrtie Brown. The annual Boynton family reunion will beheld at
the same place next year on the 1st day of
Sept., if fair; if not, it will be the next fair

perfect
Mr. G. F. Danforth of Bangor, who was
All Druggists, so<\ and $i.
great
laudlord of the Northport Hotel last year,
Dropsy and Heart Disease. A great
Scott <fr Bowse, Chemists, N Y.
as.
ten
cure and a great testimony.
“For
a compact nation
years
has managed the stable at the gate on the
I suffered greatly from Heart Disease,
bill. He had a good run both in livery
conscious of national strength and unity. Fluttering of the Heart and bmotheriug
Edward Crawford and wife
Buknhari.
made my life a torment. I was conRuby Lips Ami a clear complexion,
attended the campmeeting at China last and boarding.
By forgetting even for this brief time our Spells,
the pride of woman—Have you lost these
fined til my bed. Dropsy set in. My physician week. Laforest and Alonzo McAllister were
the Boston steamers have dislocal differences, we have welded our- told m“to
Although
charms
through Torpid Liver. Constipation,
prepare for the worst. I tried
present over Sunday. They all report a
selves with a conscious unity such as the Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart—One dose good time.A little girl baby was born to continued, their landings here for the season Biliousness, or Nervousness? Dr. Agtiew’s
Little
gave relief, one bottle cured the Dropsy and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Monday.E. W. the Salacia and M. & M. land whenever Liver Pills will restore them to you—40
Republic has not felt sinc& the early days. my heart.”—Mrs. James Adams, Syracuse Berry of PortlandShaw,
“Rubies” in a vial—10 cents. Act like a
was in town Sunday
to
or
the
from
grounds, charm. Never gripe.—Sold by Kilgore &
Not only have the North and the South N. Y.—Sold byKilgore & Wilson and A. A*. calling on friends.Mr. Koxie returned there are passengers
day.
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. 4.
Howes & Co. 1
I from North Searsport campmeeting, Monday. which just at present is every trip.
forgotten that they were ever at war,—for
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The Northport Water Work4* have fully
the expectations of their builders and
patrons. There are 75 takers, and all have

met

pub'ic for

thanks to the

our
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CHASE

On this th» first anniversary of the firm

son.

and Miss M. H. Roberts have their
new cottage at North Shore well advanced.
The building is 24x."5, one aud a half stories
and hip roof. It will be shingled all over,
stained red, with green roof and white
trimmings. It will he sheathed inside with
hard pine aud the floors will be of hard
wood. It will be piped for water and fitted
with all the available conveniences. H. S.
Baker of Somerville, Mass., is the architect.
The cottage will be finished this fall but
will not be occupied until next season.

<

>

*

1897 CHASE &D0AK. 1|

W. S.

Lane.
Mrs.

TIMOTHY

15th.

fully supplied. At the close of the
campmeeting the water in the reservoir was
t> feec deep, and as soon as the
sAM l 1.1.0 NORTON.Belfast.
extraordinary
Mr. Arthur Packard returned to Middlewidely. Russia leads the line with an andrain on the supply'ceased the water began
H i: RE,,Hi HR OF DEEDS,
The funeral of Ivra Heal of the First
nual expenditure of *154,500,000, and
boro, Mass., last Saturday after a very ento increase.
Late in the spring F. K. Pres<-F.oKi.l-. I M( t KILLls
Belfast.
Maine Infantry, who died Aug. 28th at the
joyable visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. cott, the
Germany comes next with *155,003,000.
superintendent, sowed some duver
1 'K CLERK
5
Maine General Hospital in Portland, was A. Packard.
CRTS,
France is a close third with *150,000,000.
ou the clay embankment around the reserlii l.sliA WAl'UN..Belfast
held at the church in Centre Liucolnville
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard attended the
These are the only j otters whose land j
voir, and got a remarkably good catch, so
NT\ A
<-RNEV
O.i
Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 31st. There
in
reunton
last
Liberty
Boynton family
forces cost over *100,000,000 a year. was a
that the station on the hill now presents a
; 1 KY Bo\Yl)EN.W
very 1 trge attendance and more than
lnterj- rt.
The£ report a tine time and very neat appearance. Dwellers on the
Croat Britain ranks fourth with *00,CHX),- •ifty carriages followed the body to its last Thursday.
i.
n
v <♦
hsi< -n fr,
visit.
greatly enjoyed their
Camp Ground can congratulate themselves
Oi'(i. and Austria fifth, with **0,500,000.
V- il LI AM A. BKAGt..Liucolnville
esting place in Youngtown cemetery. The
Our summer boarders are fast disappear- on their water supply.
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present
third is large as that sustained by Russia,
Yachts and Boats
await the eoining of another season.
.VKLVII.I.E C. HI1.L .Belfast.
bearers and guard of honor. The services
is undoubtedly harder to hear than the
K(.E K BRYANT. Kn.
and
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Miss
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Pendleton
brother
M.
were conducted by Rev. J.
Leighton of
The steam yacht Idal-tie with
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wai load laid upon the broader shoulders
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where er Mr. A. H. A Groeschuer an i 1:
The doral ofTeritigs were very John left for Boston last Friday,
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mis .a.
of the Muscovite people.
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until
next
June. Master hoard, was at
they will reside
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That is !
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by
The funeral of Walter H. West at his late
ti« ■.Pcmho.p- burden, tailing as it,does, !
w et-k.
Will Ci o k f<
Charles Joy f C;ra i.-u. md
home on High street. Friday forenoon, was
in
tin
main,
countries
where
the!
upon
1*0:
Mrs. A
F
R;well went to Boston last named Lizzie J v. was laumh.-d I mt week.
Midway derive its mime from |
labe'i ami the cost of a bare huge y attended. Rev. J. M. Leighton offi- week t" consult the best
earning."
physicians in reFrank 11 Hoag has .•'Mid !
m iand companions from his commaudciated,
lining is * ui on a very narrow scale, and,
gard to her health, which of late has been Clara to F II C**lby and S"U ot W tt^rt-wn,
ery acted as hearers. The floral tributes
TDe 111.>ls Dave Lad more than their indeed, is too often puite invisible.
is
she
will
return
It
greatImped
Mass.
1'he b,.at has been srripm*d and will
were many and beautiful
and included a very poor
i■ •
tl;. days this season—tlie lion's
ly benefited by her visit
be hauled out here for the winter
column of tuberoses and pinks from Bangor
is a ": ii pie maitti to vote a
It
straight Lodge of Elks; a moutnl of pinks and roses
share, in i n t.
Jortu Rankin, Arthur H..mTlie fab term of the Henrietta White
i A. 1.
ticket, but uy deviation is liable to lead from Palestine
Baeheld.er have arrivett home after
two
mouud of sc 1 ool began a week ago Monday, and it is
Commandery :
1
m the yacht Huriet, owned
works'
cruise
to
rrors
v
whicl;
m
tv
lose
widyou
The ] apeis rail to state lew many
your asters, pinks and roses from Dr. G. (. Kil- very gratifying to know that A. D. Hayes of
Mr. Rankin. They touched
it
by
rvery
fraud] ise.
\vs c. Mil u the death of President \\ oodgore: a pillow marked “Rest" from the
Belfast is master, which is a positive guar- port betweeu Bangor ami this pla
ami
widow; a cross of pinks and roses from antee that tin* superintendent will be able very pleasant trip was enjoyed !.y tli. it
mtf of the Mormon ehurch.
Star.
W. N B. MacLellan of Philadelphia,
W aldo Good Templars.
bas- to report a most successful term when the [R<*ckland
in' challenge of
Sir Thomas Lipt.<u for
ket of flowers from Mrs. M. R. lvnowlton,
Hid tl- Turf, Farm and Home really
proper Tim comes.
The Hess;- a
f Waldo District lodge to
the America's cup was accept»-d Sept. bd
Mrs. Flora Dodge and Mrs. J. 1). Fraser; a
mean t> >ay. “t lie tlnilliug village of DexSome time Sunday night a sneak thief
convene in Jackson next Saturday, Sept.
basket of purple and white sweet peas from
by the committee representing the New
ter*" "i the thriving village?
entered the enclosure containing the plum
10th, will be a \ery interesting one. The Mrs. C. H.
Club. The
York Yacht
white and violet sweet,
length of the
Field;
session will open at
trees of Mr. Henry Pendleton by destroyc0 a. in., and during
challenging boat was given as so feet, six
peas from Mrs. J. H. Howes; basket of lilies,
An exih. vine recently published an ar-’ the forenoon the regular business v. ill be
ing the hinges of tlie gate and generously inches—the
asters and sweet peas from Mrs. Joseph
largest yet named for a singletide « tptioned. "Howto Reach Manila." done as follows: Opening in District Degree:
helped themselves to the fruit. Petty thiev- stick chal .eng mg yacht.
Tyler: basket of roses and pinks from Mrs.
t.
here
and
be ouite common
n.a-T easv enough—follow Dewey.
appointing committees; report of credential A. S. Faliy ; basket of mixed flowers from ing is getting
A lively race took place Saturday between
before long an example will be the steamer
committee; conferring district degree; re- Mr. and Mrs.
SaJacia am! the steam yacht
J. W. Knight; white pinks probably
>iL>‘one
tinlu-i
has
its
made
The
apmatle :>f the suspected ones.
The Saiaeia got a start on the yacht,
port.- -f the officers: reports of committees;
Malay.
from Mrs. S. B. Cuuningham; white pinks
but before they had sailed far tiie yacht was
>ers and has r<
b* 's rend and referred ; miscellaneous busifrom F. O. Smith; sweet peas and pinks'
The Herrick family reunion occurred in the lead. [Rockland Star.
i.<
s ; reading r= cords c«f
Dived a voiim welcome fiom the family
session; closing. In from Mrs. H. Iand
at
the
residence
of
Mr.
Woodcock;
The Malay is owned by Dr. C (> Weld,
purple
Monday
Joseph
i the afternoon there will be a public temperfrying pan.
white sweet peas from Mrs. John Stephen- Herrick on Beech Hill. There was quite a who has a summer residence on Iron Point.
: anee meeting, wl ii h will be called to order
son
pink and white sweet peas from Mrs large attendance, but many familiar faces North Haven, and is new this season.
\ ote next Monday for tl
candidates of at 1.1*0 and •-nsisr f the
following, sub- .1 »hn Dolb'lT; heliotrope from Miss Mildred ; were
missing who were present last year.
W. E. Page has exchanged his sloop yacht
the party Tat rescued Waldo county from a 't tn changes<
Slater.
Nevertheless, it was a joyful occasion and a Ralj'li with Eaton Bros, of Little Deer Isie
debt and gave it a handsome balance on Binging,
Male Quartette
was
time
had. Everything for their
Travel,
Rev F S 1 >«*1 iitT
sloop Maine. The Ralph was built
Mary A v\ lie of Martin \ Greer, died at j grand good
the right side of the ledger.
Address of W uvme
A. F. Warren
passed off finely The weather was warm and by S. B Holt in the winter of is;*5-G, and
i.er home in Morrill
»ij
Aug.
11th,
aged
M-s E. T Brackett
Jiesj'opse.
was
out
of
therefore everybody
was first called the Katherine.
The Maine
General Humidity is a foe more to be Song,
She had delightful ;
Julia Morton j years, 11 months and 11 days
Myrtle Peavey ; n.any friends and will be greatly missed in doors, and as mole Joe’s dooryard was a is a stall nth, roomy boat bo feet long and 11
dread' 1 thai the whole Spanish arms. Recitation.
Instrumenta music.
Ann e Hadley ! the
for all beam.
Mr. Rage is adding new wash-boards
community She was a kind hearted spacious one it afforded ample room
We do not include the navy, as Spain | Declamation,
Henry P. Boody ;
present and was more comfortable than a and making a few other improvements.
Frank Trainor neighbor, a loving mother and wife. Beno longer has a navy.
| S-ng.
crowded house with a temperature of nearly
1: citation.
Emily Brown sides her husband she leaves six children:
Yacht Sigdrifa stopped one night in PulMr. and Mis. E L Bartlett
He
Mrs. Ben j
Haviland of New Haven, Ct.: 80 in the shade. Notwithstanding the heat, pit Harbor ou the way home to Ymalhaven
f-agasta is not sagacious, we fi-ti
F‘ ‘tali' u,
Austin Stevens
was a gay and bveiy throng and they
it
Mr. John Greer of West Act'-c, Mass
Mrs.
from Belfast. She had on hoard Captain LeA F Warren
says the war is still on and this > mereh Declamation.
made the best of it, as it would be another
T* .ark,.
Rev. F S. Dolliff Elbert Monroe of Searsport. and Charlie,
an armistice for the negotiation of ]>ea«
ruy Coombs and wife ami son Harry, and
So
Mrs. J H. Boody
Hiram and Nellie of Morrill to mourn their | year before they would all meet again.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coombs and daughter
It nci) bt nt'f.osary to bombard a few Ad iress. Rt
F \
Stevens. G Counselor
the time was fully occupied in renewing old
loss.
She leaves two brothers—Joseph B
Avu. The party hail been on a yachting
> b.
Singing,
Male
a
mb
nit-sf
to
ealixQuartette
ing Sagasta
Span
and
new ones, and like
friendships,
making
of
and
Waldo
Charles Payson of
cruise of several
Belfast Fudge of Good Templars have re- Payson
days and had visited
ing souse t w 1 -.re he is at.
Knox—three sisters—Mrs. Peter Welch of all family reunions,this one, too, was a most
* uued
Islesbi.ro. Northport, Belfast and Camden.
meetings again after a short vacation.
success.
It
was
the
unanimous
A I'o) turl man, v. H<hu->
'teen there" At the meeting Monday evening, Forest Belfast, Mrs. Emily Peabody of Portland. gratifying
Friday night the sloop yacht Annie E.
Mrs. Eliza Clements of New Hampshire— desire of al. that they might he spared to
i: !>b;ns, Fodg" Deputy, assisted by Fred
sage I > u’!ii:lniiis a r. interview v : t Ji this
Spencer was anchored in the east branch of
meet again next year. May this prayer he
and two grandchildren, Bertha Haviland
r -nui.r.
“If people worked as iiar«l at i'endieton and Annie Sliute as marshals, inthe river near Yerona bridge. During the
and Ruby Greer. She took great enjoyment realized, is our most sincere wish.
Chief Temhome as tliey do in t i at country, they stalled the following officers:
night she drifted under the bridge and bein having the grandchildren spend the sumWhat next? Why election day next Mon- came
T. H
Fernahl; vice templar, Lillian
caught in some way. Her bowsprit
won d
.tiniy have more gold at home plar,
The funeral took place at
mers with her.
day, ami it is earnestly desired that every was broken off and she was partially tilled
Spinney; secretary, Flora Webber; financial
than they would and in Alaska.”
her late home Aug. 14tli, Mrs. Wentworth
Republican voter will turn out and keep with water and quite badly damaged. The
secretary, Lora Maxcy; treasurer, Mrs. E.
officiating. Kind friends did all that could this town iu the
Republican ranks, where it yacht is a tiue one and is owned by Capt. T.
Mention was made last week of the as- L. Brackett; haplain, Mrs. Filliau Pendlebe done in her last hours of sickness. The
ton; marshal Gerald W. Howard; Guard,
M. Nicholson, F. W. Hancock and J. R.
belongs, and at the same time roll up a good
of
Galen
C.
Moses
of
Bath.
signment
dowers w ere many and beautiful.
Howard; deputy marshal, Lana Penmajority for our representative to the Legis- Emery of Bueksport.
There is a sequel.
Tile failure of Mr. Elijah
dleton ; past chief templar, Addison Pendlelature, Capt. Emery N. Bunker of Islesboro,
The funeral of George W. Cottrell was
Moses was due, in part at least, to Fritz
ton.
a gentleman well qualified to represent this
held at bis late residence on North portThe
Narragansett Pier, R. I Sept, o
Ji. Twitchell, who is an embezzler to the
class at Augusta this winter—a clean, hon- steamer Lewiston which was wrecked last
avenue last Friday afternoon and was very
Transfers in Keal Estate.
amount of $*>0,000 or more.
Mr. Twitchwhile transporting soldiers of the Ninth
orable
who
stands
in
the
estimanight
man,
high
of
the
business
men
largely attended, mauy
Massachusetts regiment and a number of
el’ is a member of Governor Powers’ countion of his towusmen. His popularity is imof the city being present. There was a proregulars from Moutauk Point to Boston lies
The following transfers in real estate were
mense
in
the
he
cil and has for years been one of Bath’s
where
as
fusion of dowers, and one room was specialcommunity
lives,
in about ten feet of water just inside the
the
off Poiut Judith and within
He is in poor recorded in Waldo County Registry of ly decorated in memory of Ins daughter well as elsewhere; his genial and affable cove
most prominent men.
It is thought the steamer can
Deeds for the week ending Sept. 7, 1898:
breakwater.
health and it is said will not be prosecutAdelle, who died in 1873. Beautiful dowers ways always attract strangers as well as be floated.
Annie Harley, New Castle. N. B., to Susan
friends, and there seems to be a great desire
stood in vases upon the piano and wreaths
ed.
A. Mansur, Monroe; land and buildings in
hung at each side, while on the music rack on the part of his Democratic friends iu his
Monroe. David Scull, Overbrook, Pa., to
Farm and Home says: “A clean fair is
her favorite music.
was a sheet of
Very town to give him a very complimentary
Geo Saltonstall, Boston; land in Islesboro.
and impressive remarks were made vote therefore with a good strong pull from
a source of pleasure and instruction to
touching
Benj. Miller, Belfast, to Leslie Miller, do.;
the Republicans there seems no reason why
young as well a.-, old; a nasty fair may land and buildings in Belfast. Rachael W. bv Rev. J. M. Leighton. The bearers were
Islesboro should not give a larger majority
L. T. Shales, N. E. Keen, Robert Burgess
the
it
not
ruin
the
character,
lives, Keene. Stockton Springs, to W. D. Coose,
blight
than she did two years ago for Mr Hurd.
and C. B. Hall.
of many a boy and girl.'
Have we do.; land and buildings in Stockton
We hope so, for it is wide-awake, hustling
Springs.
Dr. W C Libby, Master of Plneuix Lodge business men that are wanted; not one that
“nasty” fairs? One in this fetate has been Chas. Megquier, Corinth, to Wm. H. Bray,
Did you ever see one?
raided by the police; but the ctfenders Belfast; laud and buildings in Northport. of Masons, received notice Saturday "f the will sleep all the way to Augusta and back.
Did you ever hear of one ? I
Iloultou
of
\Y.
death
at
Win.
A.
Purrington So be sure that your Bunkers are loaded
George
Whitney, Boston, to Francis M.
simply moved to fresh fields and the disMost certainly not. ConCaldwell, Philadelphia; land in Northport. of tliat place. Mr. Purrington was a carriage with Republican votes and the victory will
gusting Midway features were again nois- Eli L.
sumption is a disease that
Carter, Winterport, to Lewis E. wood-worker, and for several years worked be won.
ily conspicuous.
invariably causes loss of
White, do.; land and buildings in Winter- in this city He was au active member in
NORTHP"RT (AMP GROUND.
flesh.
Weltlia Plummer, Winterport, to Freemasonry, a member of Pine nix Lodge,
Messrs. K. F. Hansob and F. I. Wilson port.
Will Price closed Ids “bean hole” and
Lewis E. White; land and buildings in Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter and King
If you are light in weight,
of tliis city were in Rockland recently and
broke camp Monday.
Winterport. E. L Rowell, Montville, to Solomon Council, having been Master of the
even if your cough is only
furnished the Opinion of that city with
Alfred H. Crockett, do. land in Montville. latter
George W. Whitney and wife of Bangor
a slight one, you should
body A Masonic funeral was beid in
their views of the political situation. Howard F.
Douglas, Montville, to Pliebe A. Houlton and brethren from that city accom- arrived at their cottage Tuesday
certainly take
Speaking of Waldo county, Mr. Wilson Gilclirest, do.; laud in Montville. Ira M.
Several lots of land have been sold lately
panied the remains to Bangor, where they
said that “the popular tide is plainly in Cobe, Chicago, to Annie E. W. Cobe, Chi- !
are
to
be
buiit
in
the
and
spring.
cottages
were met by John F. Smalley of Phoenix
the direction of Democracy;” and that the cago; land in Northport. Frank H. SkinJ. Warren Bailey and. wife of Somerville,
Lodge, who went to Levant, the place of iliof cod liver oil with hypopeople here “have apparently had all the ner, Corinth, to Annie E. W. Cobe; land in ter unent
Mass., are stopping at Brown's for a few
No remedy
We Northport.
phosphites.
McKinley prosperity they want.”
days.
Mrs. Sarah E. Dutton died at her home on
is such a perfect preventventure the prediction that next Monday’s
of
arrived
and
A.
H.
Chick
Local
Industries.
family
Bangor
Concerning
Cedar street Monday afternoon, at the age
ive to consumption. Just
election returns will tell quite a different
Tuesday and are stopping at their cottage on
of 76 years and 2 months. Mrs. Dutton was
moment your throat
the
free
still
to
the
Mr.
Hanson
street.
clings
Maple
story.
The lime quarries and kilns near Turtle horn in Belfast, and her maiden name was
begins to weaken and you
silver fallacy and says that in the neighbor- Head, Islesboro, are doing a tiue business Torrey. She was the widow of William H.
Mrs. M. Turner and father, H. Thompson
find you are losing flesh,
l^>od of $05,000,000 of values has been this season, and the quality of the* rock im- Dutton of this city, and had been an invalid j of Searsmont, are stopping at the Walls cotshould begin to take it.
as the depth increases.
weeks.
There
are
for
a
few
you
standthe
out
in
proves
was
the
tage
for
She
from paralysis
gold
wiped
Chicago by
many years.
And no other remedy
C. B. Brown and daughters of Bangor have
ard; and that, “Many of the prominent now two kilns and three more will he built last of her father’s family of ten sons and
has cured so many cases
as soon as possible.
Those now working daughters.
one
She
leaves
daughter, returned and will stop while repairs are bemen be met, who were earnestly for the
AI BEK
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* *

Sparrow, and 50 have stopped there over
night, and many others for the day. The
house will be kept open until about Sept.
R.

Indicates impoverished
And impure blood.

white

The article from the Boston Herald on
“The Czar’s Proposal,'
printed on the

NOMINATIONS.

Rest,’’

Among

following;
classmates of ’96; cross,
were

The Hampden society house has been well
filled during the season. It was opened
June 17th by Mrs. L. E. Emerson aud M.

may smile

But that tired feeling
Means danger. It

erhill,

those who shrieked the

sententious saying, “War is hell.”

OF AUGUSTA.
U.lMi (lil NO

Pillow from M. C. I

McKinley. Possibly now they now begin to realize the truth of Gen. Sherman's

MEMBER of CONGRESS.

EDWIN C, BURLEIGH
U

are

held by all who knew her.

those who sent Mowers

loudest for war, when war might have
been averted and the main point gained
by the wise statesmanship of President

LLEWELLYN POWERS
FOR

was

sickly season, and fevers of vakinds, including the dreaded yellow

fever, lie in wait for the unacclimated.
Some of the harshest critics of the War

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

OF

friends testified to the esteem iu which she

is the

mer

Your friends

Edith L., daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. Chas.
H. Forbes, died iu Brooks, Aug. 24th, aged
22 years and 11 months. The deceased was
a graduate of the Maine Central Institute,
class of ’96, and was a brilliant student.
Her ambition and habits of intense applica-
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Printing Co.’s calendar for
at of a dumb watch with
It don't
go,” followed by
The company’s business,
will be found the anPortland Business

amn

ray’s

G

street, opposite City
tntiuu offers excellent fr
: M,ning a practical business
merits a liberal patronage,
ugress

k

l&ade some sketches

has

ru

of

recently that contain many
rarr points
Three evenings
moon rose and was visible a
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the

>re

sun

down, and
were beau-

weut

that time

f.iied at

sign from the paint shop
was put over Chase &
•\
store last week. It has
et-ters, old style Roman capik ground, and is surmounted
work with a watch in the
uew

Stevens

v

port last week in his
Yankee Notion,
•p,
Swans Island for supplies for
in

was

the

He

anchored

East

the

near

ame over to buy stock. The
vnlently changed his mind
New York, as he proposed
Hr L s also apparently had a
1

he rode uptown and
wharf in a public carriage,
-'ll, as

city has eight branch

f this

olios which

--

are

managed by

The first week in each
nds m Wmtbrop, and has
r.11
ars
He makes a spectares, and for 25 years has
;
Util Seminary at the beginsens.
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usually

and

rn.

the

r

aommence-

past 1'' years he has
the Castine Normal

sits to

Prof. Chapman will meet with the Belfast
festival chorus to-morrow, Friday, eveniug,
at 7.30 o’clock for rehearsal at the Universalist vestry.

of H. L. Woodcock’s large
paintings
sold at the Bangor fair, where he took
a
number of first premiums. This week
his
are
on
exhibition
at
pictures
the State Fair
in Lewiston.
One

Sheridan F. Miller Command, U. V. U.
will meet next Monday eveniug at 7 o’clock
in the barber shop of Comrade W. H. Clitford on High street.

|

The regular meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will be held at Memorial Hal! this, Thursday, eveniug at 7 o’clock.
All members are invited.

Equity Grange will confer the first and
degrees next Saturday eveniug. On
Thursday evening, Sept. 20th, a special meeting will be held to which Granite Grange

unclaimed letters remaining in the
the Belfast post office for the week ending Sept. 3, '98: Ladies—Miss Mary E. Burrill, Mrs. R. F. Gray. Miss Nellie Thomas,
Mrs. L. H. Wentworth.
Gentlemen— W
Jordan.

press
a fine

Co'.’s wagon-Dr. W. L. West sold
driving horse last week to a gentle-

from

man

in

Detroit-Charles H. Black of

Chelsea, Mass., bought a large pair of
horses inSwanville Monday.

team

It is

Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps had a
very successful supper at Memorial Hall last
Saturday evening. Every detail was nicely arranged, every viand ou the tables
was nice, and all was nicely served.
About
75 guests partook of the supper and all congratulated the ladies on the affair.

change from
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and

Thursday

after-

wound

ed to accommodate the grocery and meat
busiuess. Mr. McIntosh will live over the

wire

store, having fitted up the

tersou

Hazeltine and A. Cutter
g"t sb, M*me of them of good
si. vary in size from very small
N
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The best places this year,
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S
|
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mackereling days,
and off the

'M-mand for
i

at
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batboats has been

estern shore

w
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week.
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fair

a

Waldo county, as
share of the premi-

E istern State
:u we

Fair last

week,

following:

note the

In

town, S. C., and

and

S. Fish

Washington that

will lie

placed in Swan Lake, and

re-

Commis-

they

effect of the reduction of the
number of smelts in the Lake is now felt,
The

and more trout and salmon are taken this
rtinent, H. L. Woodcock, Bel- |
season than for several years past. Augustine
sr
premiums as follows. Oil
Colburn caught a 5-pound salmon Monday,
iy of oil paintings; oil paint*
professi onal, basket of peo- and large trout and salmon are taken freii
display of water colors: quently.
In eut'ine and embroidery
Shipping Items. Sell. Etna sailed Sepi.
1.i i’!ou took
1 premium for sofa 1st, for Norfolk, Ya., with the last cargo of
1 r best specimen by woman ice which the Belfast Light & Power Co
Id, Mrs. H M. Gan.mans, sold to the Rock port Ice Co... .Sch. Post Boy
Nt and
1. Miss M. Gammans,
arrived from New York Sept. 1st, with coa
1st for point lace handkerchief, for the F. G. White Co.
.The Bath Times
:
For hem handmade collar, reports that the sch. Cora Dunn arrived at
toi-k 1st and 2d. Sideboard that port Aug. dlst with poo tons of coal
rg, Mrs. «T. G
Paul, Belfast, from Philadelphia which will he placed* in

Batteuberg,

Miss

Gam*

Gratuihandkerchief, 1st
as follows: Infant’s hood,
F W. Johnme, Mrs. biiuitm.
i'• m took
tirst premium for 2wn ewe. and the following
r C'-tswoid sheep
Buck, 1st, 2
i.-e

■•■en

years,
1 year,

lambs,
lambs,

1st.

Ewes,

1st:

1st

-Peddler. A render of musical

(
\

met wfth two

experiences in
First he struck Lord’s
ry store when the local captains
in force.
One of the skippers,
way, to use the words of an al-

■>'

j

|

week.

■

former

|

days,

doesn’t

‘know

a

basket of chips,” asked to
to try the instrument.
He tried
g!it forth such a conglomeration
-st the old timers got into a diswhether he was trying to play
te of the late Belfast Excelsior
1, “H —11 on the Wabash,”
modern tune, “On the banks of
The instrument was not
•ddler shortly after called at a
several men were at work, and

|
|

-m a

I

[

\

quickly dispose

more

signs

that

he

was

of

his

deaf and

i.g to the next man, a son of
;if mute, tlie peddler said: “So

S

|

dumb,” to which
answered. “Yes. and foolish,
i-e-Idler doesn’t know to the
is deef and

it*-

m

day.

ins

hellast

Machine a:

glit all the cast iron

police
city
nted bright red.... Smith Hopclothing for H. O Dodge iu
Washington counties, and is
alarm boxes about the

sales.... Mrs.

Drake, who

re-

building on Cross street
ie
Riggs bakery, is fitting it up
-nt-Capt. John C. Condon is
the

t

!

repairs on bis bouse-Two
hanged hands Sept. 1st. D. E.
i to C. W. Sliorey and C. A MeMark A. Wadlin-The potatoes
are of excellent quality, the best

j

ide

I

years.

We have

seen some

very

from the Northport farm of Rev.
nngtou-More than a hundred
! cucumbers were
shipped- from
steamer Penobscot to Skilton,
4

;
;

I

1

Boston, Monday-Charles
" is started in the meat business
< route iu
the city over which be
of

b's wagon Mondays and TbursI wo more of
Bucksport’s Grand

t

arrived with full fares and
for another catch-Work has
the foundation for the Ira M.
t?*gc, South Shore, Northport1
H. Southworth residence, Church
receiving a coat of white paint.
"ave

■

fu

1

1

I

'■•‘early.

generals discharged

kilu wood

at

last Saturday, the
Napoleon-Sch. Harry

Isles boro.,

Rockline,

Washington

and

Prescott arrived Sept. 3.1 from New Haven
ami is at Carter's for extensive repairs and
reclassing... Sch. Twilight arrived Sept. 3d
from Portland with corn for L. T. Shales &
Co.Sch. Louisa Francis arrived from
Portland Sept. 3d with corn for Swan & Sibley Co.Sch. Emma W. Day arrived Sept.
4th from Boston with general cargo_Sch.
Imogeue arrived from Rockland Sept. 4th
for slight repairs. .The five-masted schooner
building at Camden, for Captain Crowley of
Taunton, who manages the four-masters
Mount Hope, Sagamore aud Henry W.
Cramp, will be modern in every respect.
She will be lighted with electricity, heated

by steam, patent

windlasses and

steering

be 282 feet long, 44 feet
feet deep, aud will carry 4000
tons of cargo. She will spread 10,000 feet of
canvas, have two 0000 pound anchors with

gear.

She will

beam, 21

1-2

100 fathoms of 2 3-0 inch

chain, and wi"

cost

about $100,000.
Steamer Notes.

N.L

Newcomb,general

manager, and A. D. Smith, general freight
agent of the Manhattan S. S. Co., went to

is

one

to

com-

|

t

j

of

most

Bangor

on

Sherman

Co., 2 tons of nails for G. A. Bailey, nails
merchants in Monroe, Knox and other
places, and considerable mis* ellaueous
freight-The Salacia has discontinued her
landings at Squirrel Island for the season...
The tide of summer travel has turned and
is now setting away from our shore. Staterooms on the B. & B. S. S. Co’s, steamers
are all engaged to the last of this week.

&

cai

The

Mrs.

were

all

skilfully

executed and w* re well received by the
audience. A McPhail p’ano was used and
is for sale by the j is tor of the church, Rev.
G. G. Winslow.
Delightful Excursion. If t ie Belfast
Band had had a day made to order for their
excursion to Bangor it may well be doubted if it could have equaled las’ Thursday.
The day was simply perfect for a trip up
A

the river. There was a pleasant compauy
hoard the steamer, the band cheered the
way with its charming music, and me scenery of the beautiful Penobscot wa- never
seen to better advantage.
The Sedgwick
landed her passengers at Bangor at 11 a. m.,
and the afternoon was all before them. It
was Governor’s Day at the Eastern State
Fair, and “Fly Rod’s’* day also, for she held
quite a reception in her sportsman's exh.bit
and was called upon by fell the dignitaries.
Some of the excursionists took the City <f
Bangor home, and enjoye the reverse view
of the river by daylight, while the Sedgwick
left Bangor on the return it 7.15 p. in., arriving at Belfast at 11.15 o. m. The band
will net about $1C0 from tat excursion.
on

the

City

of

Bangor

had 03 passen-

ing a landing at Sandypoint, Monday morning, had her condenser badly damaged and

her way to Bangor, it being necessary to beach the boat.
The cause of the accident is unknown. The
Marjorie will be towed to Bangor for repairs.
.The M. & M. was taken from the Bucksport and Camden route Tuesday for rebuilding. She will be lengthened 20 feet, her
sponsing9 widened and she will be generally overhauled. The Tremont takes her
place while the changes are being made.
was

...

unable to continue

on

yellow

of

et

and

carried

a

roses.

the display of presents.

to

Mr. aid Mrs John .Morrill

as

they

ear.

be

There is

....Mr.

ore

way

and

...

Frank

Mrs.

M

Nickerson

and

daughter Ruth have returned to their home
in Everett, Mass. Mrs. George Crane of
Bucksport has been the guest of Capt. T. D.
Nickerson ami family for several days....
Mrs. Evelyn Dowling and her daughter-inlaw are visiting her sister,
Miss Louise
Cunningham.... Miss Jessie Nickerson had
a
serious
attack
of
quite
erysipelas last week,
but is about again now... .The social given
at Union Lodge by the Searsport girls was a
great

There were
very beauti-

The

contracting parties

The proposal contest creatBen Mudgett of

success.

flED
Staying Power

Counts in

Belfast
to earn

people need
and maintain a

easy it is

to

lose

one.

a

Long

with

a

that

I was

known."
Doan’s
For sale

V>e told how hard it

good reputation,

After such
recover the

on

give them in a lump as we
them. The summer soujourners
have all left tor their respective homes with
the exception of the Pulcifer family, aud
they are to go this week. The pulse of this
town has been high all summer, but is now
getting back to its normal condition. The
visitors were mostly young people, about a
hundred in all, first and last. These with
our young
people made many a hot time in
now

remember

deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed c< ndition
of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
cure

When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
souyd or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is the result, ami unless the

the old

town at

night-R.

B.

Upharn

is

town-Walter Clough has returned
S to his position of assistant book keeper at
the woolen mills in Pittsfield, they having
started up again_Willie Cargill has r<
| turned to Pittsfield as a student at the M.
i C. I. ...James Mitchell, the railroad contrac1
Catarrh for Twenty Years and Cured tor, was in town last week with a view of
too
simple, nothing extending the railroad from LTniou to this
ina Few Days. Nothing
too hard for I)r. Aguew’s Catarrhal Powder
Hon. George place, via Washington. He says there is a
to give relief in an instant.
feasible route that way and the distance is
James of Scranton, Pa., says: “I have been
a martyr to Catarrh for 20 years, constant
no farther than
;
by Searsmout; that the
and
throat
pain in
lmwlting, droppiug in the
road must be extended somewhere, and in
I
tried
breath.
offensive
Dr
j
very
the head,
Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder. The first ap- view of the summer travel that is coming in
plication gave instant relief. After using a this direction it would seem that there is a
few bottles all these symptoms of Catarrh
I chance of our getting the road if we take
left me.”—Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and
I liold in earnest.
A. A. Howes & Co. 2
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I
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Boots, Shoes.

for this purpose when a better pressed article can
be obtained, and even then must be sold at a discount. It is of vital importance, especially in this
year of low prices, that the farmers co-operate
with the dealers and pressers in this matter and
raise the standard of our hay. Don’t use the old
lever presses, but have the best and obtain the
highest prices, which can only be done by proa perfectly pressed bale of hay.
The Dedrick presses in this section are operated by Freeman Ellis «$; Sons, South Brooks;
Charles Baines. Waldo; Edward Greer. Belmont,
and E. B. Greeley, Swanville. Communications to

ducing

any of the above parties, or F. G. White, Belfast,
10w3t»
will receive prompt attention.
TERMS: Dressers furnishing hoard and
ton for press-

ing and wires and board furnished by the
F. G. WHITE.
owners of hay.

\

|;(i »•. N

T,

(

ollrctor

Nursery Coup?,

Hardy trees and shrubs id all kinds. Kvery
article fully warranted. Our nurseries are in OorChester and Helm ml, live miles from H.• -: m Out
salesman is now in town solictiiur onlei <.
Home Crown stock for
IHeuk

Now

Rubbers,

2iuMl

hii;rl;iinl.

i Boob Fie Clisli Oil DR. JOHN STEVENS,
******

Opara

In order to make room for our imrrasiiik;
II.\ i:\r.ss I’.l sININs, we Shall -dose
out our entire line ot Boots. Shoes ami

:

where space is an absolute necessity, and hay put
up in the old style lever presses w ill not be used

>

BOSTON, MASS

BARGAINS IN

no

various markets of the country, that the preparation of the crop shall equal that of any other portion of the country. This result can only be obtained by using Dedrick’s upright press. It seems
at present as though the larger part of oursutplus
hay must find a market on the cattle steamers,

||.

1, Isms. diOt!

DRUGGISTS.

.V V., sole
take

can

Link Fittings, Etc.

Kill’hers

at

remarkably

low

|>riee«.

Spceia!

attenti

House Slock,
<u

iriven

to

diseases

of nose
1v 2

throat

and

foi

CASH.

STEVENS BROS.bk.

-,-<i

of these facts it is essentially necessary, m order
to secure the highest prices for or product in the

per

56.50

not

County

#1.15

up.| uilt

lieu-

55. 55

ear.'

Fitting

is

The time is fast approaching when the hay crop
of IMPS will he put upon the market for sale. Repeats from all sections of the country show the
largest crop of hay raised in many years, especially through the middle and western States; in view

ton ;

>

DR. W. L. WEST,

TO THE FARMERS

wires, #1.50 per

a

UNEXCELLED

E. H.

Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents a box.
by all dealers; sent by mail of r< ireipt of

of Waldo

rent at

*•

■

loss it is wellground and the

intrinsic merit and

*

ami burglary in the
will leave Belfast
lnm
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, MonThose renting h.>xes can have the exclusive
2.do
i\
and
at
about
m.,
Tusedays.
days
Fridays
of
their
taking
boxes t- ami from the
privilege
Thursdays and Saturdays at f> r. m.
For Biick>port, \\ interport and Bancor at from vaults.
S
W
7 to
a. si.. Tuesdays.
ednesdays. Thursdays.
Saturdays and Sunday-.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at about 8 v. m
KKTl'KN .NC
From Boston at f> e. m, every day except Sundays and Thursdays.
From Bangror, via way-lamlingrs. except Hampden and Searsport. Monday- and Fridays at 12
noon.Tuesdays.Thursdays ami Saturdaysat 2 v m.
From Hampden at 12.2o v. m
and Searsport at
2 p. m., Mondays and Fridays.
Cll AS. K ,l( >H>S( >N. Agtelit. Belfast.
Office hours until ii a. m.
CA LYIN' A CSTIN. C« n'l. Supt.. Bostoi..
From I 2.30 to 3and 7 to s p. m.
WILLIAM H HII.L. (lend Manucer. Boston.

and how-

agents lor the Fnited States.
Remember the name DOAN'S and
other.

Your

$33,000

5s

a

price by Foster Milburn Co.. Bulfah

the young coupie are held.
Their
many friends in Morrill and vicinity wsh
them all happiness and prosperity.

but will

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,OOP

SURPLUS,

Safe de,Dsit boxes

they helped my kidney trouble in every way. I
will always speak well of Doan’s Kidnev Pills to
my friends. 1 give my statement for the benefit
of others. Doan’s Kidney Pills deserve to be well

which

to

a

OKPOSI TS >01.1(1 1K!>

.«►

stitch in my back and side. I was so bad
laid up for six weeks, my back aching
continually, and along with it I had another kidney weakness which was veiy annoying. I saw
Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and got a box at
Kilgore & Wilson’s Drug Store. I found after
using them that the pain was lessened; in fact,

his

Isabelle, and EdSomerville, Mass.

scribe at this place has
been on wheels the most of the time for the
past three week aud has not been at home
to chronicle events as they have occurred,

Trips

and

nigh impossible to
majority who have slipped by the wayside have
been forced to stay ♦here. As with a man's reputation so it is with medicinal preparations. Some
achieve a reputation which stays with them. It
is founded

Retail Department.

listablished inll£36.

Week to and
from Boston,

Five

Kace.

not

as

JOHNSpN,

THE COMFORT

1 Ml

Stern

will be employed. The gifts were |
pretty and testified to the esteem in

Liberty.

as

'I KI.KPHoNK

linen,

were

well

ed much merriment.
Mr
Monroe bore off the palm.

A very
Whitmore-Leonard.
pretty
home wedding occurred at the home of Mr.
Thomas Leonard, Morrill, on the evening of
1st.

bargains in stock
regular goods.

Word to Cash Buyers.

a

FRED A.

iss

proof of the reputation earned by Doan’s Kidney
Pills than the following experience from a citizen
Mr. Ralph Shiite of Searspoii Ave., shore road,
says: “1 had kidney trouble for about two years.
In the summer of ’tH>, during
haying, l was taken

very

reach the dis-

only

Mr.

whose

one

groom

Cured

cannot

costly.

and

Florence
or "Dott” as she is familiarly called was
pleasantly surprised by the unexpected arrival of her mother from San Fraueiseo....
Miss Linnie Holmes of Rockland is visiting
relatives in town.. .Miss Bertha Littlefield of
Waterville was the guest of Mrs. E. B. Greeley last week .Mrs Henry Appliu has returned to her home m Massachusetts..
Mr.
[and Mrs. 0. II. Black of Chelsea, ami Mr.
and Mrs. Lafayette Black of Everett. Mass
made a dying visit to Swanville last week.

The

She is a erradi ate of the
Castiue Norm il scl ool. The Priuiary school
is in charge of Mrs Nellie Handel 1.

Gan not

and

has gone on to Cincinnati and
and will be absent several days. Mrs. Isaac
Me Keen of Woburn is visiting her parents,

in

Grammar School.

Deafness

numerous

Nickerson

marriage took place at half past seven
the presence of a few relatives and
friends, Rev. A. D. Thibodeau performing
the i.eremouy. The maid of houor was Miss
Salina D. Morey, and J. E. Leonaro of BosjI ton, the bride’s brother, was best man. The
bride was very prettily gowned in gray
Stockton Springs. Mrs. Frank Frye and cashmere with trimmings of white chiffon
of
Me.rose.
Mass.,
were!
daughter Dorothy
and wore a corsage bouquet of pinks. Ice
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. Frank Pattercream and cake were served, after which
son the past week.Mrs. Fannie Roberts
of Boston is boarding with .Mrs. Avelina Mr. and Whitmore left for North port Camp
Griffin ft r a few weeks.M
Joseph Lan- Ground. After a tour of several weeks they
caster and wife returned to Boston the past
will make their home in Boston, where the
week_Miss Blanche Prve left by train f. r

by local applications
eased poition of the

were

native of this town

a

The

by elaborate advertising. It faces
backed tip by honesty, and works its way quickly
and thoroughly. Belfast people want no better

Sept.

on

**

the

in

ly settled in Union, where he lias a good
practice. The announcement cards say, At
home in Union, Me., after Oct 1st.

youngest daughter, Lelia
win Chester Whitmore of

from the Searsport landing-The New
inflammation can be taken out and this tube reYork Times says the Manhattan Steamship ; stored to its normal condition, hearing will be deCo. intends to have two steamers a week on
stroyed forever; nine cases out of ten are caused
the Bangor service, and one direct to East
by catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed conport. A line to Portland, and another to dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, are also contemof Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot he
plated. Three new passenger and freight
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars;
steamers are to be built-The steamer
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
free.
Marjorie, Capt. Benjamin Arey, while mak4w33
ggp*Sold byDruggists, 75c.

gers

b *uq
sive

ribbons

is

Belfast,

plain figures, and

400 yards Lonsdale,
5 5-4c. />•/• yard.
M
•*
250
Pillow Ticking,
Or.
*
.a l-2c.
204)
Drilling.
*
Pleached Cotton,
2 5-4c.
*•
200
!) 5-4c
Denims, (suitable for dresses)
**
400
Prou'n. Cotton, (extra\heavy 4-4)
5 D2c
**
250
Cheviots. (Shirting)
4 5-4c.
**
Pro tv n Crash. (2 1-2 yds. lengths) 15c, per piece.
157

and Mrs
The nuptials

of

our

On '■•aturdaySept. loth we -hall open about .*>,000 yard- mill remnants, -olio- —lit;litl> damaged, hut most of them perfet ! t«**"|-

genial manner and many sterling qualitie s
have won for him many friends, who wish
h>r him, what he so richly deserves, happiness and prosperity.
Mr and Mrs VicW-r
son returned to ids-old home in
company
with his brothers Saturday night and will
a
remain
ouple of weeks. Hon. A. E

hambcmbroidered pieces, gold coin and
bric-a-brac. A present the doctor seemed to
appreciate, but did not display, came from a
professional friend m Boston—a new patent
"f an electric gong by which the people of
Umr 11 can disturb the doctor’s slumbers.
The guests present included only the immediate families and a few intimate friends
from Rockland, Portland and Belfast. Dr.
and Mrs. Plumer enter married life with the
best wishes of all who know them and their
friends trust they may enjoy the happiness
and prosperity they so richly merit. Dr.
Plumer graduated last June from the Boston Medical School with honors and recent-

the Methodist cliurch

sel^t lions

satin

Here’s

Mr.

of about 125 invited guests.

presents
N

Hack, formerly

R. T

Rev

presence

article in

even

on

good

Manager

solemnized at her father’s summer
residence qji Great Diamond Island, by

the

we

JOHN W. SLEEPER,

were

was

becoming dress of white Swiss muslin

daughter* of
Hooper of Portland.

Mabel,

Orrin

begins,

Phenix Row, Belfast, Me.

Rev.

Swaxvillk.
Last Friday Hon. A
E.
Nickerson, with his sons Percy and Ernest,
went to Portland to attend the marriage of
his eldest son, A. Eugene Nickerson, and

the

many silvei pieces, including a
ful tea set; cut glass, china, pictures,

Howes and Mrs.
Pitcher were unable to give th.-ir duett and
a viohn solo by Miss Robbins was substituted. She gave ‘‘Ti e Caliph of Bagdad" by
Boieidien, and, as an encore, “Home Sweet
Home.’’

screen was

Manufacturer.

is desired.

Miss

Sept.

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

Geo. S. Mills, will
in.: Sunday school will be
held at 12 m.: Christian Endeavor meeting
at 0 15 p. in., topic, “The right use of time,”
Ecc. 3: I S; Acts 24: 24-25; lecture by the
pastor at 7.15. As the Sunday school will be
reorganized that day for the year's work,
after the summer vacation, a full attendance

two

with yeib.w

up

for

Thursday

Sunday

m.;

school

i the reduction to hold

12

day the pastor,
preach at 10.45 a.

Miss A. F. South worth of Belfast received

the steamer

tons of leather-board stock for

a.

evening, prayer meeting; topic, “The appeal
of the Gospel to common sense,” Ps. 37: 2340; Matt, 25: 1-13; Jas. 2: 14 20. Next Sun-

the guests and planned the decorations.
A
small room adjoining the parlor was given

...

20

at 10.45

school

till

now

Boys' department. Everything

Services at the North church the coming
week will be as follows: This, Thursday,

biidal party,
I ferns with large clusters of white
on
the top of the centre braces.
.-?!-,•!
of
the whole was
novel
for

day

marked in

4 ;>0 p. m.;

white

In the masoils of her hair she wore a beautiful
diamond sun-burst pin.
The bride is a decided blonde and her maid a brunette of
equally pronounced type. In a moment of
silence previous to the introduction of Dr.
Plumer and wife to those assembled the
clock n an adjoining room struck the hour
of eight. It was a very pretty and impressive marriage.
Little Miss Maude Lenfest
of Thomaston acted as usher and presented
each departing guest w ith a box of cake.

A musk recita. by Miss
Berry, pianist ; Miss Jennie
Hill, soloist; Miss Maude Johnson, accompanist: and Miss Elizabeth K Robbins,

j

pillared arch

and

<

Cliff

at

bay-window
ferns

of this

front

n

tlie
of

clergymen, the groom
and gr<■••unman. entered the door from
T
baii ami w» met by the bridesmaid
ml bride with her mother from the opposite eutrance.
The bruie looked the modest,
be,<u::m. woman she is. She wore a very
dainty -!ress >! the sheerest organdie, trimn -c profusely w ith very narrow white satin
ril '"'ii, wit i
broad white satin ribbon sash
tif*i in :bf back.
Her hair was dressed high
and brought up from the forehead in soft
s
wa
in a s pie most becoming.
She carrier! a large bouquet- of bridal roses.
Miss
Edith M. Southworth, her cousin, wore a

Don't overlo- k
Cash Buyers" by Fred A John-

violinist, was given
Tuesday evening.

Across
screen

pleasing Tie

i,*i

Advertisements

Music Re<

Fannie

new

famous

T!,.

Chicago last Friday, a ter a short visit with
Pentagoet Saturday. friends in town.Miss Geneva Grant of
Frankfort is visiting Miss Vetti Twins
The steamer had a full cargo, including me
ami son Lester left by
Mrs. Jennie
eliinery and merchandise for Bangor parties, boat Monday Bragg
for Wes'. Brookstieh!, Mass_‘
and goods to be seut up the Banger & Aroos- The schools
began Monday. Miss Bertha
*"umi.y| took railroad. The Belfast freight included Batson of Addison, Me., is teaching the
from the

dm B. Thumbs_The

re

Sewall ship Erskine M. Phelps as
ballast on her initial trip to Baltimore. This
is certainly “carrying coals to Newcastle."
-Two schooners bearing the names of
the

4>tr:>

Masonic Temple... .Tins is the first anniversary of the jewelry hrm of Chase &
Doak, hut the business was established by
Timothy Chase in 182h.... Wells & Co., lo:;105 Main street, combine attractive goods
with attractive prices, and the result is good
sales and pleased patrons.... H. L. Lord,
merchant tailor, wants a rirst class pant
maker at once... .Giris wanted at Thompson
& Foster’s clothing factory, Dana building,
Belfast. ...A A. Howes & Co have strictly
pure cider vinegar f< r pickling. ..Read what
F. G
White has t< say *.o the farmers ,-I
Waldo county concerning pressed Kay..
Wanted a place as housekeeper.

••

'■ece,

Briggs

and

mad*

son,

large, are very gamy and good biters,
improvement in the fishing may he ex-

pected.

i-

a

pictures.

he::-

kl gear.

“A Wonl

grow
an

M’\

New

c

as

unusually
wedding occurred

and clusters of white
large pyiimadal bank of ferns

immense

asters

Massac!.ussetts !
He rides j
champion road rati lg amatuers

onsignment of
rainbow trout has been assigned t<- him and
will he delivered within 00 days. The tish
a

covered the bS uoies

in.

p.

an

ceived notice from the P

the
an

Hat-.

Portsmouth before breakfast, in one hour. He arrived m
Portland, til miles from Amesbuvy, at 11
took dinner and rode to Brunswick, :.o miles,
before :• p. m.
Hi remained in Brunswick
over night ami made the run to Be,fast, 110
miles, the next day between 4 a. m. and •' hi

Dakota.

sion at

An

containing clusters of sweet peas of every
tin: !:i ed the corner of the room opposite
tii* doors where the bridal party entered,
while clusters of green and flowers adorned

th

set-

Briggs ! Ames bury. Mass., wlvisiting fro-nils :n rh:> vicjuiw. 1, ole some
good tinit? coming on his hu-v- ie. He left
Ames bury at 4 ho o'ch-.-k Friday morning

Fargo, North

Fred H. Francis has

t«

Willis N

the ground below
Her collar bone was broken and she was
badly bruised The heroine is a daughter of
Edward A. and Mary Lancaster Perry, for-

Rainbow Trout.

m-mrh

and

•wers

is

track and fell 20 feet to

of

a

all right.
-She w r,
everything
manded by Capt. J. T H-abbard «•:'

her own. She was sliding on the toboggan
when she saw a child on the chute ahead of
her. She at once jumped her sled from the

now

remani

i>

The. Duluth, Minn papers give an account of the brave act of
Mrs Lena Ames of that city, by which she
saved tile life of a little child at the risk <>f

but

j

and superintended the construction of thi-*
craft, which is pr-m-mum! -me J tie. most
complete dredging s’earners :iat. Capt
Patterson will take the steamer to George-

Brave Act.

city,

a

12th, the

price

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
will be as follows: Ser-

screened with ferns

Winy ah Bay, recently 1 ranched from the
yard of the Jackson A Sharp Company,
Wilmington, Delaware. Capt. Patters-u.
designed and made tin- working drawing-;

The weather record
of Mr. I.. H. Mureh shows the month of
August t‘> have been considerably warmer
than the average
The mean temperature
for the mouth was 0S.*J2°, against 00 8'.'° for
August, ls'.'T, and an average of 07.02' for
August for -1’ years past. The highest temperature was .si- ui the pth day: lowest, 01 .ui
the l-'th. loth and 2sth. Rain fell oil 35
days, a t Uai d 2 '-1 inches, of which 1 25 fe!i
on the 5th day.

merly

on

his right hand last week from
which he was at work.

in

We have received from Capt. E O. Pat
a tine photo of the new l'. S,
dredge

for that

Weather.

of this

Southworth

From

a new

will allow K per cent, off the

Junior Endeavor 3.CO P. M.; Y. P. S.
at 0.15; reports of Y. P. S. C. E.
meetings and of Lincoln Association held
this week will be given ; church prayer meeting at 7 15.

Sunday, Sept. 11th,
mon by the pastor

needs

outfit.

12 m.;

C. E

bull and adjoining rooms were bright with
goldeurod. ferns and cut flowers, while the
j designs for the parlor decorations, in which
is now improving.John
Dollcff, Western ! the ceremony was performed, were new and
Union lineman, of this city received a severe
j original. The windows were banked and

ed and was formerly occupied by J. C.
Thompson & Son, furniture dealers. It has
been thoroughly overhauled and re-arraug-

A

business.

are

Friday, teachers’meeting; Sunday, preaching service at 10.45 A. M.; Sunday school at^

ion. formerly of Thomaston, and Miss Alice
Lenda Southworth. The ceremony was performed by Rev. S. L. Hauscom, pastor of the
Methodist church, assisted by the father of
the groom, Rev. Chas. E Plumer, ehaplaiu
at the State Prison. The bride was given
away by her mother; Miss Edith M. Southworth of Belfast acted as bridesmaid, and
Dr. R. J.Wasgatt of Rockland as groomsman.
The house was beautifully decorated. The

to

Mrs. N. L. Simmons of Morsuffering from an accident of a peculiar nature.
A short time ago her son
wounded a crane anil brought it home in a
basket. Mrs. Simmons lifted the cover to
look in when the bird peeked at her, his bill
striking her fairly in the eye. It was feared
at ^rst that the sight was
destroyed, but she

William H McIntosh has his store nearly
to open and will begin business as
soon as his goods, which are coming on sell.
Fannie & Edith, arrive. The store is own-

orsi

town

one

Accidents.

ready

Ai

the services at the Baptist
Church the coming week: Prayer meeting
this, Thursday, evening, subject: “Zion”;

school at

Plumkr

rill is

purpose.
mail’s

Following

Wedding; Bells.

another
The
Board is in session from 9 a. m.tol
p. m
from 3 to 5 and T to 9 p. m. until
Friday,
when business closes at 3 o’clock.

The New Euglaud says:
The two houses in New England which
have had the greatest influence ou the business in New England, and which to-day do
the largest business in these States" are
Field & Cowles and John C. Paige & Co.

rooms

Every boy

welcome.

Soi throughout the w. rhl. Potter D. ft C. Corp.. Sole
Uow to Cure the Worst Eczema," tree.
Props.. Boston.

see

to

England” which includes
excellent portrait of George F Field.

Insurance in New

Both these houses are in Boston and
do the largest business in the city.

to

SHIRTS, TIES, BRACES.

m ; Junior League meeting at
Epworth League meeting at 0 15,
leader, Miss Nettie Follett; topic, The
The’ Board of Registration is now in ses- pretty and pleasaut home
Sept. 1st in Thomaston at the home of the Laborers in the Vineyard, Matt. 20: 1-10:
sion adding names to the
voting lists
of the late Asa
Song and prayer service at 7.15. Prayer
aud making ward chauges. A voter's resi- bride, the only daughter
The contracting meeting Tuesday evening at 7.15. Class
dence on April 1st fixes his ward for the Southworth of Belfast.
parties wer. Dr. Herbert H. Plumer of Un- meeting Thursday evening at 7.15.
next year, but three mouths
suffices

The New England Magazine for September contains an illustrated article on “Fire
an

sight

Meetings will he held at the People’s MisTuesday, Thursday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings at 7 o'clock. All are

sion every

^Santiago

the barrels of cucumbers
going to the Boston boat. One shipper remarked to another the other afternoon
that
he had picked a dump-cart full of cucumbers
that morning. A barrel contains about
9,000
of pickling cucumbers.
a

COATS, PANTS, CAPS.

ing.

I had an attack of Eczema, and ordered a
bov of oxide of zinc ointment. The first
the Eczema to hell-tire,
application changedlenchable.
The druggist
which seemed uikj
had used a rancid cerate and I was poisoned.
A local phvsician did not help matters, and
even thing either failed to help, or made it
worse. I was becoming desperate, when I
thought of CrruTRA Remedies, and «iiscake of Ci tici ua
patehed mv servant for aticcra
(ointment).
Sou* and a box of O
The first application relieved me and in three
flays l was well.
fpELASKI F. HYATT, United States Consul.
de Cuba.
Dec. 13.18^7.

once.

BOYS’ SCHOOL SUITS,

street.

The Universalist Sunday school teachers'
meeting will he held with Miss Sarah Gardner on High street,
to-morrow, Friday, even-

CUTICURA

List, of

Horse Talk. Anew horse was received
here Tuesday for use ou the American Ex-

High

ECZEMA

Frank W. Trull of Belfast is
spending his
furlough in town. He is a private of Co
1st
Maine
M,
Infantry and was quite sick
at Chickamauga.
His brother Fred is in
a
California regiment in Manila.

at

has been invited.

The Universalist Ladies’ Circle will meet
Miss Gardner,

this,Thursday,afternoon,with

CURED OF

The Belfast Kindergarten opened Tuesday, Sept.(ith,with thirteen pulpils in attendance and three more expected. Miss
Weeks
the teacher, can easily care for
twenty
children and this number should be secured

second

I'lie Churcnes.

U. s. CONSUL

was

1 have in store
barrels November, 1307,
ground ilmr. Sn,.u White. A Muon. 1 lyj»**ri• »i; and
I’.e-'t
This is si.j.ori u
t" winte: or
lhllsbuty
spring made Hour. Also hay by the .-aru .. ear or
bale. Straw by the lot ot hale. 1 will make low
>

prices.

Call.

dirt
in : It,
and >il>le\'» WhaiT.

A Mil: UT M. ^
I

I-'rout M reel

\

I'SEFl L W every office ami home. CONTAINS full statistics of all Maine interests.

Complete Business Directory
of the 415 towns, t»0 cities and nearly loO
tions in the State.

]SJ
IN

P'XA/
Eli V V

CLOTH,

*sl,*p map, showing routes of

tov'

au ti,e

over

Ii. L. PITCH Mil’s black mire, weighs about
1400 lbs 7 years old, at a hArgaiu ; also one carriage hor v Apply to

planta-

new

900 pp.,

ii. M.

W.

railroads.

P.

price postpaid, $2.00.

(>

II.

address,

WVliT

>

S',

iii

*v’s U

'Is.

Relfast, Me.

DONHAM, Publisher,

Usi/dmeM-t
rr/r/yc
1$/4A7‘tf/ui7lV<2fl/urv£ /

135 Middle St., Portland, Me.

FOII i»KM.
Brick house, known as the Thurlow house, on
\VM. C. MARSHALL.
Congress street.
Belfast, June 1, 1898.—22tf

;

I* )RTIi VXD. AMiU-srv am* 11 )”liT »V. MR
Actual Rusiness by uuil and railroad. Oflice
Practice for beginners. R mkkeepers. clerks ami
Stenographers furnished to business men. Free

catalogue.
F. L.

3m33

SHAW, Prln., Portland, fie.

Kegisier of Deep Water Vessels
but to absolutely keep my
Shall we Have An Imperial Policy?
word unless circumstances beyond my conSHIPS.
To many minds the armed intervention
“1 hate lies!” said my sister one day.
trol make that course impossible. In such
Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from New of the United States in Cuba, Porto Rico
‘Perfectly proper, Nell,’* said I. a case (which rarely happens) l explain
York
30
July
for
Kong.
and the Philippines seems like an aggresHong
‘LyingUips are an abomination to the the matter fully to the children.”
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
sive departure from the policy laid down
One afternoon, as Nell and 1 started off
Lord,’ too.”
New York May 20 for San Francisco; spoken,
said
with
tlie
little
Frank
1
can
see
no
fora
on
a
walk
excuse
by Washington in his farewell address of
“Well, really
\
ones,
uo date lat 30
S,~lou 48 W.
“If you
lie.”
he had forgotten his whistle.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from 1700, and reinforced by Monroe in his
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT ra
“Can't you.’ 1 can.
Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater. famous message of 1823—of avoiding all
Unwarranted curi- want it, go and get it,” said his mother.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from enterprises and all responsibilites of all
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ».;AS IORIA.’’ AN:
osity about one’s private affairs. For in- “Wili you wait for me?”
New York May 10 for Yokohama; spoken, kinds beyond the limits of the two Ameri**Yes: I'll wait right here.”
stance, you must surely recall the time
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,’’ AS OUR TRADEMARK.
June
lat
W.
13,
7
28
Ion
S,
can continents.
that piying Miss staples asked you if
So the little fellow ran back to the
E B Suttou, E L Carver, arrived at HonoThere have been, however, many prece1 have seen children look behind
you were engaged before a soul knew of house.
DR. SAMUEL
lulu Juue 26 from Victoria, B. C.
dents for such procedure during the past
your engagement outside of our family. to see if an agreement were kept, but it
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Do you remember what you said?"
did not occur to Frank to feel any doubt.
was the
from Shanghae July 20 for Hong Kong ami century and a quarter; so many that they
the same
New York.
may be divided into six periods:—1 MiliMy sister blushed. “Yes, 1—lied." It was a sunny spot where we stood, and
has borne and does now beer
on >
“You did, Nell: and it was a justifiable ; I suggested that we should cross the street
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at Singa- tary expeditions and occupations in the
pore Aug 28 from Zanzibar, seeking.
and wait under a tree.
act, too!"
Revolutionary and Barbary wars, 1775the
Gov
at
arrived
B
in
F
Robie,
Coicord,
Hong
“But
“I'm not sure oi that. I thank, if such
“You go with Doris,” said Nell.
1815; 2 Expedition and occupations for
Aug 1 from New York.
THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS Kong
territorial expansion, 17U7-1821; 3. Relaan instance should occur flow.
Frank is so little that
1 could 1 will stay here.
is
the
A"
This
“CASTOR
I
B
arrived
at
which
has
been
i
Henry
Hyde, T P Coicord,
tions with European countries, 1822-1835
lie might think 1 had failed to keep my
escape with neither confession nor lies."
is due not
only to the originality and New York July 17 from Honolulu.
homes
the
the
Mothers
America
over
promise, did 1 budge from the spot.”
J.
“Possibly"
H. Park, arrived at Hong ; 4. Aggressive expeditious, 1830-1800; 5.
Josephus,
of
the
iji
but
also
simplicity
combination,
Relations with American neighbors, 1801| always did tiy to speak the truth,”
Kong Aug 20 from New York.
Then, humorously, she drew with her
to the care and skill with which it is
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see tint'
continued Nell.
“Lint 1 believe 1 dis- parasol a circle about her iu the gravel.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived j 1872; 0. Commercial and philanthropic
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Services like these are helpunless you kuow the
coiner of a grove, and then the Federal
ful alike to the teacher and yourself. If
i«*ss to be a
I
f
ranks opened with cheers to let us through.
guide*?
j \<>u are really “called” to teach, you
The Clock that Stopped.
tieu about plants, it j
There was “Bones” still at the head—still
should discover in yourself a readiness,
an isolated rose, for
as
Democratic
State Conventions continue to
and
at least, it not an impelling force or pasacting
colonel, flag-bearer,
saviour,
s
foi training the j sion. to do some work in
and what do you think he did and said as I cry for free silver and Bryan. Meanwhile j
the like of your
General Devins rode up and took the flag i the country, prosperous and confidently ex- j
inference, and ex- ; calling before you formally enter upon it.
•d so far as it goes; I
from his grasp and called him the hero of peeting greater prosperity in flic developIn all your high school work there is a
ment of manufactures and commerce as a I
an lead the child
the Army of the Potomac? He sat down i result of
certain push, a certain spirit to make the
the war, is looking forward to new
-never dim, of the
tor a minute to catch his breath and
most of the passing opportunity, a certain
wipe i questions and new hopes, and not hack- I
i alp him to
his
and
then
rose up to reply:
ward t< the mouldy issues of
glasses,
bring intellectual forwardness that is yet con•t his nature
*\\ by, general, I saw that the
study S sistent with modesty, which 1 strongly
boys ! Good times would have been fatal t(
hat shall lead him, ! commend to
needed
some one, and so I went down!”
Bryanism even if the war had not come.
It is more than mere
you.
The Democrats are (dinging hopelessly to
ite lose idea in the j
They would have made “Bones” a capto average school
conformity
requiredefeat.
The Democratic clock stopped at
a tree and
the hi am- j ments: it is
tain tor what he did that day, but he
to
some
deresponding early
IMMi. The country is going on, although the
would have none of it.
-t
the rosebush,— mands that are sure to be made
He remained a
Democrats
don’t seem to know it.
upon you
[New
■_ iii'i his
hospital steward to the end of the war, York Sun.
young iutel- later when you are in charge of a school,
ndle his soul,—then —demands for
self-reliance, originality,
higher order. Now leadership, and so on.
“• mts
you to come to
w line; me evidence ol your fitness to re? ")d high school acceive normal training lias to be sought, of
’*any. that it may be course, in your school record, in what may
*‘«c iii
guiding you (1) be learned of your personality, and in your
*
li knowledge as you
scholarly power as seen in your treatment,
units as single objects both oral and
written, of a few themes
-1 to such wider and
GENERALS MILKS ANI» SM AFTER DISCUSSING THE
selected from subjects once studied by
1
i"- plant world as childthe
fitness
SURRENDER OK SANTIAGO
you,
itself, if it exists, must
'!i*ike a beginning of ap- exist
apart from schemes of examination.
!
feasible ways of lay- Therefore do not work
merely to meet an‘"ns for such views in their
ticipated questions, but aim always for has escaped them, trom the marching of
can
mastery and power in whatever you do. troops down Broadway prior to starting
As between excellence in a narrow field for the
front,, to pictures of the men under
and mediocrity in a broad one, if you fire.
They have suffered the hardships
*
must choose between them, choose the of
to
camp-life, and have exposed themformer.
selves to Spanish bullets, in order that
to
Study carefully the circular of require- the world may see, week by week, just
ments for admission.
It is not iutended what has happened afloat and on shore.
to
to ask for more in these requirements Even when in
camp they cannot rest, for
than the public schools are required by there is
K
to
always some interesting scene to
and
and
A
in
law to offer.
Nevertheless, conditions “snap”—a group of soldiers or a conmay require you to supplement the work sultation of generals, such as the one we
every nousenoia.
THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO
of the school by work outside.
It
If, for reproduce to-day from the Weekly.
A cake of pure white
At all grocers
GLASTONBURY. CONN
example, the books prescribed for use in was taken in the camp before Santiago, at
cerine
in every
10
English cannot all be taken in school. the moment Generals Miles and Shatter
There is much, also, of what you did in were discussing the surrender of the city.
ishes to

w

K v,
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Machinist Attacked By
Insidious Catarrh.

His Sufferings Relieved
By Proper Treatment.
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Dewey

Americanizing the

Philippines.

Wherever Battle Ax goes it pacifies and satisfies
everybody—and there are more men chewing
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PLUG

■
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to-day than any other chewing tobacco ever made.
The popularity of Battle Ax is both national
and international. You find it in Europe :
you
find it in Maine:—you find it in India, and you'll
find it in Spain (very soon).
Our soldiers and sailors have already taken it to
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be cleaned..

Laces; Fine Linen.; Flannels;
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and Pans;
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quickly
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FORLST AND SI Rl-AM PI lil.lSHINO CO.
34G liruad\vu> New lork.

POOR & SON. Druggists.
I AfllTQ

Who Have Used Them
as the BEST

LMUILO Recommend

DB. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

4

J

H

SAIL MAKERS.

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Used

for years by loading specialists. Hunnrnls o' 1 fosMmonials. A trial will convince you o fthoir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail
box.

Anti Successors

to

J. W.

Frederick:& Co.,

ns

KING MEDICINE CO.. i3ox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
ahsorbes the turners, allays the itching at once
acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. Wil
Hams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only foi
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth
ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail* for 50c. and §1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio
or sale by R. H Moody.
iy38

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Ourk, Cordage, Paints, ,fc.

No. 13 From St

,

Belfast,

Me

SEARSPORT
IV minimi on service at

COUNTY

LOCALS.
the Harbor church

Belmont.

Sunday afternoon.

next

Mrs

of Belfast

Barlow and daughter of Boston have
at Mrs. Webber’s.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr.

were

and Mrs. David Alexander

in town

relatives.... N. S. Foss is

Sunday calling on
in Manset visiting

brother, Alvie Foss-Bert F. Lamb is
New Gloucester at work on a milk-farm.
j
Miss Sibyl Marriner has been visiting in
home m Dixtield to-day
Belfast the past two weeks... G. W.
Photographer W. C. Tuttle opens lus stu- j Marriner has lost a very nice cow
by get-1
din to-day, Thursday.
Mr. M. said it was
hooked
another.
rooms

bis
in

G. L. Merrill and wife returned to their

....

by

ting

ever owned and we feel
him-We hope, now that
Robert P Nichols has returned to Worces- haying is over, that the Sunday school
at Belmont Corner will be attended more
ter, Mass., to resume Ins studies.
largely m the future than it has iu the past.
!
Rev. Charles Harbutt of Presque Isle is
Miss Goldie Kendall is the superintendent
speuiliug his vacation at the Harbor.
and makes an able one. Mrs. Eliza AlexL. D. Pickford and family of New York
ander will be present next Sunday and it is
are registered at the Searsport House.
hoped there will he a large attendanceRev. R R. Bolton made a short call on j There will be a gospel meeting at Hall’s
friends iu town cii his way to Bangor,
Corner school
house Tuesday evening,
The F. C. degree will he conferred by Sept. 'r2th,uud**r the leadership of Rev. Randall T. Capeu, pastor of the Baptist church
Mariner’s Lodge uext. Tuesday evening.
of Belfast.... M rs. Lillian Bicknell and Mrs.
The Methodist Sunday school enjoyed a
Emma Wagner were in Bangor Thursday
picnic and clam bake at the Bar to-day.
attending the Eastern Maine State Fair.
C C. Hamilton ami wife of Boston made a They were
accompanied by Mrs, B.’s sister,
short caii on friends in town last Thursday.
Mrs. Hattie Knight of Belfast.

i

er

apt. W. H. West arrived home
Penobscot Sunday morning.

on

steam-

the best

cow

be

for

very sorry

|

Mrs. J.

Mass.,

are

B. Edwards and son of Salem,
the guests of Mrs. R. E. Patter-

son.

J. Nickerson ami wife attended the
A
wedding of their nephew, Eugene Nickerson. iu Portland the past week.

and Mrs. Fred Piper from
C
are
at Ins
father’s
Washington,
and calling on friends here.. .Mr. and Mrs
Leroy Dyer and daughter from Aroostook
have been visiting at Fred Putnam’s... .Rev
Mr. Whitcomb of Bangor has been in town
Monhoe.

Mr.

I)

employ- attending the quarterly meeting at the Centre.
He preached at the village church Suned at the hotel during the summer, left lor
day and gave a very interesting sermon.
her home m Bangor Sunday.
Carter, wh

Miss A

and Mrs.

Mr

O.

B

has been

Bean of

Presque

Isle

made a short visit to the past week to their
daughter. Mrs A E Trundy
Mrs. Fred A.

Davis

and

ion

Arnold, who
left Wed-

have been in town the past week,

desday

friends

to visit

in

Ellsworth.

lady's jacket was found recently between the bridge and the. hotel.
The owner
can secure the same by calling upon G. A.
A

Bowen.

About thirty from here took advantage of
the Belfast Band excursion to Bangor last
Thursday and visited the Eastern Maine
State Fair.
The Congregational society feel deeply
indebted to Misses Wright, Barlow and
Field for their efficient assistance to the
choir during their stay here.

Mr.

Richardson made

some

line remarks at

Thursday evening meeting.Miss
Ellen Mosman of Lewiston has been visiting
here.. Mrs. Harriet Piper visited in Boston
recently.... Mr. and Mrs. Mauter Dolloff of
Gardiner have been visiting her parents.
Capt. and Mrs. Durham-Mrs. Charles
Colson and family have been visiting Mrs
John McTaggart, her sister, and her mother,
Mrs. Jones-Miss Almeda Mansur, who
bought, the house formerly owned by the
our

Charles Sargent, has men at work raising the roof and remodeling it-Lulu
Nealley is visiting her aunt, Mrs. F. Chase.
late

Everyone is busy getting ready for our
annual fair, which promises to surpass ail
former ones. The grounds are being put in
good order and the large cistern will supply
all the water needed... .Edgar Ham from
Houlton has been visiting relatives $ud
friends in town.
....

The four young men who left here last
week to work on the Washington County
Waldo.
Mr. ami Mrs. E. L. Bryant of
Railroad are at home again, as they found it
Boston were in town recently... Mrs. Bois
very unpleasant to be associated with the ; G.
Littlefield,who has been visiting in town,
kind of men usually employed on railroads.
has returned to lmr home in Milford, Mass.
A. B. Pendleton has some valuable sou- ; -G. C. Levanseller aud J. W. Chase were
venirs sent by James B. Parse consisting of in Bangor last week
attending Eastern
j
cartridges and a shell from the battle ship Maine State Fair....Mrs. Laura Nason and
Maine. A Mesa coin and a watch from a children have returned to their home in
Spanish battle ship that was sunk at Santi- Lewiston ..Mrs Nettie vVilson of Brockton.
ago.
Mass., has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Rose
Mrs. Betsey Pratt aud Miss Etta Pratt of Sprague.Mrs. Elmira Yogcll of RockClinton recently visited Their daughter aud land was in town calling on friends last
week....I. B. aud B. A. Clary left last
sister in the Methodist parsonage. Mr. aud
C. Holbrook of Brooks also visited
returned to their homes last

Mrs. E.

there and all
week.
f

One
st

the

Thursday

largest delegations
that

left

ever went ->u one

here

steam-

Time, and within the week more
than "lie hundred and twenty-live have left.
-o'
Th
rein.i mug are eujnxLng the pleasant

er at one

days, and when they read the reports of the
heated terms at the westward they thank
then stars that they had The wisdom to prolong tlieir vacation.

Thursday

for East. Livermore, where they
teach.Madeline and Ray Neal,
who have been spending the sun nier with
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs A. J'
Simmons, have gone t... Pittsfield to attend
school... .S. J. Gurney has some of the largest potatoes we have seen this year. He
give your correspondent one that weighed
one and three-fourths pounds, and sent one
are

to

to

Lowell that

teen

ounces

bron

variety
smooth.
He

weighed
T: >-y
and

are

are

one

The
ill

pound ami fifBeauty of Hevery large ami

Frankfort. Mrs. J. C. Clark and Mrs.
Hill Rogers visited Mrs. William Mason in
West Winterport last week. Miss Helen
MacBride and Miss Dorety also called on
Miss Lyda Mason.

f

SHIP NEWS.

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar

Monroe Centre. The Free Will Baptist
quarterly meeting was held at the church
last week beginning Friday and closing Sunday evening. The following ministers were
present: Rev. Mr. Whitcomb of Bangor,
Rev. Mr. Rich of Taunton, Mass., Rev. Mr.
Richardson of
Enfield, Me., Rev. D.
Brackett of Brooks, Rev. Mr. Bailey of

PORT OF BELFAST.

1.
Seh.
water, N. J.
Sept. 2. Seh.
land.
Sept. 3. Schs.

and Soda.

Haven;

of

Boston

were

the

guests of his sister, Mrs L. H. Mosher, last
week... Miss Blanche Conner of Lawrence,
Mass., is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. S.
Conner_They are. doing a big business at
tiie corn shop. There was never so much
corn hauled iu before and it never was so
Miss Fiora \\ atson and A. W. Clark
good
....

Saturday-Eugeneaud

returned to Boston

returned from Massachusetts
’ast week_Mrs. Asa Stevens is failing....
I>r. Cook is in poor health-H. C. Chandler is suffering with hay fever....Mr. X. C.
Everett York

Knights

was

suddenly

taken

ill last week

and pronounced
it hemorrhage of the brain.
He is better at
this writing.... Dr. W. G. Fuller and family
have returned to their cottage at Windermere
The doctor intends to buy in the vilDr. S. Johnson

lage

ami settle

them

was

sent for

here.

We

are

glad

to have

back.

Read of Stockton
Springs, Mrs. Amanda Larrabee and Charles
Tanner, spent Saturday night at Mr. Stephen
I arrabee's.
Mrs. Etta Clifford Robinson
and family of Dexter were also there. They
held a spiritual circle Saturday evening and
Prospect.

Mrs.

Rose

many good tests were received through Mrs.
Reed’s mediumship
Miss Auraville Larrabee will return to Dexter with her aunt..

goodly number from this
Maple Grove Camp meeting
A

section went to
last

Sunday-

Fred Fames has started out with his threshing machine and reports grain yielding well,
Last year’s bay in
better than last year.
Prospect will be a drug in the market and
some are trying to buy stock to eat it up.
O. B.

Gray

Las

eight

cows, and wants

eight

James H. Jacobs bought two cows
last week, and in this section stock of all
more.

kinds and
one

cow

sheep, for sale,

that I

hear of

that is Mrs. Jennie

now

Mardeu

Only
sale, and

are scarce.

s.

is for

If farmers

could

visiting her sister, Lula Cole, has returned
Wiuterport. Mr. Fred Cole has gone
back to work for the Eaton brothers, Sears| port Harbor... The Prospect fair comes off
Sept. 21st. The handbill* will be out this
j week, and a great time is expected. All the
to

New

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and

healthful.

more

ROVA'. BAKING POWDER CO.,

NEW

used

1 o'>

hu-dieis

half

on

a

Prospect Ferry. Miss Lizzie Pierce left
her home in Peabody, Mass., on last Saturday’s boat. .School began in this district
last Monday, Miss Faustina Harding teacher.
-Oapt. Rufus Harriman left for Bath last
Thursday to go m ister <>f the West Virginia,
a new b^rge
just launched.... Mrs. Mary
Smith is at home from Belfast for a time.
-Leroy Twomblv left for his home in Natick, Mass on last Monday’s boat-Linwood Pierce and wife of Boston, Mass., are
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Pierce.... Mrs. Emma Moulton of Dedham
visited relatives here last Sunday.

for

Centre Montvili

began Sept. 5th

k.

with the

The

dist.. Miss Abbie
Dist., Miss Vesta Getcbell; Halldale, Miss
Frances Williams; Vose Dist., Miss Geneva
Sprowl, White's Corner, Miss Marjie
Rowel]; Plains Dist: Miss Sadie Weymouth :
McFarland's Corner, Miss Lucy Cushman;
Kingdom Dist., Miss Inez Peavey.A
Centre

barge Ringleader, Hopkins, Philadelphia; Sept. 2, ar, sehs. Susie P. Oliver. Winslow, Boston ; James A. Garfield, Wood, Portland ; sld,sell. Menawa, Kendall, New York :
•, sld, brig Katalidin, Marshall, Bristol; sehs.
pleasant picnic on Frye’s mountain was en- Henry Crosby, New York; Nightingale, Bossell. Edward Stewart, Kent, Turk’s
joyed by a company of young people Aug. ton;
30th-Miss Ella Frye has gone to Dedham Island; sid, sells. Kit Carsou, Kendall, New
York; Radiant. Hardy Boston.
Mass., where she has employment.
Norfolk, Aug. 211 Sid, sehs. Mary E. PalmAmong thus e who were at North port Camp er, Haskell, Wm. B. Palmer, McDonald, and
W. Lawrence, Coleman, Boston; HatSarah
Ground the past week was Mrs. Eliza Bean,
tie (\ Luce, Heal, Halifax; 30, ar, sell. Frank
Mrs. Ed. Bean and son,Mrs. Volney ThompA. Palmer, Harding, Key West; eld, seh.
son, Mrs. James J. Clement and family_
Penobscot, Dodge, Suffolk, Va.; Sept. 2, ar,
Mrs. Lura Jordan is visiting her parents, sell Isaac Oberton, Trim, Belfast; 3. nr, seh
Mary A. Hall, Kockport, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Bennett... .Mr. Hugh D.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 31. Ar, seh. Win.
McLellan of Belfast visited I'nion Harvest E. Downes, Marshall, Kennebec, cld, sell.
Grange last Saturday evening and delivered Daylight, Salem: Sept. 2, cld, sell. Ymiug
Biothers, Norfolk.
a pleasing address.
’*rt.
Aug. 21*. bid, nark Annie
do.;

lampa,
Reed, Welt, Carteret, X. J.
Chester, Penn Aug. 20.
Ar, seh. S. M.
Bird, Merrill, Baddeek, C. B.
Salem, Aug. 20. Ar, seh. Gen. Adelbert
Ames, Small, Boston.
Beaufort, S. C., Sept. 2
Ar, seh. Sarah 1).
J. Rawson, French, New York for Daiien.
San Francisco, Aug. 20. Ar, ship, Dirigo,
Goodwin, Seattle.
Camden, Me., Aug 20. Ar, seh. Edward

Winterfukt.
Jolm C. Xeally, a weL
known and highly respected citizen, died
Aug -J3d at the advanced age of T'd years and
3 mouths.
He lived oil tlie old homestead
where his parents lived and tiled.
His
death was due to l:ver trouble, from which
be had been a sufferer many years.
Mr.
Xeally was an excellent citi/eu, honorable

Stewart, Turk's Island.
Bath, Sept. 2. Ar. selis. J^se Olaverri and
Helen G. Moseley, Boston
Newport News, Sept. 1. Sid, brig Trios,
Heagau, Maranham ; 2 ar, sell. Melissa A.
W.iley, Coonibs, New York.
New Lou,bin, Conn.. Sept. 2
Ar. sell
Charlotte T. Sibley, Coombs, Brunswick,

and

church

when

a

man.

young
the funeral

Xye had charge

a

Tlie

by

sermon was

Mr.

F ank

arrangements.

Kev. J. P. Simonton

Ellsworth, from the text “Blessed

are

Ga.

of

Port

Giikey, Loinsburg,

Miss

Florence Merithew has gone to Peawill attend school.

Mass., where she

Miss Addie S. Mathews left by Friday’s
boat for Everett, Mass., where she is engaged in teaching.
W. L.

Mathews, wife

and two

daughters,

visiting here for the past
three weeks, have returned to their home in
who

have been

Brooks.
Miss Margaret Merithew, who has been
spending her vacation at home, left last Fri-

day for Salem, Mass
school.

where she is attend-

ing

Miss Marion A. Lamb, who has been visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Marion Mathew, left last Friday for her home in Chelsea, Mass.
Miss Celia M. Carter, who has been spending her summer vacation with her grandmother, Mrs. Marion Mathews, left by last
Friday’s boat for her home in Chelsea, Mass.

ladies with hook and
a (routing expedition
They succeeded in capturing about thirty fish of different varieties, including chubs, trout and frogs.
Four of our young
line started out on

quite recently.

a

Seventy members of Granite Grange paid
fraternal visit to South Branch Grauge

After listening to a
last Saturday night.
of South
very line program by the members
Branch Grange and remarks for the good of
the order by members of Granite Grauge,
where
we were invited to the hall below,

three large tables were spread with a bountiful repast, prepared by the sisters of South
Branch. The evening was very pleasantly

passed.
of young folks from Mt. Ephraim, consisting of Miss AddieS. Mathews,
and daughter Bessie,
Mathews
W.
L.
Mrs.
Miss Louise A. Merithew, Miss Florence
Merithew, Miss Margaret Merithew, Miss
Theodate Merithew, Miss Celia M. Carter,
Miss Marion A. Lamb, Master Fred Barrows and Archie Merithew had a hay-rick
excursion to Fort Point one day last week.
A picnic dinner was served in Sanford's
Grove,bathing and boating were indulged in,
and a general good time was enjoyed by all.
A company

cottage, Norfchport Camp Ground.The
village school began last Monday. Mrs. Abby

Ordway

teaches the

primary grade

in

place

Louise Kallock of Rockland, who is
reported seriously ill-Mr. Oscar Storer reof Miss

turned to his professional duties, the practice of law, in Boston last Monday_Mr
Claudius Grover recently lost one of his,
horses.Those digging potatoes report
more or less rotten-Miss Nellie B. Thompson expects to begin evangelistic labors in
Stetson, Me., soon ami will leave here the
middle of this week.
Miss vViuuie Simmons
goes to Camden the last of this week, where
she is an assistant teacher in the high school.

Troy.

thunder storm passed
over Troy last Sunday evening. The electric
flashes were incessant and the rain came
down iu torrents-The schools iu town
have opened, with Mr. Bartlett of Thorndike
teacher iu the high school, Miss Laura Hunt
of Unity at Green’s Corner, Miss Farwell of
Unity at North Troy, Mrs. Mabel Ward at
East Troy, and Ethel Pierce on Bagley Hill.
-B.

F.

A terrimc

Harding

has

gone to

Billerica,

Mass., to teach; Miss Bertha Hillman to
Vauceboro; Minnie Hillman to Knox; Angie
Garc*}lon to Burnham ; the Misses Alida and
Lilia Heald to Plymouth_Elias Seavey
has gone to Lewiston to attend the State
fair ami also to visit his sons, who reside in
Auburn ...Mrs. Margaret Parsons has gone
to Augusta fora few days... .Lorenzo Garcelon when returning from Unity recently
was thrown from his team and quite seriously injured about the back and side_Mrs.
M. T. Dodge and Master Arnold were in
Northport for a few days last week. .Quite a
number of our town’s people attended the
Spiritualist campmeeting at Etna during
last week, while others went to Searsport to
attend the Church of God campmeeting....
Mrs. Carrie Richardson and daughters, who
have been spending several weeks in town,
have returned to their home in Rockland....
Five dollars were realized at the lawn party
given by Miss Faustina Whitaker, which
*dded so much% to the treasury of the local
church.

family of W. H. Hamlin.
badly crippled by paralysis that he

board in the
so

photographer, accompanied
and spent a few days with the

the

her to Brooks

G. Roberts-Mrs. Melissa
family
Wentworth, who has been ill a long time,
had a very bad turn last week_Fred
Moulton has moved from the Deacon Small
house at the village to the Geo. Moulton
farm for the winter-W. L. Mathews and
family have returned from their visit to
North Searsport and are again at the Meritbew house. Miss Bessie comes back without her beautiful long curls, but no doubt
feels ihore comfortable with a short cropFoster Small, who helped his grandfather in
Swanville do the haying, is now at home to
go to school.
of

Remind

Monday.

E.

your

neighbor

visiting

cousin in Rockland-Melvin Simpson

lot for M. J.

Hall,

Hill is

a

lus

labor.... Wm. Gould is

W. L.

Billie

for

do

to break up a ten
Dow. He keeps a
pasture
heavy team and is well known as a rusher.
_L. C. Jones is at home from a trip in
Kennebec county-Miss Mildred McCarty
has returned from Belfast, her old home,
where she visited her friend Miss Anna
Chaples and others. Louise, daughter of
no

acre

visit.... Master

He is
cau

to vote next

and family of New York are visiting his
brothers, F. A. and H. I). Simpson-Mrs.
W. E. Oliver of Providence, R. I., who has
been the guest of Mrs. C. R. Hill, lias returned home-Mr, Joseph Blaisdell and
family aud Mrs. Walter Blaisdell left for
Newr York, Thursday-Mr. Claude Dunton
aud family of New York are visiting his
father and sisters-Mr. ami Mrs. Charles
Deane and Mrs. Ashley Deane of Boston
are the guests of Mrs. Wm. Baker-Mrs.
A. A. Doe aud Mrs. Ralph Doe have returned to their home in Worcester, after a visit of
two weeks in town ...A large number of
Winterporters attend.-1 the campmeeting at
Northport-A little daughter was boru to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Damon Aug. 28th_
Charles Dawley of the 1st Maine Regt. visited his sister, Mrs. R. A. Snow, last weekArthur Moody, of cue of the New York
Regt’s., is visiting friends in towm_Roy
L. Fernald is expected home on a furlough
this week... .Harry Mansfield of Jouesport,
is visiting his graudparents, Capt. aud Mrs.
A. J. Crocker.Harry Thompson is at
home from Newr York for a vacation-Mrs.
Betsey Chadwick is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Fred Atwood has
E. S.
gone to Boston for a visit of a week or two.
is
in
town for a brief
_Ernest Blaisdell

Thompson-Mrs.

stay.

2.

Shi,

sell. Janies A

C.

B

52 Main

St, Jag-., Aug.
Philadelphia.

in.

Ar, sell. Tufa, Wilson,

ldg

St. Helena, Sept. 2.
Passed, ship W
Conner, New York for Shanghai
MAKINK

II

MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Aug. 11. lat. 12 S, ou. 25 \V.
ship Tillie E. Starbuck, Curtis, Philadelphia
for

ALL KINDS OF
*

*9 9 9 9

20
Sell. S. A Paine, from
Deer Isle, with 250 tons granite, struck on
Devil’s Back yesterday p. u.. ti iled and sank.
Crew saved
The vessel will be raised and
towed to this city. Vessel and cargo valued
at *2,150; insured,
f A later report says the
vessel will be stripped and abandoned ]
Boston, Sept 2. The barge Moonbeam, coal
laden, from Newport News for this port, has
been abandoned off Baruegat by tin* steamer
Orion, which had it iu tow. The crew of four
men were probably rescued.
The barge was
built in Searsport, Me., in 1859.
Seven ice-laden
Baltimore, August 29.
schooners arrived in port yesterday from
Maine.
They are the W. H Oler, Carrie A
Norton, Maggie S. Hart, O. D. Withered,
Jacob S. Winslow, Hugn Kelley and Bertha
Dean.
Boston, Aug. 20. The sch. James Webster, which was seriously damaged last Friday night by being run into by the steamer
City of Jacksonville, has been towed over to
Marquand’s yard, where necessary repairs
will be effected
She will receive new bowsprit and jibboom, besides head gear and
sails.
New York, Aug 21.
Capt. Haskell of sell.
Mary E. Palmer, writes to the Herald to explain that the “captains of tin* two Palmer
schooners—Mary A. and William B.—at
Norfolk 28th, front Guantanamo Bay, did not
clear from the custom house at Key West,
but were subject to the orders of the North
Atlantic squadron officers, and there was
therefore no mistake made by the aforesaid
captains, as has been published.” The captains were detained 24 hours at Norfolk,
when their vessels were released by orders
from Washington.
Savannah, Sept. 2. Sch. Douglass Gregory,
Stillwell, from Philadelphia with coal, is
ashore on Hilton Head Beach.
Sch. Edwin A. Gaskill (Indore reported) is
ashore ou Hilton Head Beach
Sch. JohnS Deering,Woodland, from Baltimore for Jacksonville*, is ashore ou D.mftiskie Beach.
Sell Uobt McFarland, Lord, fi-mn Providence for Brunswick, lias ln*cn towed into
Tybee, dismasted.
Tug Jacob Paulsen, just in, reports 5 unknown schooners bottom up south of Tybee.
2d.
Bark D. H. Morris (Nor ), Moo, from
London for this port, was towed in here today with loss of foremast and maintopmast,
also all yards and rigging gone.
Port Royal, S. I'., Sept. 1. Sch. Collins W,
Walton, from Philadelphia, reports Aug. 21,
south of St. Helena, passed a schooner sunk,
with two masts standing; also saw, 5 miles
E. N. E. from the lightship, a schooner totally dismasted, one schooner ashore on Trunkard Beach, one schooner ashore ou Hilton
Head Beach totally dismasted. Sch. A. B.
Sherman, Pillsbury, from Baltimore, Aug.
11 for Brunswick, was anchored near the
lightship with loss of foretopmast, jibboom
and all headgear. One brig ami four vessels
w ere seen at anchor between Port Royal and
St. Helena. The schooner reported sunk
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Soli. Sarah D. .!
Rawson, French,
which was towed in here dismasted, while
oil the voyage from Xew York for Darien,
reports that tin* captain's head was injured
and one rib broken; also reports saw <|iiauf wreckage, including the top of a
tities
house: was iu company with sob John H
Platt, Ives, from New York for Brunswick,
in ballast, but saw nothing of her after the
weather cleared.
A large, light schooner* aim- in under jurymast and anchored «• if Lightship
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THEHOMELIESTIVIANINBELFAST
As well as the namlsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a

remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.

••
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Proaact .aarke.

Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p lb,

Chicken, p lb,
CalfSkins,
Duck, p tb.
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb,
Geese, p tb,

KoK

«.02
5ad
40a45
11
10a 12
5o.a75
14a 10
10
8 a 10
13al5
18

Retail Price.

mer

Current.

Hav, p
Hides,
Lamb,

/‘a hi rru'i -/<■»«>
tor. of, OOnOjSoi*
7-/:»

IP lb.

i*

lb,

7ti5
50 a 75

Lambskins,
4 a 5
Mutton, |o lb.
Oats, fc) bu. 32 lb, 3oa30

37> a 4o
Potatoes,
4 a. 4 l-o
Round Hog,
Straw, p ton, P> ooa 7 os
Hi a 13
rurkey, fe> lb.
1 1-2 a 7
Fallow,
bn 7
Veal, fc> lb.
17
Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard, 3 5On 7, 00
Wood, soft, 3 oo«3 oo
Retail Market.

OOa 1 oo
Lime, fc) bbl,
Beef,corned, p tb,
4«5
,)at Meal, t> lb,
Butter salt, 14 tb bag,
5a7
Onions,
ib,
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu,
Oil,kerosene, gal, 10a 1 1
3
Corn Meal, p bu,
Pollock,p lb,
7aS
Pork, p lb,
Cheese, p lb,
1.12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1
Plaster, fc> bbl,
3
5 a 0 Rye Meal. p lb
Codfish, dry, p lb
87)ado
oo Shorts, fc> cwt,
Cranberries, p qt,
5
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 a 12 Sugar, |p lb,
35
Four, p bbl, 5 50ao UO Salt, T. 1.,
3
H.G.Seed, bu, l 75a 2 (K Sweet Potatoes,
8a9
M Liat Meal,
Lard, p lb
?(g3 1
8
18
45
45
45
14
25
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Apples, p bn, -SOa 1 OO
4 a5
dried, p it-.
1 30 a 1 r>o
Beaus, pea,
medium, 1 fiu.al 00
yel’w cyse, l 75 « 2 00
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Chronic and Acute

HARDWARE.^-

9 99^

COJU.!. COAL

Portland, O.

Boston, Aug.

!

Belfast

.>•

Auckland, N Z As g 2d. S21, bark John
S. Emery, W< ster, New York.
Loyal Roads, B. c, Aug. 24. Ar, bark
Amy Turner, Warhind, Hoi.olulu.
Falmouth, Sept 2 S!d, bark Puritan, (Br.)
Amsburj (from Portland, < > etc ) Limerick
Grand Turk, T. !., Aug. 20.
Li port, brig
Harry Smith, Costa, big. for Boston, to sail
about Aug. 22: sell Nimbus, Bryant, to load
salt for Boston, and sail about Aug. 2d
Turks Island, Aug. 1>>
Ar, brig Harry
Smith, Costa, Bahia.
In port, bark EdMontevideo, Aug. 10
ward L. Mavberrv, Hinds, for Cape Town,

j

Street,

C.

FORTH IN pou rs.

..

consumption
get about with the aid of
crutches
He will have a good, straight, i time. He was about 20 years of age. The
sound leg again in spite of his eighty years. funeral was conducted by Rev. D. H. Piper
So says Dr. A. E. Kilgore-Sidney McTag- Thursday, and the mother and sister of the
gart is now acting as local station ageut young man came from Boston to attend....
during the absence of F. W. Piugree in Capt. G. W. Chase, with his wife and daughPortland.... Bennie Ham, ill with appendi- ter from South America were the guests of
citis, is said to be improving as fast as could Mrs. A. M. Hanscom last week. They came
be expected-James Cates is confined to to this country to place their daughter in
the house most of the time, but hopes to get Smith’s College aud will return to Callao
better as the cold weather comes on_Mrs. very soon-Mrs. Moses Snow’ on Willow
Harry Cates has become quite a skillful St. has been entertaining her nephew, Prof.
rider and thinks nothing of a trip to Water- Hiram E. Miller, and his friend, Mr. Will
ville on her wheel-Ebeu Page has now Fisher, of Brattleboro, Vt.; also Mrs.
got fairly at work haying and expects to do Charles Trask of Brewer... .Geo. Grant and
a rushing business within the next week or
family have returned from their visit to
two... .Benj. Rowe, who has spent some relatives in New York and Philadelphia.
months in Montville, is coming to Brooks to Miss Hortense Rankin has gone to Boston

Reading, Sept.

Parson, Baker, Augusta,
Jacksonville, Sept 2
Ar, sen Jennm E
W: ley, Benner, New Y-rk
R ekland, Me Sept d
Ar, sel: G-orgia

the

....

body,

BAILEY'S,

Ar, sell. Edward H.

York, Aug. 2d.

Baltimore, Aug. 31. Cld. sehs. J. Manel ester Haynes, Matthews, Bath ; 31, ar, seh.
Wm. E. Downes, Marshall, Kennebec; Sept.
3, sld, bark Frances, Rio Janeiro; 5, ar, sell.
Isaiah Hart, Williams, Punta Gorda.
Banger, Aug. 31. Cld, sells. John C. Smith,
Kneetand, New York; Electa Bailey, Clay,

<

Murch returned last week from a two weeks’
to her sister in Somerville.Miss
Gracie Simmons is pursuing her studies at
Kent ’s Hill-Mr. Lewis Winchenbach and
wife, ami his sister and her husband, Mr.
and Mrs. David Nelson of Augusta, are
spending this week in the Morrill Society

*>

STILL COXTIXUE AT

jorie, Bangor.

schools

town

following teachers:
McDowell; Sprowl

...

visit

Lowest Cash Prices

folk; Izetta, Eddyville; .% ar, sell. Lymar.
M. Law, Blake, Baltimore
Philadelphia, Aug. 30. Ar, brig Jennie
Ilulbert, Richmond, Me.; sehs. S. M. Bird,
Merrill, Baddeek. C. B. : Celia F., West,
Bangor; Almeda Willey, Kennebec; Maggie
S. Hart, Farrow, do.; Sept 3, cld, sell. Mar-

_

The fall term of school at this place will
be taught by Miss Alfreda Black.

;

Grindle,

Gate, seh. K. F. Hart, Leathers, New York
for Boston;
ar,sells. F. C Pendleton, lvenuebec ; Hannah Coomer, Stouington
Boston, Aug. 31. Ar, sell. Herald, Yeazie,
Kockport; Wm. Butman, Lowell, Jersey
City sld, seh. Jose (Jlaverri, Kennebec and
Washington; anchored in the Roads, sell.
Joel F. Sheppard; Sept 2, ar, soli. Copv,
Grant, Bangor; 3, ar, bark Willard Mudgett,
Turks Island; eld, sehs. Leander V. Beebe,
Daniels, Kennebec and Baltimore; Wm.
Butnam, Kennebec and Vineyard Haven;
Herbert E., Sliute, Round Cove and New
York; sld, Emma W. Day, Winterport; Joel
F. Sheppard, Carter, coal port; 4, ar, sehs
Wm. B. Palmer and Mary E. Palmer, Nor-

YORK.

j dead who die iu the Lord. Tin* singing was
hy ii"t ivnieml er Maine and send a few acre.
battle ships into Penobscot bax ? Searsp.Tt,
by the White's Corner choir. The Grange,
Thorndike.
Mr
ami Mrs Joseph Hig• *!
which he was a charter member, and
noted as furnishing me-tenth "f the combase ball nines are expected, and somewhere
manders of ships now sailing under the gins attended tin- Free Baptist *juarterly a. will have a chance to show their skill other friends, furnished many beautiful
American riag, would be delighted to help meeting in Monroe las! Friday,Saturday and and keeping. Come with lints and best :!• wers. Mr. Xeally was the son of the late
Sunday... Mr and Mrs
James Xeally and was one of 1- child.vn, 1
George Cilley
ent Ttam our navy, as
The Red Seals, B. L. nines, Centre;
many of them as
girl
last Saturday in Belfast.. .Mr aud
of whom lived to mature age. II s
first
would come to our broad harbor
The nice spent
District
nines, Brownies,
nines, Clark
Mrs. George l’. Higglus passed iast week
wife was Miss Mary A York, by whom he
bracing air these cool September nights
Frankfort. Searsport and Swanviile nines
with friends m Bangor... Mrs. Adams and
had 7 children.
In is.v.i die marriee Eliza
would be grand lor recuperating our exaie expected; and the champiou umpire of
children are visiting friends in Greene.
Maddox, who has been a faithful, sympathizhauster. jack-tars
the county Mr. Kane of Searsport, will deYr. J. S. Files and wife visited Mr and
ing companion in his declining Y'*a>-s. Becide your fate without word or contention.
A unique exp! ring expedition was
rMrs Wales L Miller in Belfast last Wedsides his wife, Ins two daughters, Mrs.
nine that wants to match up for vicgaiiiz* d at Swan bake last week by rive ,if
Any
Franklin Chase and Mrs. Abb .; Ham, and
nesday ..Miss Vesta M. Heath spent a fe\A
..nr y.'iing ladies who have been
spending days in Belfast iast week, the guest f her tory can choose for a tussle. Some players son, Mr. Chester
Xeally, survive to mourn
the week ther*are
wanted
fill
in
started
to
vacancies
some
of
the
from their enThey
j their loss Mr. John White,whose death was
•aster, Mrs. Clarence Gurney_Mr. Bert
above nines. Letters addressed to the Capcampment early n the morning in a large
Stevens and Miss Nancy Prentiss attended
prematurely reported last week,passed away
hat
tain of the Centre nine, F. Percy Partridge,
at, weigh ug about three hundred
the church of God Campmeeting in SearsMrs. Crowley, who has been
Sunday.
Stock t*'U Springs, will be attended to. All
rounds. Arriv ag at the mill they were
port last Saturday and Sunday. ..Miss
very ill,is recovering and her daughters,Mrs.
obliged t » carry the boat around the dam,
Lines are expected to play in the course <>f
Evelyn C Higgins went to Andover, Mass.,
Margaret Atwood of Boston and Mrs. Clara
and some three i undred yards, before reachthe day, if the innings have to be cut down,
Mr V. N. Higgins went to BanMerrill of Hudson, have returned to their
Sept 1st.
ing a navigable portion of Goose River,
Brooks. Miss Isa Luce of Waterville lias homes... .Miss Fannie Bennett of Bouton,
gor last Thursday on his return Saturday
i they had tarted out to
wi
explore With
morning lie stopped at Windermere Park returned from Monroe, where she visited j who has been the guest of Miss Elbe M.
much exertion they succeeded in
poling the to attend a
meeting of "The Unity Land, the family of her uncle, Charles Fogg, and Littlefield, returned to Bostou on Monday’s
b. at to the papei mill dam,
passing several Lake ami
Improvement Association... Mr. has visited her friend Mrs. Vesta Rose of boat. Slie gave a very interesting talk to
'her portage places where the
carry was E. 1. Bartlett is
teaching the fail term of this village-Quite a number of our people the ladies of tbe W. C. T. U. at their
near.y as long as at the mills
The home
school at Rogers’ Corner in Troy
By invi- attended the reception of Rev. and Mrs. F. meetiug Tuesday, aud Sunday evening
:r ;< proved full ol ditfi unties, and at
timesjit tation the members of Harvest Moon
Grange S. Do.lift at the Jackson parsonage last being their monthly public service she gave
required the utmost exertion of all combinwill visit Sunlight Grange in Knox next Friday afternoon and evening. The Brook’s a most touching address, which was lisl to get the beat over some of the shoal
Rev.
L>.
Brackett baud was present in the evening. Everybody tened to with marked attention by a
Saturday afternoon
i' <*ves :n the stream. They arrived hack at
will preach at the Centre Church next Sun- was graciously and hospitably received and , large
audience.
Miss
Elbe
Littlefield
the lake after dark, experienced navigators,
it was made an enjoyable occasion to all
at 10.30 a. m.
presided over the meeting; prayer was
1 at terribly sunburned aud tired. A fisher- day
who were fortunate enough to lie preseut....
man on the iake. not seen in the dusk of the
j offered by Rev. D. II. Piper; scripture
Morrill. The Cross and Jackson family
Hall Rose, Earl Besscy and Alfred Huxford ! reading by Miss Eleanor Barrett; solos
sung
evening, overheard one of them admit to the reunion here last Thursday was well attendwent to Pittsfield last Monday to enter the | by Misses Bennett and Littlefield, aud
other, “for the last three hours I have kept 'd and satisfactory to all concerned_Mr.
Maine Central Institute as students... .The hymns sung by the congregation-Mrs.
Herbert Kendall and family from Massaip only on my nerve.”
schools of the town opened last Monday. A. Priscina Downs, who recently died in Rockchusetts have spent a week with his father,
north searsrurt items.
M. Jones teaches the village high school,
land, was a sister of Capt. Geo. Havener of
Mr
Sharon Kendall Miss Flora March is at
Mrs. Hattie Wentworth ia at home from
Harry Littlefield is at South Brooks, Leila this place and her remains were brought
home on a month’s vacation,after an absence
Belfast.
Stimpson at West Brooks and Mabel Rose here for burial.. .Guy Massure died of
of more than a year. She has been
employed in the village
Miss Myra Dodge of Belfast is visiting
primary_Almon S. Forbes ; hemorrhage of the lungs Tuesday, Aug. 30th.
in the Taunton Insane Asylum... Mrs. Lottie
Mrs. C. O. Fernald.
is now able to
He had been sick with
for some
W

Porter,

goods

chased in order to sell what I have, because som
articles run out fast, and these are most essential. So until I
,
customer to buy my whole stock I will continue to do business at th.
place, anti keep such goods as may be found in any well regulatt
ware store
Do not understand that I have gone out of business. 1, ;
looking foi HARDWARK remember that the

|

Blake, Smith, Fernandina; David Faust,
Smith, Ellsworth; 30, ar, sehs. Poehasset,
Swan’s Island; Mary Ann McCann, Calais;
Hattie Mi G. Buck, George Gurney and Annie P. Chase, Bangor; eld, seh. Silver Heels,
Quinlan, Pictou, N. S.; 31, ar, sehs. Eliza ,J.
Pendleton, Philadelphia for New Haven;
Lizzie Lane, Closson,Bangor; Willie L Newton, Coombs, do.; Sept. 1, ar. seh. Maud
Briggs, Philadelphia for Bangor; "», ar, seh.
Laura, Lamson, Baltimore; 4, passed Hell

upright in his dealings, generous, and
ever ready to lend a helping hand to those
who needed it
He was a stauueh Methodist,
hundred tons of last year’s pressed hay in
been converted and joined the
Prospect...-Mrs. Ella Cole, who has been having

get money the same as in years ago they
would buy stock to eat up the three or four

Portland;

|\H

AMERICAN FORTS.

Bert Tosier of

iianlett

Thorndike,

to announce to the
public that 1 have not been
fuI in »>.T attempt toCLOSK OI T
my
as I
have 0,
really intended to, as more

1UII

■■

Harry Prescott, Gray, New

Twilight,

gene, Duncan, do.
Sept. 7. Sch. Lucia
Bangor.

..

T.

■

Volant, Pendleton, Rock-

SAILED.

Mr
Bartlett of Hermou and
Mr. Blair, pastor of the church. Rev.
Mr. Rich preached Sunday forenoon and
Rev. Mr. Richardson in the afternoon. At
the testimony meeting in the afternoon one
hundred and seventeen testimonies were
Much interest was manisfested
given.
throughout the meetings.Mr. Edgar
Hamm of Houltou, Me., has been visiting
his brother, C. O. Hamm....Miss Mabel
Webber has been at home from Boston visiting her parents, Mr, and Mrs. H. S. Webber.
.Mr. George Walker and his mother,
Mrs. Wealthy Walker, are visiting relatives
in Poland, Me. This was Mrs. Walker's,
native place.

Mrs.’ Geo.

VU

1
I

Sept. 1. Sch. Etna, Chipmau, Norfolk.
Sept. 3. Schs. Post Boy, Bullock. Bangor; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Sept. (> Schs. Twilight, Thorndike, Rockland ; Louisa Francis, Pearson, do.; Imo-

Knox. Rev.

Concord, N. H., is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs Archie
of
Tosier.... Alonzo Trafton
Haverhill,
Mass., was in town last week ...Capt. and

Post Boy, Bullock, Edge-

Louisa Francis, Pearson, do.
Sept. 4. Schs. Emma W. Day, Crockett,
Boston ; Imogene, Duncan, Rockland.

Rev.

Unity.

I Ilf I A II

;

ARRIVED.

Sept.

same

-•

>

1

■

A

CAR

We wish to express <mi
kind friends for their
during the sickness and
Mr and M
Edith.
Brooks, August 2P, ISPS.
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j

.•

j

*

An experienced and cap.d
position as housekeeper 1 oi a.-'
given and required. A
1

ence

1 w36*

HOI SEKI

I *

j
!

